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Abstract
Software testing is a fundamental task in software quality assurance. Especially
when dealing with several product variants or software versions under test, testing
everything for each variant and version is infeasible due to limited testing resources.
To cope with increasing complexity both in time (i.e., versions) and space (i.e.,
variants) of software systems, new techniques have to be developed to focus on the
most important system parts for testing. In the past, regression testing techniques
such as test case selection and prioritization have emerged to tackle these issues for
single-software systems. However, testing of variants and versions is still a chal-
lenging task, especially when no source code is available. Most existing regression
testing techniques analyze the source code to identify changes which indicate test
cases to be executed again, i.e., they are likely to reveal a failure. To this end, this
thesis contributes different testing techniques for both, variants and versions, to al-
low more efficient and effective testing in difficult black-box scenarios by identifying
important test cases to be re-executed. Four major contributions in software testing
are made. (1) We propose a test case prioritization framework for software product
lines based on delta-oriented test models to reduce the redundancy in testing be-
tween different product variants. The framework is flexible and allows to prioritize
test cases for individual product variants. (2) We introduce a risk-based testing
technique for software product lines. Our semi-automatic test case prioritization
approach is able to compute risk values for test model elements and scales with
large numbers of product variants. (3) For black-box software versions, we provide
a novel test case selection technique based on genetic algorithms. In particular,
seven different black-box selection objectives are defined, thus, we perform a multi-
objective test case selection finding Pareto optimal test sets to reduce the testing
effort. (4) We propose a novel test case prioritization technique based on supervised
machine learning. It is able to imitate decisions made by experts based on train-
ing data available in system testing, such as natural language test case descriptions
and black-box meta-data. All of these techniques have been evaluated using the
Body Comfort System case study. For testing of software versions, we also assesses
our testing techniques using an industrial system. Our evaluation results indicate
that our black-box testing approaches for software variants and versions are able to
successfully reduce testing effort compared to existing techniques.

Zusammenfassung
Testen ist eine fundamentale Aufgabe zur Qualitätssicherung von modernen Soft-
waresystemen. Mangels limitierter Ressourcen ist gerade das Testen von vielen Pro-
duktvarianten oder Versionen sehr herausfordernd und das wiederholte Ausführen
aller Testfälle nicht wirtschaftlich. Um mit der Raum- (Varianten) und Zeitdi-
mension (Versionen) in der Entwicklung umzugehen, wurden in der Vergangenheit
verschiedene Testansätze entwickelt. Es existieren jedoch nach wie vor große Her-
ausforderungen, welche es zu lösen gilt. Dies ist vor allem der Fall, wenn der Quell-
code der getesteten Softwaresysteme unbekannt ist. Das Testen von Black-Box-
Systemen erschwert die Identifikation von zu testenden Unterschieden zu vorher
getesteten Varianten oder Versionen. In der Literatur finden sich bisher wenige An-
sätze, welche versuchen diese Herausforderungen zu lösen. Daher werden in dieser
Dissertation neue Ansätze entwickelt und vorgestellt, welche beim Black-Box Testen
von Software-Varianten und -Versionen helfen, wichtige Testfälle zur erneuten Aus-
führung zu identifizieren. Dies erspart die Ausführung von Testfällen, welche weder
neues Verhalten testen noch mit hoher Wahrscheinlichkeit neue Fehler zu finden. In-
sgesamt leistet diese Dissertation die folgenden vier wissenschaftlichen Beiträge: (1)
Ein modell-basiertes Framework zur Definition von Testfallpriorisierungsfunktionen
für variantenreiche Systeme. Das Framework ermöglicht eine flexible Priorisierung
von Testfällen für individuelle Produktvarianten. (2) Einen risiko-basierten Test-
fallpriorisierungsansatz für variantenreiche Systeme. Das Verfahren ermöglicht eine
semi-automatisierte Berechnung von Risikowerten für Elemente von Produktvari-
anten und skaliert mit großen Produktzahlen. (3) Ein multi-kriterielles Testfallse-
lektionsverfahren für den Regressionstest von Black-Box Software-Versionen. Es
werden verschiedene Black-Box Testkriterien aufgestellt und mittels eines genetis-
chen Algorithmus optimiert um Pareto-optimale Testsets zu berechnen. (4) Ein
Testfallpriorisierungsverfahren für Black-Box Regressionstests mit Hilfe von Machine
Learning. Der verwendete Algorithmus ermöglicht eine Imitation von Entscheidun-
gen von Testexperten um wichtige Testfälle zu identifizieren. Diese Ansätze wurden
alle mit Hilfe von Fallstudien evaluiert. Die resultierenden Ergebnisse zeigen, dass
die Ansätze die gewünschten Ziele erreichen und helfen, wichtige Testfälle effektiv
zu identifizieren. Insgesamt wird der Testaufwand im Vergleich zu existierenden
Techniken verringert.
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Preliminaries

1 Introduction
Modern software systems are often developed in software engineering processes, with
different aspects of development dedicated to distinct phases. Examples of software
development processes are the Waterfall model, V-model or Scrum [Som10]. Within
these processes, software testing is a fundamental task to ensure software quality
according to the specification of the system. Testing consumes a large amount of
time and resources due to the complexity of modern systems. A proficient testing
process increases the trust in the completed product. Especially in safety-critical
software systems, such as automotive electronic control units, it is of utmost impor-
tance to reduce the failure rate and, thus, the involved risk [LS14]. While testing
has been a research focus for decades, there are still problems to be solved. In this
chapter, we motivate the current problems in testing considered in this thesis and
give an overview of our contributions. Finally, we briefly present the structure of
this thesis.
1.1 Problem Statement
Software Variants and Versions. Modern software systems are continuously
evolved to fix bugs or introduce new features, which leads to new software ver-
sions [Leh80]. Similarly, different functionality might be provided for different prod-
uct variants of the same software system [PBvdL05]. Here, the customer is able to
select a desired set of functionalities to personalize the product. To illustrate the
two dimensions, i.e., versions (over time) and variants (product space), we show an
example in Figure 1.1. The figure depicts two different versions of the Windows
operating system1: Windows 8 and its successor Windows 8.1. Considering the
product space dimension, each version has been published in different variants, e.g.,
Windows and Windows Pro as shown in Figure 1.1.
Current Challenges in Software Testing. While software variants and ver-
sions are prominent in modern software systems, testing them is still a difficult
task due to restricted testing resources. Especially large numbers of variants and
fast development cycles for new software versions increase the complexity of test-
ing, making a full test of each variant and version infeasible [Eng10, MMCDA14].
1Windows is developed by Microsoft Corporation, official website: https://www.
microsoft.com/en-us/windows/, date: March 20 2017
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Figure 1.1: Example for Development of Software Variants and Versions
For both dimensions, test cases have to be repeatedly executed to ensure that a
new variant or version corresponds to its specification. Several testing techniques
have been proposed in the past to reduce testing effort and guide testers to iden-
tify important test cases. For testing of software versions, the most prominent
examples to reduce testing effort are test case selection and test case prioritiza-
tion techniques [YH07b]. However, these regression testing techniques usually as-
sume to have source-code knowledge [RH94, YH07a, EYHB15, MHD15] or are
model-based [CPS02, BLC13, RBT13]. Unfortunately, complex software systems
are often developed as component-based systems, i.e., they are a composite of dif-
ferent, sometimes independently developed, software components. While compo-
nents increase software reusability and support parallel development, they intro-
duce new challenges in testing as the source code of such components is not always
available [Wey98], for instance, in case that components are developed by exter-
nal companies. Only few techniques deal with black-box meta-data, such as test
case history [FKAP09, ERL11, QNXZ07]. There is no technique which makes use
of natural language artifacts or incorporates many black-box objectives at once for
test optimization. In addition, the complexity of variant-rich software systems has
not been explored for testing individual variants. Current techniques for testing of
different software variants mostly focus on the selection [JHF12, LOGS11] or prior-
itization [AHTM+14, DPC+13, PSS+16, AHLL+17] of product variants or test case
generation [UKB10, VBM15]. However, only few techniques make contributions to
improve testing of individual variants [AWSE16, LLL+14, WAG15].
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The identification of important test cases for black-box software variants and ver-
sions is difficult as code-level changes are not directly observable and analyzable.
Thus, new techniques are required to deal with the complexity of testing of black-
box software variants and versions.
Black-Box Testing of Software Variants. One trend in modern software
systems is the deviation from single-software systems to variant-rich software sys-
tems, such as software product lines (SPL). SPLs allow for mass customization of
product variants to fulfill personalized needs and functionalities, e.g., by providing
more complex variants with additional functionality for a higher price [PBvdL05].
One prominent example for these types of systems can be found in the automotive
domain, where cars can be highly customized, e.g., by providing different types of
driver assistance systems. However, while variant-rich systems gain popularity, they
introduce new challenges for engineering and, especially, testing. One major chal-
lenge is the potentially high number of derivable product variants. Another problem
is the high degree of redundancy between product variants, as they share common
functionality. This increases the effort in testing as there is high chance that test
cases are executed redundantly. Thus, identifying important test cases for individual
product variants is a crucial but difficult task.
While techniques have been proposed to improve testing of variant-rich software
systems in the past [Eng10], we argue that there is a distinct lack of techniques to
identify important test cases for particular product variants. Currently, most testing
techniques focus on the derivation of subsets of product variants to be tested, but
do not investigate how to test each of these variants. This is a major drawback as
each product variant has the complexity of a single-software system and, thus, a full
test of each derived product variant is not feasible.
We propose novel approaches to deal with the issues of prioritizing test cases
for each product variant under test according to different criteria. Providing test
case prioritization allows testing of a product variant to continue until resources are
exhausted, while ensuring that the most important test cases have been executed.
In particular, we provide a flexible framework for black-box testing of variant-rich
systems to identify changes between variants using test models. These changes
indicate parts in product variants, which are likely to produce new failures and,
thus, should be prioritized in testing. In addition, we provide a testing approach,
which semi-automatically identifies risky parts of the system. Test cases are priori-
tized according to the riskiness of their covered software parts. Both techniques are
applicable for large scale variant-rich systems and are able to provide test case pri-
orities for individual product variants, while requiring only low manual effort. Our
SPL related techniques do not require any code access and improve the coverage of
changes between product variants. Instead, we rely on test models as provided in
model-based testing [UL07].
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Black-Box Testing of Software Versions. While a high degree of product
variants introduces new challenges, testing of single-software systems is also a diffi-
cult task due to continuous time-restricted retesting of new software versions. In this
context, this thesis contributes to black-box regression testing of software versions.
Regression testing focuses on retesting of previously tested software parts, which
might have been influenced by changes performed in a new software version [RH94].
While many regression testing techniques exist [YH07b], we argue that there is a
distinct lack of sufficient regression testing techniques when dealing with black-box
systems. Without source code access, the identification of potentially influenced
system parts is a non-trivial task, which depends on expert knowledge and repeated
manual assessments. This makes a reliable identification of important regression
test cases difficult and expensive, especially for a large number of test cases. To
this end, we provide two different approaches to select and prioritize test cases in
regression testing without analyzing source code.
First, we use genetic algorithms to optimize the selection of test cases according
to several objectives at once, resulting in a multi-objective optimization technique.
Our objectives are based on meta-data available in system testing, such as preferring
prefer test cases which have revealed failures in the past. Consequently, we identify
Pareto-optimal solutions to the black-box test case selection problem. Evaluation
results indicate that our test case selection technique is able to reduce testing effort.
In a second contribution to black-box testing of software versions, we prioritize
test cases based on machine learning. Here, we focus on natural language test
cases and analyze their descriptions and meta-data to learn a ranked classification
model, which allows us to identify the priority of test cases. The approach aims to
emulate test experts, which provide training data (i.e., important and unimportant
test cases) to train the machine learning algorithm. To our knowledge, this is the
first work in which natural language test cases are prioritized based on machine
learning techniques. Our results show that this approach is able to find failures
early in real-life data. In addition, it outperforms human test experts in terms of
failure finding rate.
1.2 Contributions
This work aims to improve black-box testing for both, software variants and versions.
Consequently, the contributions are twofold: The first two contributions improve
black-box testing of software variants while the latter two improve black-box testing
of versions. In summary, the four main contributions of this thesis are as follows:
1. A model-based delta-oriented test case prioritization framework for black-box
testing of software variants [LLL+15, LLAH+16, LLS+17]. The framework is
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designed to be extensible and flexible. The framework’s concepts are tailored
for reuse of test cases and allows the user to prioritize test cases for individual
product variants. In particular, the used techniques are similar to regression
testing techniques of single-software systems, but applied to the variability in
space dimension.
2. A risk-based test case prioritization approach for black-box testing of software
variants [LBL+17]. Our test case prioritization technique computes risk values
for generic test models in a semi-automatic fashion. This reduces the testing
effort significantly compared to traditional risk-based testing approaches ap-
plied to single-software systems.
3. A multi-objective regression test case selection approach for black-box testing
of software versions [LFN+17]. We propose seven black-box test objectives to
be optimized. Genetic algorithms are used to find Pareto-optimal test sets.
Results show good results in terms of precision and recall.
4. A test case prioritization for testing of software versions [LSN+16]. We use
supervised machine learning to emulate decisions and experiences made by
test experts to improve black-box testing based on natural language test cases.
Results indicate that our test case prioritization technique is indeed able to
improve regression testing, even when compared to a human test expert.
We use the Body Comfort System case study to evaluate our black-box testing
techniques [LLLS12]. For our software version testing, we additionally performed
evaluations with real-life data from the automotive industry.
1.3 Outline
Due to the nature of our contributions, we split this thesis into four parts. Part I
consists of three chapters, of which this introduction chapter is the first. We provide
important background and terminology for this thesis in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, we
explain the foundations for the contributions of this thesis. In particular, we provide
formal definitions of used artifacts and describes the Body Comfort System (BCS)
case study, which is used to evaluate our contributions.
Part II comprises our contributions for black-box testing of software variants. It
contains two chapters. Chapter 4 introduces our model-based test case prioriti-
zation framework for SPLs (Contribution 1). The framework supports testing of
product variants in large SPLs as it provides concepts to prioritize test cases for
each product variant under tests separately. Chapter 5 provides a risk-based test
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case prioritization approach for SPLs, which computes risk values for test model
elements semi-automatically (Contribution 2).
Part III of this thesis is split into three chapters. Chapter 6 presents our multi-
objective regression test case selection technique for system-level testing without
source code access (Contribution 3). Here, we use genetic algorithms to find Pareto-
optimal test sets which optimize several objectives at once. Chapter 7 concludes
our black-box testing technique for software versions with a test case prioritization
approach, based on machine learning (Contribution 4). We summarize this thesis in
Chapter 8, where we discuss the obtained results. In addition, we present potential
future work to extend our black-box testing techniques or show its general appli-
cability. We present and explain related work for each contribution individually,
showing the novelty of our black-box testing approaches.
Part IV concludes this thesis with an appendix. It further contains an index and
a list of abbreviations.
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To lay the foundation of the proposed contributions in this thesis, we explain nec-
essary background in this chapter. First, the basic concepts and ideas of software
testing are explained. This includes the V-model, black-box testing and model-based
testing (MBT). Next, regression testing is explained. In particular, the concepts of
test case selection and prioritization are introduced. Afterwards, software product
lines (SPL) are introduced, including the SPL engineering process, SPL modeling
techniques and delta-oriented modeling.
2.1 Software Testing
Modern software systems are developed according to software engineering principles,
containing different aspects to be fulfilled to produce software systems of high qual-
ity [Som10]. One popular software development process is the V-Model, consisting
of different engineering and testing phases to guide and support software develop-
ment. The contributions of this thesis are aligned within two testing phases of the
V-Model. Thus, we explain the V-Model in more detail in the following. In this con-
text, the applied testing terminology for the remainder of this thesis is introduced.
Afterwards, we give some background on black-box testing which is a particular
domain of testing techniques dealing with lack of source code and the underlying
assumption for all our proposed contributions. To conclude this section, we explain
necessary background on regression testing, which is a fundamental aspect of this
thesis.
2.1.1 Testing in the V-Model
A wide variety of software development processes [Som10] have been developed in the
past, e.g., the Waterfall model, the V-model or agile techniques like Scrum [Sch04].
In context of this thesis, we focus on the V-model, which is a widely accepted and
applied software development process. Different version of the V-Model exist, with
adaptations being made for different domains (e.g., automotive software engineering)
or project specific needs. We describe the V-model as introduced by the ISTQB1 in
1The International Software Testing Qualifications Board creates software quality assurance cer-
tifications for software testers. Link: http://www.istqb.org, date of visit: August 17th 2016
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Figure 2.1: The V-Model Software Engineering Process (modeled after [SLS11])
the context of this thesis as this version is taught to certified testers [SLS11]. The
nine distinct phases of the V-model and their relationship are shown in Figure 2.1.
Development Phases. The left side of the V comprises five development phases,
which lead to the implementation of the software system. In the V-model, each
phase is the foundation for the next phase, producing the artifacts needed for the
next phase to commence. The development is initiated with a requirements analysis,
which is performed in unison with the customer and stakeholders until an informal
specification of the system is derived. Based on this informal specification, the sys-
tem specification is designed, which is used as definition of the system. Using the
system specification, an architectural design of the software system is formulated.
It describes the communication and interaction of the different components of the
system via interface specifications, i.e., it describes the system architecture. Finally,
all components are individually designed (unit design), such that they can be im-
plemented in isolation. Thus, they comprise atomic functionalities and provide or
require the interfaces specified in the architecture design. Based on these designs,
the software is implemented in the last step of the left side of the V-model.
Testing Phases. The four testing phases are aligned on the right side of the V.
Each conceptual development phase has a counterpart on the testing side, i.e., the
design of the system provides the specification for the corresponding testing phase on
different development levels. In each testing phase, the specification is used to derive
a set of test cases T C = {tc1, . . . , tcn} for the system under test (SUT). Each test case
covers a certain aspect of the SUT and ensures its conformity to the specification. In
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unit testing, test cases assess each component or unit in isolation on a very technical
level. For integration testing, test cases validate that the architectural design has
been implemented as specified, i.e., that the communication of components is correct
and that the interfaces have been implemented properly. In system testing, test cases
correspond to the requirements of the customer or stakeholder, i.e., the system
is tested as a whole according to specified use cases. Acceptance testing directly
involves the customer and is tested on site on customer hardware. The later failures
are found in the testing process, the more expensive they are to fix [Som10]. Thus,
each underlying testing phase should be executed before the next.
In testing, testers aim to find faults in the code, i.e., faulty statements. These
are most likely found when testing directly on code-level, e.g., in unit testing. A
fault will most likely lead to one or more user-observable failures, e.g., a crash of
the system or wrong computations. In black-box testing, test cases reveal failures
instead of faults as only the result is observable, but not the cause. The mapping
of a failure to the underlying fault(s) is part of the debugging process.
This thesis mainly contributes in the integration and system testing phases. Thus,
we explain these two testing phases in more detail in the following.
Integration Testing. The architecture design of a software system represents its
component-based structure and its inter-component communication [Som10]. Each
component has a specified interface which defines its interactions with other com-
ponents, i.e., which signals are received and sent via connectors. Thus, integration
testing aims to validate if the internal communication has been properly imple-
mented using the architecture design as specification.
Due to the complexity of modern software systems they usually comprise sev-
eral components. For testing, it should be avoided to integrate all components at
once as this might lead to failure masking, i.e., if more than two components are
involved in a erroneous communication, the identification of the actual problem is
difficult [SLS11]. Thus, integration testing should always start with a minimal subset
of components, ideally a pair of components. Further components can be added in
a step-wise fashion to test more complex subsystems. As subsystems might require
different components, which are not available, drivers and stubs have to be used to
simulate missing components and enable a controlled communication between the
components under test [Som10, SLS11].
Two basic integration strategies are top-down- and bottom-up-integration [SLS11].
They define the ordering in which additional components are integrated into the sub-
system under test. In case of top-down, the integration testing process starts with
the component(s) which call other components and are never called by other com-
ponents. Integration then continues with the components called by the integrated
components until, at last, the components are integrated which do not call any other
components. The bottom-up integration works similarly, but in reverse.
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System Testing. Once all components are integrated and tested, system testing
commences. Here, the overall system is the test subject. A system is specified
by a set of requirements REQ = {req1, . . . , reqn}, which are defined stakeholders
involved. Requirements are either functional or non-functional, i.e., they either
specify what functionalities shall be enabled or how the system shall behave [Som10].
As requirements are derived by the customer, they are usually defined in natural
language to support the comprehensibility of the SUT.
To assess if a system performs according to its specification, a set of system test
cases is defined. Traceability between requirements and test cases is important to
assess the quality of the system. In other words, it is important to know which test
case covers which requirement to be able to measure certain quality-related metrics.
One basic assumption for system testing is that each requirement is covered by at
least one test case, i.e., requirements coverage [WRHM06] is required to ensure a
certain quality.
In modern software systems, many system level test cases are executed manually as
they represent use cases performed by end users [Sne07]. In addition, system testing
often involves testing of graphical user interfaces to ensure certain user interaction
scenarios. Thus, test automation is more difficult compared to, e.g., unit testing.
Manual testing leads to a high effort in testing, especially with restricted testing
resources, which is on of the challenges tackled in this thesis.
2.1.2 Black-Box Testing
White-Box vs. Black-Box Testing. Software testing is concerned with the
creation, execution and evaluation of test cases [AO08]. Testing requires as sys-
tem specification to derive test oracles, i.e., to know the expected results of each
test case, which enables the tester to determine whether the system behaves cor-
rectly [RAO92]. To design test cases, literature distinguishes two different testing
domains: white-box and black-box testing. In white-box testing, the source code is
available for test case design, e.g., in unit testing.
White-box testing allows to apply code-based coverage criteria, which support
the test case design process. Sample white-box test coverage criteria are statement-,
transition- or path-coverage [SLS11]. Statement coverage demands that each code
statement is executed at least once. Transition coverage extends this notion and
forces the execution of each transition, i.e., the control flow of the software is tested.
Path coverage is a theoretical coverage criterion as it demands each execution path
to be executed at least once, which is infeasible when dealing with loops.
However, source code might not always be available or too complex to analyze
for white-box testing. In this case, the software is tested using black-box testing
techniques, i.e., testing is solely based on the system specification. The specifica-
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tion might exist in form of requirements (cf. Chapter 2.1.1) or test models (cf.
Chapter 2.1.3).
Component-Based Software. One prominent type of systems for which
black-box testing is often inevitable are component-based software systems [Wey98,
HLS99]. These types of systems consist of a set of components which communicate
with each other. Off-the-shelf components can be assembled to form well-defined
software architectures, which reduces the development cost and avoids the devel-
opment from scratch [CLWK00]. One example for component-based software sys-
tems are automotive applications, where software is deployed to electronic control
units (ECU). Each ECU can either contain one component or components might be
distributed over several ECUs [Bro06]. However, each ECU needs to be implemented
and connected correctly to provide the desired functionality, e.g., autonomous driv-
ing of the vehicle. The complexity of different interacting components makes testing
of component-based software systems difficult [HLS99]. Among others, the follow-
ing reasons are responsible for the black-box testing nature of component-based
software [Wey98]:
• External Developers: Especially in complex software systems, not every
component is created by the same developer. Instead, external suppliers pro-
vide necessary functionalities for certain components of the system [Wey98].
Due to legal restrictions, the source code of these components might not be
available and, thus, is provided as a black-box where only information about
public interfaces is known [WCO03]. While a white-box unit test is usually
provided by the supplier, integration of these components requires black-box
testing techniques to ensure their correct communication.
• Reuse of Components in Different Projects: In most cases, modern
software systems are not developed from scratch but reuse, adapt or extend
existing code to fulfill new needs [Leh80, HvKS08]. Similar to external de-
velopers, the reused source code might not be directly available but only in
binary form. The same issues rises with external closed-source libraries.
• Large Quantities of Code: Complex systems consist of up to millions of
lines of code, which are hard to analyze and to understand. No single person
knows all details about the code, which makes a white-box analysis of complex
and component-based software systems difficult [Wey98].
Black-Box Testing. Black-box techniques are important when dealing with
modern, complex software systems. Black-box testing is prominent in integration,
system and acceptance testing as it assumes knowledge about external input and
output interface of the SUT (cf. Figure 2.2). Hence, the point of control and point
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Figure 2.2: Points of Control and Observation in Black-Box Testing
of observation are outside of the systems interior structure, i.e., no knowledge about
source code is available and only observable outputs define the result of a test case.
Existing black-box testing techniques often focus on the test case creation process,
e.g., equivalence classes, boundary value analysis or decision tables [LV04]. However,
the execution of test cases is not trivial, especially in the testing of different software
versions where only a subset of test cases can be executed again due to resource
limitations. This regression testing (cf. Chapter 2.2) of different software versions is
important, but there is a lack of black-box regression testing techniques [ERS10].
2.1.3 Model-Based Testing
While black-box testing is a common task in software engineering, it is still difficult
to deal with a lack of source code availability. Especially in terms of test case creation
and complexity of the specification difficulties arise when requirements are defined
in natural language. To this end, model-based testing (MBT) has been introduced
to cope with black-box systems and introduce new test end criteria and test case
generation techniques [UL07]. MBT always requires the existence of a test model,
which is a formal representation of the system specification. In the context of this
thesis, we use structural test models, i.e., architecture models and behavioral test
models, i.e., state machines.
Architecture Test Models. Modern software systems are usually defined in
a component-based fashion [CLWK00], i.e., a system is described as a set of com-
ponents C = {c1, . . . , cn}. Components are defined in the context of a software
architecture [Bas07]. They interact with each other via their provided interface.
The foundation of the model-based development methodology is a well-defined soft-
ware architecture model, which resembles the specification of a system’s structure.
In context of this thesis, an architecture model contains a finite non-empty set of
components C = {c1, . . . , cn}, a finite non-empty set of signals Π = {pi1, . . . , pik} and
a connector relation CON ⊆ C × Π × C. Thus, we define an architecture model
as triple arc = (C,CON ,Π). The interface of a component c ∈ C is defined as the
non-empty set of incoming connectors Ic ⊂ CON and outgoing connectors Oc ⊂
CON . Using hierarchical layers, components might contain other components and
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Figure 2.3: Sample Architecture Model for Locking Mechanism
connectors themselves, allowing for a more fine-granular description of the system
structure. We require that each component has a connector to at least one other
component and that the architecture is connected. A signal has a certain type,
e.g., boolean or integer, and might be sent by more than one connector. Each
connector transmits exactly one signal between exactly two components. Connectors
are connected to either a in- or out-port of a component. We abstract from the notion
of ports in the context of this thesis and assume that each connector is linked to the
correct port of a component.
Architecture models can be either defined in a graphical fashion (cf. Figure 2.3),
where a component is depicted as a box or node and connectors are depicted as
arrows or directed edges. Another possibility are architecture description languages,
which are a textual representation of the architecture [MT00]. As graphical repre-
sentations are easier to grasp we provide graphical examples in the course of this
thesis. The internal structure of components is not depicted in the architectural
models as it is not of relevance on this level of abstraction.
In terms of testing, software architectures might be used as test models to specify
the inter-component communication of a software system. Thus, they lay the foun-
dation for integration testing (cf. Section 2.1.1). In context of this thesis, we use
architecture test models to identify important test cases for integration testing of a
certain variant of the system.
Example 2.1: Software Architecture
An example for a graphical architecture model is shown in Figure 2.3. This
particular architecture comprises only two components, GUI and Lock. As-
sume, that the system describes a locking mechanism restricted by entering a
PIN. The GUI component receives input from the environment, e.g., via but-
tons not represented. Then, the Lock component receives the input and if an
entered PIN was correct or not. These signals are transferred via connectors,
shown as arrows, e.g., (GUI, but_lock, Lock).
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Figure 2.4: Sample State Machine for Locking Mechanism
State Machine Test Models. State machines are finite automata, which de-
scribe the behavior of a system or component [UL07], i.e., in which state a component
is in and how it reacts to incoming events. One popular type of state machine are
state charts [Har87], which are also part of the Unified Modeling Language
(UML) [OMG15]. State charts support, for instance, parallel states, different hier-
archy layers and guarded behavior. In context of this thesis, behavioral test models
are used to represent the behavior of a component.
Let SM = {sm1, . . . , smi} be a finite non-empty set of state machines. We define
a state machine as 4-tuple sm = (S, T, L,Σ) with a finite non-empty set of states,
a finite nonempty set of events Σ = {σ1 . . . , σk}, which is divided into distinct sets
of input event ΣI , output events ΣO and internal events Στ , i.e., Σ = ΣI ∪ΣO ∪Στ
holds and a transition relation T ⊆ S × L × S over the set of transition labels
L = (ΣI ∪Στ )×P(ΣO ∪Στ ). When initiated, a state machine is in its initial state,
usually notated by an arrow who originates in a black dot (cf. Figure 2.4 with initial
state Unlocked). A transition t ∈ T connects two states and defines how events are
transferred between states to model the behavior of the system.
As state machines describe the behavior of a component, each input event σ ∈ ΣI
correspond to a signal received by the component via its interface as incoming
signal. Analogue, the set of output events ΣO corresponds to outgoing signals on
architecture level. We assume, that the mapping between events and signals is
enabled via their names, i.e., they share identical names.
In contrast to input and output events, internal events Στ do not correspond to
architectural signals and are, thus, only visible within the state machine. Internal
events enable control mechanisms required to describe the behavior of the compo-
nent. While transitions are triggered by exactly one input event σi ∈ ΣI ∪Στ , they
may also broadcast a set of events ΣB ⊆ ΣO ∪ Στ . The transition label syntax of
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a transition t ∈ T is defined as t : σi/ΣB (cf. Figure 2.4). Each state machine also
has an initial state sinit ∈ S, which is entered when the machine is started. While
parallel automata and hierarchy layers are part of state machines, we abstract from
this to present a simple state machine definition that sufficiently serves the purpose
of the testing concepts for software variants provided in this thesis. Furthermore,
we focus on reactive systems, i.e, we assume that a state machine does not have
particular final state, which brings the system to a halt.
Example 2.2: State Machine for Locking Mechanism
A sample state machine is shown in Figure 2.4. It represents the behavior
of the locking component in Example 2.1. It is modeled in three states S =
{Unlocked, Locked, PINRequest}. The initial state sinit = Unlocked defines
that the system is unlocked when started. The three states are connected via
a total of four transitions T = {t1, t2, t3, t4}. For example, transition t1 requires
the input event but_lock in order to be triggered, in which case it broadcasts
the output event ΣB = {lock}. Assume, that these two events correspond to
the component’s interface shown in Figure 2.3 as the trigger might resemble
a pressed button received as incoming signal and that the signal lock is send
to other components in the system. In contrast, the events WrongPIN and
CorrectPIN shall be internal τ -events, which are only visible within the state
machine and used to control the inner workings of the state machine. For
instance, the WrongPIN event does not lead to any changes in the internal
state due to the still locked status.
2.2 Regression Testing
Reasons for Regression Testing. Testing is an ongoing process that continues
even after the software has been released. Different reasons exist for ongoing testing
processes [Leh80, LW89]:
• New features are integrated: Modern software systems are constantly
updated, providing new functionality. Prominent examples are operating sys-
tems or firmware. Customers demand new features, which are build on top of
existing software systems and are integrated after the initial release.
• Faults are fixed: Complete software testing is impossible [AO08]. Hence,
testing is based on heuristics and test end criteria to find most of the existing
faults. However, a released software system often still contains faults, which
are noticeable by the customer or hinder the system’s functionality. Thus, bug
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fixes are provided by the developers via an update function, which alters the
original software system to resolve existing failures.
• Software is adapted: Software systems might be adapted to many different
hardware platforms or devices, e.g., new mobile devices. An adaption of the
original software is necessary to ensure the correct functionality.
Regression Testing Techniques. Consequently, a change of the software re-
quires testing to ensure that the system still fulfills its specification. In this regard,
regression testing [LW89] focuses on already tested parts of an original software ver-
sion and tries to ensure the correctness of these parts in new versions of the same
application. One way to apply regression testing is a retest-all approach [YH07b].
Retest-all requires that out of all test cases T C = {tc1, . . . , tcn} those test cases,
which are applicable to the current program version, are executed again. Of course,
this testing technique has a major disadvantage: If the number of test cases is large,
a lot of resources are put into redundant testing, which reduces testing efficiency.
In addition, retest-all is usually infeasible as the effort of executing all test cases
might be larger than available testing resources, i.e., not every applicable test case
can be executed again for every version. This is an issue especially in agile release
schedules, where regular updates are released in short time spans and testing has
to be performed in an agile fashion [CG09]. Another issue arises if test cases are to
be executed manually, e.g., in system testing (cf.Chapter 2.1.1), which reduces the
testing throughput drastically and forces the tester to focus on subsets of all test
cases [Sne07].
Example 2.3: Identifying Regression Test Cases
Assume that the software architecture of a software has changed from ver-
sion P to version P’ as shown in Figure 2.5. Each version comprises three
components, A, B and C. In a tested version P, three connectors ensure the
communication of the system. Their sent signals are not of relevance for this
example. Now, an update of the software leads to version P’ as shown in the
right-hand side of Figure 2.5. As the example indicates, a new connector has
been added between A and C. The tester has to decide what parts of the sys-
tem are to be retested for regression testing. The retest-all regression criterion
requires that the complete system is retested. Other techniques might focus
on differences between product versions, i.e., in the example only the com-
munication between A and C might be retested. However, the change might
influence component A or C in an unpredicted way, leading to complications
in the communication with B. This brief example illustrates the difficulties in
finding sufficient regression test cases.
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Figure 2.5: Example Changes between two Software Versions
To cope with limited resources in regression testing, i.e., budget, time or personnel,
different regression testing strategies have been developed in the past. In particular,
the three main regression testing approaches are test case prioritization, test case
selection and test suite minimization [YH07b]. This thesis contributes test case
selection and prioritization techniques in black-box testing.
2.2.1 Test Case Selection
Problem Definition. When dealing with a large set of test cases T C =
{tc1, . . . , tcn}, the selection and execution of a subset of test cases is a popular
approach to reduce the testing effort [ERS10]. Thus, testing effort is reduced com-
pared to a retest-all approach. According to Rothermel and Harrold [RH96], the
test case selection problem is defined as follows:
Definition 2.1: Test Case Selection Problem
Let pr be a program, pr ′ a modified version of pr and T C a set of test cases.
Problem: Find a test set TS ′ ⊆ T C with which to test pr ′.
Safe Test Case Selection. To solve the test case selection problem, a wide range
of techniques has been proposed in the past [GHK+01, CPS02, YH07b, ERS10].
One approach is to focus on safe regression test case selection [RH97]. It avoids
the removal of test cases which find a fault in the system, which is not revealed
by any other test case. To attain this knowledge, source code availability is the
foundation for most existing techniques. Source code can be used to construct
control flow graphs and analyze which parts of the system are executed by what
test case [RH97]. Modified parts of the software are then to be covered by a subset
of regression test cases, to ensure that potential faults can still be revealed.
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Test Case Categorization. In the context of test case selection, four test case
categories are distinguished [LW89]:
New: When adding new functionality to a system, new requirements are specified.
These requirements lead to a need for a set of new test cases TCnew ⊆ T C. A
new test case is usually of high priority as it has never been executed before
and, thus, its execution should be mandatory for the current SUT.
Obsolete: Previously implemented functionality might be removed from a new ver-
sion. This set of obsolete test cases TCobsolete ⊆ T C is not part of the regression
testing process for the current SUT as the test cases are no longer executable.
Reusable: A certain set of test cases has been executed for at least one previous
version and is also applicable for the current version of the SUT. This set
of reusable test cases TCreuse ⊆ T C is the foundation for regression testing.
While each test case of this set is potentially executable, there might be too
many reusable test cases to execute all of them.
Retestable: To improve the efficiency of regression testing, a subset of retestable
test cases TCretest ⊂ TCreuse is selected from the reusable test cases. This set
of test cases is to be executed for the current SUT and should be based on
sophisticated regression test case selection techniques to ensure a high fault
finding probability, i.e., the set should only contain effective test cases which
reveal new faults.
Open Challenges in Test Case Selection. While many different test case
selection approaches have been proposed in the past, most techniques share a major
drawback: they rely on the availability of source code (or test models) and precise
information about modifications to the system [ERS10]. Black-box testing test case
selection techniques are sparse and, thus, one focus of this thesis.
One problem that remains with any test case selection approach is that the all
selected test cases are to be executed. In other words, even though a subset of test
cases has been computed, the number of selected regression test cases might still be
too large to be executed in its entirety. To prevent this issue, test case prioritization
techniques have been defined.
2.2.2 Test Case Prioritization
Problem Definition. While test case selection aims to find a subset of test cases
TCretest to be retested, test case prioritization [RUCH01] aims to prioritize a set of
applicable test cases T C for a certain SUT according to their priority. Formally,
Elbaum et al. [EMR01] define the test case prioritization problem as follows:
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Definition 2.2: Test Case Prioritization Problem
Let TS ⊆ T C be a test set, P(TS) the set of its permutations and
f : P(T C)→ N a priority function.
Problem: Find TS ′ ∈ P(TS) such that {∀TS ′′ ∈ P(TS) | TS ′′ 6= TS ′ ∧
f(TS ′) ≥ f(TS ′′)}
Test Case Prioritization Techniques. One major advantage of test case prior-
itization compared to test case selection is that testing can stop at any point in time
and, due to the prioritization, we ensure that the most important test cases have
been executed up to this point in time. The major goal of test case prioritization
is to find faults in the system as early as possible, i.e., executing effective test cases
first [RUCH01]. Knowing the optimal permutation for test cases prior to execution
is not possible as the information about faults is first available when executing test
cases. However, certain heuristics have been developed which aim to maximize a cer-
tain goal as early as possible, e.g., by considering code [EMR01, LHH07, YHTS09],
historical test data [KP02, FKAP09, ERL11], test models [KKT07] or, rarely, data
available in black-box testing [HFM15].
Assessing Prioritization Quality. No matter which technique is used, the
desired outcome is to find faults early. To evaluate whether this goal has been
achieved, the Average Percentage of Faults Detected (APFD) metric [RUCH01] has
been defined. APFD returns a value between 0 and 1, where 1 corresponds to the
best available result. It computes the detection rate in which faults are covered by
test cases in an ordered list. Thus, the earlier a test case at position TFi reveals
the i-th fault, the better is the prioritization. In this thesis, we measure revealing
failures instead of faults, as we do not have access to code level information and,
thus, only observe fault manifestations in form of failures.
Definition 2.3: Average Percentage of Faults Detected (APFD)
Let T C = {tc1, . . . , tcn} be a ordered test set with n test cases,
F = {fail1, . . . , failm} be a set of m failures and TFi the i-th position
at which the a failure is found with i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
We define the APFD metric according to Rothermel et al. [RUCH01] as:
APFD = 1−
∑m
i=1 TFi
n·m +
1
2n, n,m > 0
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Example 2.4: Measuring Test Case Prioritization Quality
Assume the following two permutations of five test cases T C = {tc1, . . . , tc5}:
TS1 = (tc1, tc2, tc3, tc4, tc5)
TS2 = (tc3, tc5, tc1, tc2, tc4)
Now, further assume that tc3 and tc5 are failure revealing test cases. Looking
at the two permutations, we see that TS2 is the superior ordering of test cases
as both failures are found by executing the first two test cases. In contrast,
TS1 finds the failures in the third and last test case. Consequently, TS1 only
achieves an APFD value of 0.3 while TS2 results in an APFD value of 0.8.
2.3 Software Product Lines
Providing Individual Product Variants. Modern software systems are complex
and require a high effort due to the increasing functionality. Besides component-
based software, another factor which increases the complexity of software systems is
the demand for customized software, i.e., systems which can be individually adapted
to customer wishes. These variant-rich software systems are described, e.g., as soft-
ware product lines (SPL) [PBvdL05]. An SPL comprises commonalities and variabil-
ity to allow for the derivation of a finite non-empty set of distinct product variants
PSPL = {p1, . . . , pn}. One prominent example for SPLs are modern automobiles.
Today, customers are able to configure their car in the ordering process according to
their specification and needs. These selectable functionalities increase the number
of potential product variants which can be generated.
Challenges in SPLs. A high degree of variability introduces new challenges for
software engineering, e.g., dealing with a rising number of product variants in PSPL
and redundancy between product variants. Considering the testing of variant-rich
software, SPL engineering aims to ensure that each potentially derivable product
variant p ∈ PSPL has been correctly implemented. Due to the rising number of
product variants, testing is a complex problem which requires new approaches to
reduce testing effort for SPLs compared to traditional testing approaches, which
consider each product variant as a new system and require a full testing for each
possible product variant [Eng10].
In the following, we explain how SPLs are engineered, how commonalities and
variability of SPLs are described and we give insights into delta-oriented modeling.
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Figure 2.6: The Main SPL Engineering Phases (cf. Pohl et al. [PBvdL05])
2.3.1 Software Product Line Engineering
The SPL engineering process is designed in two main phases: Domain Engineering
and Application Engineering [PBvdL05]. This two phases and their subphases are
shown in Figure 2.6 and are briefly described according to Pohl et al. [PBvdL05] in
the following.
Domain Engineering. Domain Engineering comprises the necessary steps to
create domain artifacts which describe the requirements, architecture, components
and tests of an SPL as a whole and from which different variants can be extracted
from. Its subphases are shown in the upper half of Figure 2.6.
First, the product management deals with the economical aspects of SPL en-
gineering. It focuses on market strategies and management tasks related to the SPL
engineering process. These decisions and strategies are based on abstract company
goals. Product managers decide, based on existing and planned products, which
interdependences between products exist and how to define variability. The result
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is a product road map, including intended product variants and their planned com-
monalities and variabilities.
Next, common and variable domain requirements are derived in the domain
requirements engineering subphase based on the product road map. This is a
continuous process, which takes the variability of the SPL into account to derive
a set of domain requirements. Furthermore, the requirements are distinguished
to be either common for all product variants or variant specific. The result is a
variability model, which comprises different information, e.g., variation points and
variants. Similar requirements are grouped together while variable requirements are
identified by variation points.
The domain design is based on the derived requirements. It comprises the
software structure and technical solutions chosen for the architecture based on the
variability model derived earlier. The domain design is performed iteratively. Re-
quirements are mapped to technical solutions in a reference architecture. The final
reference architecture supports the mass customization of product variants. Conse-
quently, the result of this process is a reference architecture and an adapted variabil-
ity model, which comprises internal variability, which is required to fulfill technical
requirements.
In the domain realization subphase, the previously designed reference archi-
tecture is used as a basis to design and implement reusable software assets. This
includes reusable components and interfaces as well as database tables, protocols,
etc. This phase also enables configuration mechanisms, i.e., it enables the prod-
uct variant selection and application realization. The main activity is to build a
working system, i.e., design and implementation of the necessary artifacts to receive
executable code which can be used in later application realization. Interfaces are
crucial to this phase, as they define how components interact with each other and
what (variable) functionality a component offers. The resulting components should
be robust and configuration independent to achieve reusability.
The fifth subphase in the domain engineering is domain testing. This phase aims
to validate the output of the other processes involved in the domain engineering,
mainly the realization artifacts. Thus, the desired output is a efficient testing process
applicable to the domain engineering artifacts using reusable test artifacts. Similar
to single-software systems, testing should commence as early as possible and be
repeated if necessary. To deal with the variability, the variability model is used to
create test artifacts. Single applications are not tested in domain testing, instead,
reusable components are the focus of this subphase, i.e., there is no executable
system available at this point The goal of this phase is to find faults in domain
engineering artifacts.
Application Engineering. The five subphases of the domain engineering lead to
a set of domain artifacts. They build a platform of the SPL, which is the input for the
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application engineering phase. Similar to the domain engineering, the application
engineering can be divided into four subphases which correlate to their counterparts
in the domain engineering [PBvdL05]. The four subphases are shown in the lower
half of Figure 2.6 and are briefly explained in the following according to Pohl et
al. [PBvdL05].
To create an application, the application requirements engineering subphase
is executed first. This subphase aims to reuse domain engineering requirement arti-
facts and, based on them, define and document requirement artifacts for a certain
application of the SPL. Stakeholders are involved in this phase, and their require-
ments are mapped to variable domain requirements artifacts. In case stakeholder
artifacts cannot be satisfied using the domain requirements, additional application-
specific requirements have to be defined.
After the requirements for an application have been defined, the application
design subphase is initiated. Here, the application architecture is defined, which is a
specialization of the reference architecture. Certain application-specific changes are
combined with the reusable artifacts of the reference architecture, which saves a lot
of time compared to typical single-software architecture design. After an application
is finished, architectural changes can be integrated back into the domain artifacts.
The resulting application architecture has to fulfill the application’s requirements.
The application realization takes the architectural design as input and leads
to the development of the application. In particular, this sub-phase provides
application-specific components and interfaces, selected variants of reused compo-
nents and the application’s configuration. The configuration requires the binding of
certain variation points in reusable components. As result, an executable application
is build in this sub-phase. While interfaces are reused from the domain realization,
components with internal variability have to be configured.
After an application has been implemented, it is ready for testing. The applica-
tion testing subphase focuses on the quality of the created application and aims
to detect faults as early as possible. Application testing is closely related to the do-
main testing phase by reusing domain test artifacts for multiple applications. This
requires traceability between requirements and test cases to retrieve the reusable
domain test artifacts based on the domain requirements. Similar to single-software
testing, different testing phases (cf. Chapter 2.1) and coverage criteria are part of
this phase. Optimally, a thorough test of each variant is performed, even though
resources are often limited and number of product variants might be excessively
large [ER11].
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2.3.2 Features and Feature Models
Problem Space Realization. Different techniques exist to describe an SPL in
the problem space [CE00], i.e., to describe domain-specific concepts derived in the
domain engineering [PBvdL05]. One popular approach is the identification and def-
inition of features, which, in case of this thesis, describe certain customer-aware
functionalities of an SPL. A set of features can be aggregated in different types of
variability models. One popular model type are feature models [KCH+90] (cf. Fig-
ure 2.7), which we also use in this thesis.
Feature Definition. SPLs comprise a finite non-empty set of features FSPL =
{f1, . . . , fn}. Different types of features are distinguished to enable the modeling of
commonalities and the variability of an SPL [CE00, PBvdL05]. Mandatory features
are present in every product variant p ∈ PSPL, i.e., they describe the commonalities
of an SPL. In contrast, optional features describe the variability of an SPL as they
can be individually selected by a customer on demand. In addition, variability is
introduced by groups of alternative features. Here, exactly one of n features in the
alternative-group is present in a product variant. Another approach to describe
variability in SPLs are or-groups, where one to n features can be present in one
product variant at the time.
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Graphical Feature Models. The types of features are usually distinguished
in a graphical fashion. Thus, a feature model fm is depicted as graphical fea-
ture diagram[SHT06]. They describe SPLs in an easy to grasp fashion, including
the involved commonalities and variabilities. Feature diagrams are tree-like graphs,
where a feature is a node and their relationships are presented by edges connecting
the node. The graphical representation of a node shows if a feature is either manda-
tory or optional. In addition, two types of arcs represent if features are grouped as
or or alternative features.
Feature Constraints. In addition to features, cross-tree constraints describe
relationships between features which are not directly connected in the feature
model [CE00]. Two simple cross-tree constraints are require and exclude relation-
ships, which either force one feature to be selected to select another or which forbid
to select two particular features at the same time. Additionally, more complex con-
straints can be formulated using logical formulas over the set of features to define
specific aspects of the SPL.
Example 2.5: Email-Client Feature Model
An example for a feature model is shown in Figure 2.7. This feature model
represents a basic SPL for a fictional email-client. In this SPL, the text field
feature is mandatory. However, the spell checking feature is optional. In
contrast, certain add-ons can be selected if Add-On Support is selected. In
this case, at least one add-on has to be selected as they are grouped in an
or-group. Either POP or IMAP have to be selected, but not both at the same
time. If the PGP module feature is selected, the Security Add-Ons feature has
to be selected as well due to the requires cross-tree constraint.
Product Variant Derivation. Using the set of features defined in a feature
model, a set of distinct product variants PSPL can be derived. Each product variant
corresponds to a particular set of selected features. Furthermore, these feature
configurations have to be valid, i.e., they do not violate the constraints of the feature
model. For example, for the feature model shown in Figure 2.7, it is invalid to select
the features IMAP and POP at the same time as they are restricted by a cross-tree
constraint exclude. Similarly, child features can only be selected if parent features
have been selected for a product variant as well.
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2.3.3 Delta-Oriented Modeling
Solution Space Realization. Different techniques [SRC+12] exist to define the
solution space [CE00] of an SPL, i.e., to describe the definition of reusable software
artifacts. Popular approaches to describe the solution space are, e.g., aspect-oriented
programming [KLM+97], feature-oriented programming [Pre97] or delta-oriented pro-
gramming [SBB+10]. These techniques allow to implement SPLs and, thus, are able
to describe the variability of these types of systems. We focus on delta model-
ing [CHS10] in this thesis, which is a language and model type independent trans-
formational approach to model SPL artifacts.
Delta Definition. Due to its transformational nature, delta-oriented modeling
requires that a certain variant of the SPL is selected to be the core variant. The core
should be valid variant of the SPL holds. Based on the core variant, the set of re-
maining product variants in the SPL can be derived by defining a set of deltas. Each
delta comprises a set of delta operations, which define transformations applicable to
the core variant. A valid delta operation either adds, removes or modifies elements of
the core variant to generate other product variants [CHS10]. The mapping between
a configuration and required deltas is provided by an application condition assigned
to each delta. In case of this thesis, we assume that an application condition is a
boolean constraint over the set of features of an SPL.
Delta Application. To generate the model for a certain product variant, the
application conditions of all deltas are evaluated. If an application condition is
evaluated to true, the corresponding delta operations are applied to the core variant.
Of course, more than one delta might have to be applied to generate a certain
product variant. Hence, it is also important to validate the ordering of deltas, i.e.,
one delta potentially has to be executed before another delta to receive a valid
product configuration. For example, an element can only be modified or removed if
it is already present in the current model. While the ordering of deltas is important
for the construction of product variants, we do not focus on this issue later on
and assume it is resolved by the designer using an after-condition for each delta,
defining if other deltas have to applied before to ensure that the resulting product
variant is valid. Delta modeling has been applied to different types of artifacts,
e.g., state machines [LSKL12], architectures [LLL+14], requirements [DSLL13] or
Java code [KHS+14]. In context of this thesis, delta-oriented state machines and
architectures are relevant as we use them to evaluate our black-box testing techniques
for software variants.
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This thesis presents techniques to improve black-box testing of software variants and
software versions. We explain used testing artifacts in this chapter. Furthermore,
we introduce the Body Comfort System (BCS) [LLLS12] case study which we use to
evaluate the quality of our developed black-box testing techniques.
3.1 Test Artifacts
To apply our black-box testing techniques for software variants and versions, we
require certain artifacts to be available for testing. They are the foundation for the
black-box regression testing techniques for variants and versions. We assume data is
stored in a test management system (or similar), e.g., HP Quality Center1, and
that data is machine-processable. Figure 3.1 shows an overview of the type of data
for which our black-box testing techniques are (partially) applicable. We distinguish
between artifacts for software variants and software versions, which we explain in
detail in the following.
3.1.1 Artifacts for Testing of Software Variants
This thesis presents techniques to test software variants in variant-rich systems, such
as software product lines (SPL). We assume that the system under test is a black-
box, i.e., no source code is available. Thus, in the context of this thesis, we perform
a model-based testing approach for testing of software variants. Test models are
used as a specification to derive test cases, which are executed for the system.
In the following, we first show the foundations of our SPL descriptions. We
give an overview of the SPL-specific artifacts in Table 3.1. This comprises feature
models and a general definition of abstract test models. In addition, we present
specific delta-oriented test used for integration testing. Based on this, we define
how integration test cases are described, which we use in the course of this thesis as
evaluation data for our black-box testing techniques for software variants.
SPL Description. We first require a description of the SPL under test. As
described in Chapter 2.3.2, feature models [KCH+90] are a common technique to
1HP Quality Center is part of the HP Application Lifecycle Management (ALM). Website: http:
//www8.hp.com/us/en/software-solutions/application-lifecycle-management.html
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describe a set of product variants. In this thesis, a feature model fm defines a finite
non-empty set of features FSPL = {f1, . . . , fn}, which describe the space of valid
product variants. We define a finite non-empty set of valid product variants as
PSPL = {p1, . . . , pm}, i.e., a valid product variant represents a feature configuration
which satisfies the feature model constraints.
Abstract Test Models. Our SPL testing techniques are model-based [UL07].
They analyze test models to guide SPL testing. Each test model represents one
product variant. The presented techniques are very flexible and do not require
specific test models, i.e., we use abstract test models as foundation for our black-
box testing approach for software variants, retracting from specific test model types
to keep our techniques flexible. However, applied test models have to comply with
certain characteristics. In this thesis, test models syntactically represent a directed,
connected graph, comprising a finite set of vertices and edges.
Definition 3.1: Abstract Test Model
We define an abstract test model as a connected graph, consisting of a finite
non-empty set of vertices V = {v1, . . . , vn} and a finite non-empty set of edges
E ⊆ V × V as relation between two vertices. Each edge e = (v, v′) connects
a vertex v to vertex v′ in a directed fashion.
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Table 3.1: Testing Artifacts for Software Variants
Name Formal Definition / Signature
SPL Related
Feature model fm
Set of features FSPL = {f1, . . . , fn}
Set of product variants PSPL = {p1, . . . , pm}
Test Model Related
Set of vertices V = {v1, . . . , vn}
Set of edges E ⊆ V × V
Vertex neighborhood NC : V × PSPL → P(V )
Vertex Interface function Int : V × PSPL → P(E)
Test Model Element Ω = {ω1, . . . , ωk} = V ∪ E
Delta Related
Set of deltas ∆SPL = {δ1, . . . , δm}
Core variant pcore ∈ PSPL
Set of delta operations OP = {op1, . . . , opn}
Set of delta operations for product variant operations : Ω× PSPL → P(OP)
Delta application condition ϕ ∈ B(FS)
Regression Delta δpi,pj , pi, pj ∈ PSPL
Number of Multi Product Deltas for ω MPDω ∈ N
We do not specify the semantics of vertices in abstract test models to allow
our testing techniques to be applied in different testing phases and on different
granularity-levels. For example, in unit testing, behavioral models are prominent
to specify the correct functionality of single components [UL07]. Here, the set of
abstract vertices V represents a set of states S the system can be in and the edge-
relation represents a set of transitions T between states. In integration testing,
architectural models are used to specify the correct communication of components.
In this testing phase, the set of test model vertices represents a set of components and
the relations E between components describe a connector relation CON = C×Π×C.
A connector transfers a signal pi ∈ Π between components.
Vertices are always connected to at least one other vertex via at least one edge
e ∈ E. Edges are directed, i.e., an edge e = (v, v′) connects vertex v to vertex
v′. For this thesis, connected vertices are of interest as the underlying system parts
might influence each other. We compute the neighborhood of a vertex based on the
connected incoming and outgoing edges.
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Definition 3.2: Vertex Neighborhood Function
Let G = (V,E) be a graph consisting of a set of vertices V and edges E
corresponding to a product variant p ∈ PSPL, Vp the set of vertices in product
variant p and e = (v, v′) ∈ E an edge from vertex v to vertex v′.
The set of vertices, which are connected to a vertex v ∈ Vp for product variant
p ∈ PSPL is computed using the function NC : V × PSPL → P(V ) as follows:
NC (v, p) = {v′ ∈ Vp | ∃ e ∈ E : e = (v, v′) ∨ e = (v′, v)}
We define a vertex interface function Int : V ×PSPL → P(E), which returns the set
of edges connected to a vertex. This function is important in the context of integra-
tion testing, where vertices resemble components and edges represent connectors, as
integration testing focuses on the communication of different components via their
interfaces. In other words, the correct use of a component interface is tested.
Definition 3.3: Vertex Interface Function
Let G = (V,E) be a graph with a set of vertices V and a set of edges E
representing a product variant p ∈ PSPL, Vp the set of vertices for a particular
product variant and e = (v, v′) ∈ E be an edge from vertex v to v′.
We define the vertex interface function Int : V × PSPL → P(E) to compute
the set of edges, which are part of the interface of vertex v ∈ Vp in a product
variant p ∈ PSPL as:
Int(v, p) = {e ∈ Ep | ∃ v ∈ Vp : e = (v, v′) ∨ e = (v′, v)}
In the context of this thesis, we refer to the set of vertices and edges of a test
model as the set of test model elements Ω = V ∪ E, ranging over ω, ω1, ω2, . . .
Deltas. As explained in Chapter 2.3.3, deltas describe transformations to gener-
ate product variants of an SPL [CHS10]. In context of this thesis, they also support
the identification of important differences between individual product variants. In
case of our model-based testing technique, the set of deltas ∆SPL = {δ1, . . . , δm}
transform test model elements ω ∈ Ω. Deltas comprises a finite non-empty set of
delta operations OP = {add ω, remove ω,modify ω | ω ∈ Ω}. Additional, model
type specific transformations are also allowed, e.g., deltas for architectural models
are able to transform signals.
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Definition 3.4: Delta Operations for Test Model Elements
Let Ω = (V ∪ E) be the set of test model elements in a graph G = (V,E),
which represents a product variant p ∈ PSPL, ∆p ⊆ ∆SPL the set of deltas
applied to generate product variant p ∈ PSPL and OP = {op1, . . . , opn} the
set of delta operations.
We define the delta operations function operations : Ω×PSPL → P(OP) which
retrieves a set of delta operations for a given test model element ω ∈ Ω in a
product variant p ∈ PSPL as follows:
operations(ω, p) =
{op′ ∈ OP | op′ ∈ {add ω, remove ω,modify ω} ∧ ∃ δ ∈ ∆p : op′ ∈ δ}
Each delta has an application condition ϕ, which defines for which product variant
a delta is to be applied. In this thesis, we define an application condition ϕ for a delta
as a boolean formula over the set of features FS ⊆ FSPL, denoted as B(FS), i.e., it
holds that ϕ ∈ B(FS) for valid application conditions. If the application condition
of a delta is fulfilled for a certain product variant, the corresponding delta operations
are applied to the test model. We define a function conditions : ∆SPL → P(FSPL),
which returns the set of features contained in the application condition of a set
of deltas, which are also part of the product configuration for the current product
variant p. In other words, the function does not return negated features, as these are
not selected in the product variant and, thus, do not map to any test model elements
for this particular product variant. Instead, we are interested which features of the
product variant influence which parts of the system, e.g., by adding or removing
them.
Delta-Oriented Test Models for Integration Testing. In the context of
this thesis, we do not focus on delta modeling or delta generation, i.e., we do not
provide guidance on how to design a delta-oriented SPL. Instead, we assume that
deltas are either manually designed by an expert or extracted from existing product
variants, e.g., by using delta generation techniques [PKK+15, WRSS17].
Our testing techniques for SPLs require delta-oriented test models. We do not re-
strict our testing technique to certain types of delta-oriented test model. In context
of this thesis, we show the applicability of our testing approaches for software vari-
ants in integration testing. Thus, we use delta-oriented architectural test models as
an instance for our abstract test model notation to show the applicability of our SPL
testing techniques. Here, the set of vertices is a set of components C = {c1, . . . , cn}
and the edges describe a set of connectors CON = {con1, . . . , conm} in the archi-
tecture of a product variant (cf. Chapter 2.1.3). Thus, the interface of a component
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Figure 3.2: Sample Delta-Oriented Modification of Architecture Model
is the set of incoming and outgoing connectors. For architectural models, we define
a set of deltas ∆ARCSPL = {δARC1 , . . . , δARCm }. Each delta consists of a set of delta oper-
ations OP ⊆ OP , where op ∈ {add ω, remove ω,modify ω} for test model elements
ω ∈ (C ∪CON ∪Π). An architectural delta operation either adds, removes or mod-
ifies components, connectors or signals of an architecture test model. We require
the results of a delta application to still be valid test models, otherwise the deltas
have not been correctly designed or applied.
Example 3.1: Delta Modification of Architecture Models
Figure 3.2 shows the derivation of the architectural model arcp1 for product
variant p1 based on the architectural model of variant pcore. Assume that
the shown delta δARCf1 is applied for a certain feature f1, which is not further
specified. The delta contains three delta operations. The first operation re-
moves the connector between A and B, which transfers signal x. The other two
delta operations first add a new component C and then a connector between
A and C, which transfers the new signal z. The application of these three
delta operations leads to the product variant p1 shown on the right-hand side
of Figure 3.2.
Similar to architecture models, we apply our SPL testing technique to behavioral
test models in the context of SPL testing. These types of test models describe the in-
ternal behavior of components in the system in a state-based fashion [UL07]. In par-
ticular, we utilize delta-oriented state machines to describe the behavior of compo-
nents in different product variants of the SPL. Here, we instantiate our abstract test
model notation as follows: vertices represent the finite set of states S = {s1, . . . , sn}
and the relations between states are defined as finite set of transitions T = S×L×S,
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where L is the set of transition labels (cf. Chapter 2.1.3), containing an incoming
event ΣI ∈ Σ and a set of outgoing events ΣO ⊆ Σ. Transitions are triggered
if a certain event σ ∈ Σ is fulfilled (cf. Chapter 2.1.3). We define a set of state
machine deltas ∆SMSPL = {δSM1 , . . . , δSMm }. A delta contains a set of delta operations
OP = {op1, . . . , opk}. Each delta operations either adds, removes or modifies states,
transitions or events., i.e., op ∈ {add ω, remove ω,modify ω}, where ω ∈ (S∪T ∪Σ)
holds.
As for architecture models, we require the state machine models to be valid. For
example, assume the architecture model on the right-hand side of Figure 3.2. While
this particular architecture model is valid, it would become invalid if a delta would
remove connector z, which splits the graph into two unconnected subgraphs.
Regression Deltas. Besides the application of deltas describing the SPL, we
compute regression deltas between two product variants [LSKL12]. A regression
delta δp,p′ describes the transformations required to generate a variant p′ based on
another variant p. The computation of these deltas is based on the predefined delta
set ∆SPL. We compute the symmetrical difference for deltas applied to two product
variants p and p′, where p 6= p′. To this end, we define the inverse of a delta
operation as δ−1 ⊆ OP , i.e., {add ω}−1 = {rem ω} and {rem ω}−1 = {add ω}.
We compose the inverse delta of one product variant with the delta of another,
ignoring operations present in both product variants. This leads to the regression
delta computation [LSKL12] in Definition 3.5.
Definition 3.5: Regression Delta Computation
Let δp ∈ ∆SPL be the delta comprising the delta operations applied for
product variant p ∈ PSPL and δ−1 ⊆ OP the inverse of a set of delta
operations.
According to Lochau et al. [LSKL12], we define the regression delta between
two product variants p and p′ based on their symmetrical difference as follows:
δp,p′ = (δp \ δp′)−1 ∪ (δp′ \ δp)
Regression deltas are useful for incremental testing techniques [LSKL12]. In this
context, we step from one product variant to the next and reveal what has changed
compared to previously tested variants Ptested ⊆ PSPL. This can be exploited for
testing delta-oriented SPLs by focusing on the differences between product variants
under test [LLL+14]. Our SPL testing techniques use regression deltas to identify
never before tested changes in product variants.
Multi Product Deltas. In certain circumstances, occurring changes between
product variants are not detectable when analyzing the deltas of a product variant.
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Figure 3.3: Sample Multi Product Delta Scenario (cf. [LLL+15])
We refer to these types of changes as multi product deltas (MPD) [LLL+15] as they
are only detectable when comparing the deltas of the current product variant with
several other product variants. In particular, MPDs might occur when all deltas
related to a certain test model element have been applied before to previously tested
product variants Ptested ⊆ PSPL, where the index of a product variant represents its
position in the testing process, i.e., p1 ∈ Ptested has been tested first. In other words,
the deltas for a current product variant under test (PUT) all have been applied to
previously tested product variants, but never in the particular combination present
in the current PUT. This might lead to never before tested system configurations
and, thus, changes between product variants. When analyzing test models, an
MPD occurs if the interface (i.e., incoming and outgoing edges) of a vertex has
never occurred in previous product variants for the particular vertex. This situation
occurs, if all deltas related to this vertex have been applied before, but never in the
particular combination present for the current PUT. We define MPDω ∈ N to be
the number of MPDs for a certain test model element in the current PUT. We argue
that MPDs should be tested as well to ensure the correct behavior of a product
variant.
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Example 3.2: Multi Product Deltas in Architecture Test Models
Figure 3.3 shows architecture models for three product variants pcore, p1 and
p2 as well as the deltas to derive p1 and p2 and their regression delta δARCp1,p2 .
Assume that an incremental testing process is performed and the current
PUT is p2, i.e., Ptested = {pcore, p1}. We compute the novel regression delta
operations for p2 based on Definition 4.1, resulting in δnewp2 = ∅ as each delta
operation of p2 has either occurred in δp1 or has been covered in the core.
However, when we analyze the component interfaces in p2, we notice that
component C is present in a never before tested interface configuration, as
all three connectors o, p and r are present for the first time in unison. This
indicates that a multi product delta exists, i.e., a change that is only observable
when looking at all previously tested variants and the already tested interface
configurations. Thus, MPDC = 1, as the smallest difference to all other
variants of C is one connector. Hence, we argue that component C is of
interest for testing.
Integration Test Cases. Our SPL testing techniques aim to prioritize test cases
for product variants under test. In general, a set of test cases T C = {tc1, . . . , tcn}
has to be provided for testing. While we do not restrict our SPL testing technique
to certain types of test cases, they have to be defined according to the test models
used as specification. Thus, test cases cover a set of vertices Vtc ⊆ V and a multi-set
of edges between these vertices, returned by the function cove : V × V → P(E). As
we use integration testing to evaluate our testing techniques for product variants,
we explain integration test cases in the following.
For integration testing, we assume test cases to be defined as message sequence
charts (MSC) [HT03]. MSCs are based on architecture models and describe interac-
tion scenarios between different components of the system. Similar to the V-model,
we assume that unit testing has been performed before integration testing com-
mences, i.e., we focus on the communication between at least two components. An
MSC describes how two or more covered components communicate via exchanged
signals, i.e., they describe an ordering of signal exchanges. In general, MSCs de-
scribe certain communication scenarios in the system. These scenarios correlate to
the defined architecture and component interfaces. The internal behavior of involved
components is not visible on this level.
We assume that a finite non-empty set of integration test cases T Cint =
{tc1, . . . , tcn} is defined for an SPL. An MSC is applicable to a certain set of product
variants, which contains the tested behavior. If the MSC has been executed for a pre-
vious product variant and is applicable for the current product variant p, we assume
that the MSC is in the set of reusable test cases TCreusep ⊆ T C (cf.Chapter 2.2.1).
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Figure 3.4: Sample Message Sequence Chart
Each test case tc ∈ T Cint is designed as MSC and represents an interaction scenario
between a finite set of components Ctc ⊆ C based on a set of covered connectors
CON tc ⊆ CON , which exchange signals pi ∈ Π between two components each. While
an MSC describes signal exchanges in a certain order to describe an interaction sce-
nario, we do not analyze temporal orderings of covered elements in this thesis as we
focus on structural analyses based on architecture definitions.
To analyze the content of an MSC, we define a function s : C × C → P(Π)
which returns the multi-set of signals exchanged between two components via their
connectors. We define the result as multi-set, as multiple occurrences of the same
signal can be specified in a test case. In this thesis, we assume that two test cases
are different if the number of occurrences of their shared signals is not identical. For
example, if a test case exchanges a signal a two times between two components c1
and c2 the result of s(c1, c2) is {a, a}. Another test case which covers signal a only
once might describe a different scenario and is considered to be non-identical, e.g.,
because a might have to occur twice to enable a certain functionality in the system.
Example 3.3: Message Sequence Chart
Figure 3.4 illustrates a sample MSC. This particular test case tc tests the
interaction between three components, i.e., Ctc = {A,B,C}. To analyze the
exchanged signals, we call function s(tc) which returns the multi-set {s, s, t}
as signal s is exchanged twice. In particular, the test case is initiated with
sending the signal s from A to B. B answers with signal t, which leads A to
send signal s to C. Only if we are able to observe the described interaction
after sending the initial signal s the test case is considered to be successful.
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Table 3.2: Testing Artifacts for Software Versions
Name Formal Definition / Signature
Requirements Related
Set of system requirements REQ = {req1, . . . , reqn}
Test Case Related
Set of system test cases T Csys = {tc1, . . . , tcn}
Set of covered requirements Reqtc ⊆ REQ
Set of failure revealing test cases T CF ⊆ T Csys
Last test execution function lastExec : T Csys → [1, 6]
Test case execution cost function cost : T Csys → N
Failure Related
Set of failures F = {fail1, . . . , failm}
Failure importance function prio : F → N
Set of failures detected by a test case fail tc ∈ F , tc ∈ T Csys
3.1.2 Artifacts for Black-Box Software Versions
In addition to testing of software variants, this thesis also contributes in regression
testing of software versions. In particular, we focus on regression testing of ver-
sions in system testing. System testing is concerned with the testing of the overall
system behavior based on the system specification [Som10] (cf. Chapter 2.1.1). In
the following, we assume that the system under test is a black-box and no source
code knowledge is available, which is typical for component-based systems [Wey98].
We assume the following data to be available for system testing: Requirements, sys-
tem test cases and reported failures. An overview of the artifacts and their formal
definitions and related functions is given in Table 3.2. This thesis considers fail-
ures in system testing instead of faults, as black-box testing does not detect any
code-related faults, but observable failures. Furthermore, the system test artifacts
are assumed to provide traceability, i.e., requirements are linked to test cases and
test cases are linked to the failures they detected. We explain the differences and
commonalities of the system testing artifacts and their formal representation used
in the context of this thesis in the following.
System Requirements. The system-level specification of the system under test
is defined as a finite non-empty set of requirementsREQ = {req1, . . . , reqn}. In liter-
ature, usually functional or non-functional requirements are distinguished [Som10].
In this thesis, we focus on functional requirements, which we assume to be tested
manually. A requirement always has a creation date and a description. The descrip-
tion is defined in natural language, i.e., it is written by a human expert. Additional
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Table 3.3: Last Test Execution Scale
Value 1 2 3 4 5 6
Since (Days) ≤ 7 ≤ 14 ≤ 30 ≤ 90 > 90 never
information can be linked to requirements, e.g., risk values assigned in a special
risk assessment phase during the early development phases [FR14]. Furthermore,
we assume requirements coverage, i.e., each requirements is covered by at least one
system test case.
System Test Cases. Test cases are the basis of any testing process. In this
thesis, we assume a finite non-empty set of system test cases T Csys = {tc1, . . . , tcn}
is defined for a particular system under test. Each test case tc is an executable
procedure defined for a certain subset of requirements Reqtc ⊆ REQ. If a require-
ment is not linked to a test case, there is no knowledge if the requirements has been
correctly implemented. Hence, requirements coverage is a baseline for system-level
testing to gain some level of trust into the system under test without code infor-
mation [WRHM06]. Each system test case tc ∈ T Csys is defined by a unique name,
has a status (passed or failed), a creation date and a description, which contains the
expected result. We assume test cases are defined in natural language, as each test
case is assumed to be executed manually by a tester. Each system test case has a
precondition to be fulfilled to successfully execute the test case. In addition, a set of
test steps are described, which resemble the actions to be performed by the tester.
An expected result describes the desired output of test case, i.e., its correct result. If
the observed result of a test case differs from its expected result, we consider the test
case to be failed. The average execution times are reported by the test management
system. We define a function cost : T Csys → N, which returns the cost of a test case
defined as time in seconds.
In addition to the execution time, the last execution of a test case is tracked in
days. To reduce the overhead in dealing with continuous time values in computa-
tions, we introduce a predefined discrete 6-point scale based on the time since the
last execution. The scale is shown in Table 3.3. Test cases, which have never been
executed at all get the highest possible value (6), as they should be tested to achieve
a high test coverage. Formally, we define the function lastExec : T Csys → [1, 6] =
{x ∈ N | 1 ≤ x ≤ 6} to return the last test execution information.
A test case’s test case description (TCD) contains different test steps, which are
to be executed to achieve a defined expected result. Each test case has an expected
result, also defined in natural language. After executing a test case, the tester has
to decide whether or not the system under test fulfills its specification, i.e., if the
observed behavior conforms to the expected result.
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Example 3.4: System Test Case
We assume that a system test case has a precondition, action and expected
result. Assume the following definition for a test case tc ∈ T Csys to test a
fictive webshop:
Precondition: Website is opened in browser, user is not logged in.
Test Steps: Enter testuser credentials in the login window and click the submit
button.
Expected Result: User is logged in and new page user profile has opened in
browser.
Failures. While testing the system, a set of failures F = {fail1, . . . , failm} is
discovered. If a test case has failed, the produced failure fail tc ∈ F is documented
and linked to the respective test case. The set of failure revealing test cases is
denoted as T CF ⊆ T C. This thesis does not focus on fixing of bugs. Instead, we
use failures as information for regression testing. For example, test cases which
have produced a failure in the past might have a higher chance to do so again.
Additionally, reported failures have to be retested after they allegedly have been
fixed.
Failures can differ in their importance. Different failure priority definitions can
be used, e.g., by introducing a differentiation between A, B and C failure priorities.
Here, the priority value A describes critical failures, which have to be fixed before
release, failures with B priority will be noticed by some customers and might lead to
additional costs and a C priority describes failures of cosmetic nature [Ema05]. We
define a function prio : F → N, which returns the failure priority of a failure fail ∈ F
as a discrete numeric value, i.e., we require failure probabilities to be defined on a
fixed numeric scale, e.g., from 1 to 5. Different failure priorities indicate different
levels of importance regarding the need of correction. In addition to the importance
of the failure, we also assume to know the date when the failure was found and fixed.
3.2 Body Comfort System Case Study
Introduction to BCS. The Body Comfort System (BCS) case study describes the
body comfort system of a fictional automobile. In its original form, the case study
describes a single software system [MLD+09]. BCS comprises different connected
electronic control units (ECU), such as a Human Machine Interface (HMI) which
contains several status LEDs and a display to show the current state of the car.
A door ECU contains a power window including a finger protection, which avoids
the closing of the window while an object is detected inside. An heatable exterior
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mirror can be controlled via the door ECU and is enabled if the outside temperature
is below a certain threshold value. A central locking system protects the car from
intruders and be controlled via HMI or a pair of remote control keys. An alarm
system can be activated to signal if a break-in attempt has been noticed while the
car was locked. This is complemented by an interior alarm system, which can be
activated by the user to alert movement within the car.
The BCS SPL. The single-software functionalities have been transformed by
Oster et al. [OZLG11] into an SPL, representing a wide variety of possible product
variants. The variability and commonalities are captured as a feature model shown
in Figure 3.5 (cf. Chapter 2.3.2). The different subsystems have been assigned to
a variety of mandatory, optional and abstract features. In total, 27 features have
been defined which represent the different product variants of the BCS SPL.
BCS Features. As the feature model in Figure 3.5 shows, certain features of
BCS are optional, e.g., the heatable feature of the exterior mirror. Other features,
such as the HMI, are present in every variant, i.e., they are mandatory. In addition,
at least one status LED has to be selected if the parent feature is selected, i.e.,
they are assembled in an or-group. The manual power window and automatic power
window features are alternatives, i.e., exactly one of both has to be selected in the
current product variant. There are only few cross-tree constraints in BCS, e.g., the
Control Alarm System feature requires the Alarm System feature to be available. A
total of 11,616 valid product variants can be configured based on the feature model
shown in Figure 3.5.
Product Variant Sampling. SPLs lead to problematic scenarios which are
described as feature interactions [CKMRM02]. Feature interactions can be of pos-
itive or negative nature and occur, if two or more features are combined together.
SPL testing aims to ensure that feature interactions do not lead to unexpected
or critical behavior. Thus, a lot of work has been put into the detection of fea-
ture interactions in the past. One goal is to reduce the number of product variants,
shifting the focus to those which are most likely to provoke potential feature interac-
tions [OMR10, ASW+11, JHF12]. Due to the large space of possible product variants
in BCS, we use a subset of product variants derived by Oster et al. [OZLG11] using
their pairwise feature selection approach MoSo-PoLiTe. They ensure that pairwise
feature combinations are covered [CKMRM02]. For BCS, Oster et al. [OZLG11]
derived 17 product variants for pairwise testing [LLLS12]. We use these product
variants in our evaluation to avoid the testing of all product variants.
Delta-Oriented Adaption. In this thesis, we introduce novel delta-oriented
testing approaches for SPLs. Lity et al. [LLSG12] transformed BCS into a delta-
oriented SPL based on the SPL definition. The authors added a product variant
P0 which serves as the core variant of the SPL. It contains the alternative feature
manual power window and only mandatory features otherwise. Lity et al. [LLLS12]
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also define deltas to generate each possible variant of the SPL based on the core.
These transformations are applied to behavioral and structural test models, which
describe different aspects of the product variants.
3.2.1 Delta-Oriented Test Models
The deltas for BCS are defined for test models. First, behavioral deltas have been
defined [LSKL12], i.e., they describe the product variants as state machines (or
state charts) [Har87] (cf. Chapter 2.1.3). In later work, Lity et al. [LLLS12] added
architectural descriptions of the SPL to describe the system architectures of product
variants.
Delta-Oriented State Machines. The state machines provided for BCS are
derived from a 150% model [LLLS12]. They describe the behavior of the system on
unit level, i.e., each state chart corresponds to exactly one component in the current
product variant. This is a typical procedure in model-based testing (MBT), where
state charts or similar automaton representations are used to describe component
behavior [UL07]. A total of 21 state machines have been modeled for the core prod-
uct variant P0. The state machines are modeled in the same syntax and semantics
as described in Chapter 2.1.3.
Example 3.5: BCS State Machine for Core Variant of BCS
Figure 3.6 shows a sample state machine for BCS. It represents the remote
control key component in the core variant P0. The sample state machine con-
sists of three states: RCK_idle, RCK_locking and RCK_unlocking. In addition,
four transitions t1 to t4 connect these states. In the sample state machine, the
locking and unlocking of the car via the remote control key is modeled. The
rck_but_lock and rck_but_unlock events model the pressing of a button. These
inputs control the two output events rck_lock and rck_unlock. If no button
is pressed or the events have been processed, the state machine is in its idle
state RCK_idle.
Lity et al. [LLSG12] defined 15 deltas for BCS to derive state machines for all
product variants. Deltas transform state machines into their corresponding variants
based on the core variant P0. Deltas are able to modify states, transitions and events
on different hierarchy levels. The application conditions for the different deltas are
boolean formulas over the set of features defined in the BCS feature model. For
example, ”ManPW AND CLS AND NOT AS” is a boolean constraint, which states that
a delta is only applied when the manual power window (ManPW) and central locking
system (CLS) features are present, but not the alarm system (AS).
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RCK_idle RCK_locking 
RCK_unlocking 
t1:rck_but_lock? 
t2:rck_lock! 
t3:rck_but_unlock? 
t4:rck_unlock! 
Figure 3.6: State Machine of Remote Control Key in Core Variant (cf. [LLLS12])
Delta-Oriented Architectures. The communication of components and their
connections with each other are described as delta-oriented architectures [LLL+14]
(cf. Chapter 2.3.3). Similar to state machines, a core architecture model has been de-
fined for product variant P0 [LLLS12]. In context of this thesis, these delta-oriented
architecture models are used as test models [UL07] for integration testing [Som10]
of SPLs as they describe the communication between of components based on their
interfaces.
Example 3.6: Architecture Model for Core Variant of BCS
Figure 3.6 shows the architecture model of core variant P0 for BCS. It con-
tains four components: Human Machine Interface (HMI), Manual Power Win-
dow (ManPW), Finger Protection (FP) and Exterior Mirror (EM). These com-
ponents are connected via several connectors, labeled with the signals they
transfer, e.g., pw_but_up. The HMI component receives input from the envi-
ronment (represented by no visible sending component). The input is redi-
rected to the other components. Via the HMI, the position of the manual power
window and the exterior mirror can be controlled. If a finger is detected, the
window can not be moved up any further. Both, manual power window and
exterior mirror send their output back into the environment, i.e., to actuators
(e.g., motors) not described in the architecture.
For BCS, a total of 25 architectural deltas has been defined to derive all 11,616
possible product variants based on the core architecture [LLLS12]. The deltas de-
fined for BCS only use add and remove delta operations as modify-operations can
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Figure 3.7: Sample Architecture for Core Variant P0 (cf. [LLLS12])
be represented by removing the old variant of the element and adding the modified
one (cf. Chapter 2.3.3). Thus, we are able to automatically generate the architec-
tures models for the product variants P1 to P17 based on the core architecture.
For BCS, the core architecture and architectural deltas are provided in the DSL
Deltarx [LLLS12]. Deltarx supports the automatic generation of product variant
architecture models based on the feature model and delta definition. This DSL
enables the modeling of SPLs in a textual fashion.
Example 3.7: Example Architectural Delta for BCS
Listing 3.1 shows a sample BCS delta written in the DSL Deltarx [LLLS12].
The delta is designed for the feature LED Finger Protection (cf. when condi-
tion in line 1). It adds functionality to the existing finger protection feature
which is present in the core variant. In particular, it adds a new component
LED_FP to the product variant (cf. lines 7 to 10), which is connected to
the FP component shown in Figure 3.7 (cf. lines 13 and 14) as well as the
environment (cf. lines 15 and 16). For these connectors, two new signals of
type boolean are added (cf. lines 3 and 4). They control whether the LED is
turned on or off.
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Listing 3.1: Delta for LED Finger Protection in Deltarx
1 DLEDFingerProtection when ’LED Finger Protection ’ {
2 addsignal{
3 led_fp_on boolean
4 led_fp_off boolean
5 }
6
7 addcomponent {
8 LED_FP {
9 }
10 }
11
12 addconnector {
13 fp3(FP ,fp_on , fp_on , LED_FP)
14 fp4(FP ,fp_off , fp_off , LED_FP)
15 ledfp1(LED_FP , led_fp_on , led_fp_on , ENV)
16 ledfp2(LED_FP , led_fp_off , led_fp_off , ENV)
17 }
18 }
3.2.2 BCS Test Cases and Requirements
BCS provides different artifacts for testing. For testing of software variants, a set of
integration test cases has been defined based on the set of delta-oriented architectural
test models. In addition, BCS provides requirements and system test cases for
system testing, which can be used for regression testing of software versions. BCS
does not provide failure information for its variants or versions.
System Requirements. 97 system-level requirements have been defined for
BCS [LLLS12]. Each requirement is written in German natural language. Both,
functional and non-functional requirements have been defined to describe the sys-
tem specification for BCS. The requirements define the specification for system test-
ing [Som10]. Requirements are linked to system test cases.
System Test Cases. A set of system test cases have been defined for BCS based
on the system requirements. They describe the system’s functionality on a user-
observable level. System test cases are specifically defined for the overall system,
not focusing on specific components or their communication. Thus, system test
cases describe tasks to be manually executed by the tester. They resemble typical
user tasks to be performed on the finished system. Each test case has a precondition,
necessary test steps and an expected result.
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Example 3.8: Sample Natural Language Requirement for BCS
The defined requirements are written in natural language, such that a human
test expert can interpret them. One sample requirement for the featuremanual
power window is defined as follows:
”Pressing the Button to close the window leads to the closing of
the window as long as the button is pressed.”a
aThe original requirements are written in German. This particular requirement is origi-
nally defined as: ”Drücken auf den Knopf zum Schließen des Fensters führt dazu, dass
das Fenster so lange geschlossen wird, wie der Druck ausgeübt wird.” [LLLS12]
The precondition defines a state in which the system has to be in to execute the
test case. A finite set of test steps define the manually performed actions to execute
the test case. The expected result defines the correct behavior of the system. All of
these three elements of a system test case are written in natural language for BCS. In
total, 128 system-level test cases have been manually defined for BCS based on the
system requirements. Each requirement for BCS is covered by at least one system
test case, i.e., there exists traceability between test cases and requirements provided
in HP Quality Center.
Example 3.9: Sample Natural Language Test Case for BCS
Based on the requirement shown in Example 3.8, the following test case
(among others) has been specified for BCS:
”Precondition: The window is not moving. Step: The button to
move the window up is continuously pressed. Expected result: The
window moves up.”a
aThe original test case is defined as: ”Vorbedingung: Das Fenster steht still. Aktion: Der
Knopf zum Schliessen des Fenster wird betaetigt und gehalten. Erwartetes Ergebnis:
Das Fenster schliesst sich.” [LLLS12]
Integration Test Cases. BCS provides integration test cases to test the com-
munication of different components present in a product variant. A total of 92
integration test cases have been defined in previous work for integration testing of
BCS [LLLS12, LLAH+16]. They have been specified as MSCs (cf. Chapter 3.1.1).
Each MSC describes the communication between at least two components of the
system, with only one exception, where a component communicates solely with the
environment. The MSCs have been manually designed for the SPL based on the
architectural and behavioral test models and are written in a self-defined DSL to be
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EMH LED EMH
l1lh
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em too cold
heating on
heating on
led em heating on
tick
tick
time heating elapsed
heating off
heating off
led em heating off
Figure 3.8: Sample MSC Test Case for BCS (cf. [LLLS12])
automatically accessible. As the BCS case study is defined as SPL, not every MSC
is applicable to each product variant of the SPL. Their applicability depends on the
available components and connectors in the current product variant.
Example 3.10: Sample Message Sequence Chart for BCS
An example for a test case defined as MSC is shown in Figure 3.8. The
test case describes an interaction scenario between two components, Exte-
rior Mirror with heating (EMH) and a corresponding LED (LED EMH). The
shown MSC describes how the LED is activated (heating_on) as the tem-
perature is below a certain minimum (em_too_cold). After a certain time
(time_heating_elapsed), the heating is turned off again (heating_off).
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Failures. As BCS is developed by students in a business game, no failure history
is provided. While we do not have explicit failure data, we are able to use experiences
from student implementations to seed realistic failures for system testing. In total,
we seeded seven failures based on failures which actually occurred. We decided for
this rather low number of failures, as we do not have enough sufficient data of real
failures and restricted the system to a few, but realistic failures.
3.3 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we laid the foundation of the approaches presented in this thesis.
In the first section, we introduced the test artifacts which we use in this thesis. In
particular, we described artifacts for testing of software variants and software ver-
sions. For testing of product variants, we introduced SPL-related artifacts, namely
feature models, features and product variants. As we aim to test individual product
variants, we describe test models as generic idea to derive test cases and analyze
changes between variants. Deltas are applied to the provided test models to gen-
erate test models for specific product variants. We assume that each delta has an
application condition based on features, which must be fulfilled to apply the delta
and its delta operations. Deltas are able to add, remove and modify parts of the
test model. Second, we introduce the artifacts for testing of software versions. Here,
we require knowledge about system requirements and test cases. These artifacts
are defined in natural language, which is typical for system specifications [SLS11].
We require traceability between these artifacts, i.e., requirements are linked to their
corresponding test cases. Additionally, failures have to be reported and linked to
their revealing test cases.
In the second section, we introduced the Body Comfort System (BCS) case study
which is used throughout this thesis as subject system for evaluation. BCS provides
artifacts for both, testing of variants and versions. It comprises 27 features which en-
able a derivation of 11,616 product variants, which are represented as delta-oriented
test models. Delta-oriented state machines and architectural test models are pro-
vided for BCS, which we use in this thesis to demonstrate the applicability of our
black-box testing approaches for software variants. For testing of software versions,
BCS provides a set of natural language requirements and test cases. Unfortunately,
BCS does not provide realistic failure data to be analyzed.
The following contributions make use of the provided foundations and use BCS
as case study for evaluation.
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Black-Box Testing of Software
Variants

4 A Model-Based Delta-Oriented Test Case
Prioritization Framework
The content of this chapter is mainly based on work published in [LLL+15],
[LLAH+16] and [LLS+17].
Contribution
We introduce an extensible framework to prioritize test cases for individual
product variants in SPLs. Important test cases are identified in an incremen-
tal fashion by exploiting delta information between test models representing
product variants. Our test case prioritization framework is extensible and
flexible. We provide different instantiations of our testing framework to show
its applicability to SPLs.
Testing software product lines (SPL) is a difficult task due to the potentially large
number of variants and the high redundancy between variants caused by their com-
monalities [Eng10, MMCDA14]. In this chapter, we propose a regression testing
inspired technique to prioritize test cases for SPLs. We design our test case prioriti-
zation technique as an extensible framework. The framework is able to prioritize test
cases based on incremental changes between product variants by stepping from one
product variant to the next. Thus, we analyze previously tested product variants
and compute important changes which should be tested first. Our test case priori-
tization framework for SPLs is flexible and can be adapted and extended according
to available data and tester’s preferences.
First, we define requirements to be fulfilled by a delta-oriented test case prioritiza-
tion framework. Next, we introduce the framework, which consists of the definition
of weight metrics, weight functions, prioritization functions and an framework in-
stantiation phase. Afterwards, we propose sample instantiations based structural
and behavioral test models. They are based on delta-oriented architectures and
delta-oriented state machines, which we described in Chapter 3.1.1. To show the
novelty of our testing framework, we evaluate it using the BCS case study (cf. Chap-
ter 3.2). Afterwards, we explain and compare related work in the domain of SPL
testing. Finally, the chapter is concluded providing a summary and a discussion of
potential future work.
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4.1 Framework Requirements
To provide a framework for delta-oriented test case prioritization we first have to
establish a specification in terms of necessary requirements to be fulfilled. In the
following, we define the functional and non-functional requirements to be fulfilled
by our testing framework.
4.1.1 Definition of Functional Requirements
We require that certain functionalities have to be provided for the purpose of our
test case prioritization framework for SPLs, which is a reduction of testing effort
in SPLs. In general, the testing framework shall support the prioritization of test
cases for individual product variants in an SPL. The prioritization shall be performed
based on already tested product variants and their changes between the currently
tested product variant. We define three functional requirements for our testing
framework [LLS+17].
FR1: Analysis of Delta-Oriented Test Models. We require our testing
framework to be able to handle delta-oriented SPLs as input. Furthermore, we
require it to be able to handle delta-oriented test models, i.e., it shall support model-
based testing as we assume to have no knowledge about source code. Thus, the
delta-oriented test models represent the specification of the system, based on which
we are able to make assumptions about changes between variants. The framework
supports different types of test models based on our abstract test model notation
introduced in Chapter 3.1.1. For example, in integration testing, architecture models
specify the communication of components in a software system. Changes between
product variants are identified via the deltas provided for the test models.
FR2: Definition of Weight Metrics for Test Model Elements. The frame-
work has to be able to compute the priority of test cases based on delta-oriented
test models,. To this end, we require the framework to be able to derive weights
for certain model elements. For example, for architectural models we require the
framework to be able to compute component weights, i.e., each component is ana-
lyzed separately and given a certain weight value. Weights are computed using a set
of user-definable weight metrics which are aggregated in a weight function. Weights
shall be definable based on the analysis of the provided test models, deltas and
additional data available in black-box testing, e.g., test case history or risk factors.
FR3: Flexible Definition of Test Case Prioritization Functions. Based
on the weight computation, the framework shall support the definition of test case
prioritization functions. These functions determine the priority of a test case. Thus,
the results are ordered lists of test cases, which are executed in their ordering to
maximize testing effectiveness.
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Of course, the definition of priority is crucial for the definition of test case pri-
oritization functions. Here, no restrictions are made on how to define which test
cases are more important than others. However, the prioritization functions have
to be defined based on the weight functions, which combine a user-specific set of
weight metrics. Thus, an abstraction from the used weight metrics can be made.
We require the framework to be adjustable in the sense, that the defined weight
metrics can be further adjusted in the final test case prioritization using weighting
factors, i.e., the impact of each weight metric is user-specific.
Test cases have to be defined according to the provided test models. Consequently,
test cases to be prioritized have to relate to the test model contents. Each test case
describes a test scenario. The SPL framework does not focus on the generation
or creation of test cases. It only prioritizes test cases, if they are applicable for a
certain product variant, i.e., if their tested behavior is actually present in the current
product variant under test (PUT).
4.1.2 Definition of Non-Functional Requirements
Besides the functional requirements, our framework for delta-oriented test case pri-
oritization shall also fulfill three non-functional properties.
NFR1: Extensibility. A major aspect of our test case prioritization framework
is the flexibility to be extended by the user according to available data. In particular,
we require the framework to be easily extensible concerning the supported weight
metrics. Additional information might be available to the user, e.g., different test
models or different types of meta-data. Thus, we require that the weight computa-
tion is extensible to support new weight metrics. Additionally, the framework shall
be able to support different types of prioritization functions which can be defined by
the user, e.g., to focus on test case dissimilarity. This flexibility leads to a framework
which supports different types of data and, thus, different aspects of testing.
NFR2: Controllability. After selecting a set of weight metrics and creating a
framework instance, we require the user to be able to further adapt and control the
test case prioritization. For this, no new instance shall be necessary. Rather, using
different weighting factors, the user shall be able to adjust the test case prioritization
to his needs. This supports regression testing, where a certain aspect or weight
metric might gain importance over time. For example, the overall coverage of the
system is more important in the beginning of a project than focusing on changes
between variants, i.e., dissimilarity-based test case prioritization aspects might be
more important than delta-oriented ones.
NFR3: Usability. Manual test case prioritization is a difficult task, especially
for large-scale SPLs. Right now, only custom-tailored software exists to solve these
issues, as no other frameworks exist to prioritize test cases incrementally for a set
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of product variants. This leads to the non-functional requirement to support usabil-
ity, i.e., our testing framework shall support the user in the instance creation and
resulting test case prioritization approaches shall be faster deployed than a custom-
tailored software. In particular, we require extensions to be easily integrable. On
the other side, the framework shall produce results comparable to custom-tailored
approaches [LLL+15, LLAH+16]. This enables the goal of a customer-adaptable test
case prioritization to increase testing efficiency, due to less effort in the integration of
test case prioritization, while being effective, i.e., important test cases are prioritized
and, thus, executed first.
4.2 Framework Definition
General Approach. Based on the previously defined functional and non-functional
requirements we define a delta-oriented test case prioritization framework for SPLs.
The framework is designed to cope with a set of input artifacts, namely test cases,
delta-oriented test models and regression deltas (cf. left-hand side of Figure 4.1).
Each product variant is represented by a test model. Based on the input data, we are
able to define weight metrics, weight functions and test case prioritization functions
(cf. right-hand side of Figure 4.1). The framework aims to identify important test
cases according to changes in product variants that have to be retested. Our test
case prioritization is performed incrementally for one product variant at the time.
For each product variant, the resulting test case prioritization functions compute
priority value for each reusable test case, i.e., for test cases which are applicable to
the current product variant and have been executed at least once in before. New
test cases, which are first applied for a product variant, are not prioritized. We
assume that that these test cases have always to be executed to ensure that the
new functionality is correctly implemented. The ingredients of the framework and
potential instantiations are explained in the following.
4.2.1 Definition of Input Artifacts
Test Case Definition. Test cases are defined for a certain product variant in the
SPL. The framework does not focus on the design or generation of test cases. We
simply assume that a mechanism has been implemented such that for each product
variant a set of new test cases TCnew ⊆ T C can be assigned when necessary. In
other words, we only require new test cases for a product variant pi if a certain
functionality has never been tested before in previous product variants under test
Ptested = {p1, . . . , pn}. By definition, the framework is able to cope with a wide
variety of test case types due to its generic nature, as long as they correspond to
the provided test models [UL07].
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Figure 4.1: SPL Test Case Prioritization Framework Artifacts
Test Model Definition. Each product variant of the SPL is specified by a set
of test models (cf. left-hand side of Figure 4.1). The framework supports different
types of test models, as long as they are specified as described in Chapter 3.1.1, i.e.,
they contain a set of vertices and edges. Test cases cover test model element, i.e.,
each test case tc ∈ T C covers a set of vertices and edges defined as Ωtc ⊆ Ω. To
ensure test coverage, we require that enough test cases are provided such that each
vertex and edge of a product variant’s test model is covered by at least one test case
applicable to that particular product variant. Consequently, we require that
∀ω ∈ Ω ∃ tc ∈ T C : ω ∈ Ωtc ∧ (tc ∈ T Cnew ∨ tc ∈ T Creusable)
for a each product variant under test holds. In addition, we require knowledge about
the deltas, i.e., the transformations for the core variant to identify changes between
variants.
Regression Deltas. Each product variant is part of the same SPL, i.e., there
exists a relationship between these variants in terms of their commonalities and
variability. Based on the available deltas, we are able to compute a regression
delta [LSKL12] between two arbitrary product variants of the SPL, describing the
transformational differences between them (cf. Chapter 3.1.1). These regression
deltas are key to the identification of important changes in the a currently tested
product variant and, thus, vital to the framework. Their computation is based on
the symmetrical difference of deltas defined for the core variant. This aspect is
described in the next subsection.
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4.2.2 First Applied Regression Delta Computation
The framework supports the analysis of previously untested parts of a PUT. This
is important as the framework focuses on the identification of important changes
and, based on this, derives priority values for the test cases applicable to the current
PUT.
To this end, we analyze the regression deltas between the current PUT pi and
all previously tested variants Ptested . Constructing the intersection of regression
deltas leads to deltas, which have never been applied before as the contained delta
operations are present in all regression deltas for product variants in Ptested . In
other words, the intersection of regression deltas leads to a difference which has to
be applied to all previously tested variants, indicating new product variant specific
elements to be tested. Thus, they allow for the identification of never before tested
parts of the PUT. Formally, we compute these first applied regression deltas as
defined in Definition 4.1.
Definition 4.1: First Applied Regression Delta Computation
Let Ptested ⊆ PSPL be a non-empty set of previously tested product variants,
pcurrent the current PUT, ∆p,pcurrent the set of regression deltas between a
product variant p ∈ Ptested and pcurrent such that pcurrent /∈ Ptested .
We define the set of first applied regression deltas ∆newpcurrent ⊆ ∆SPL as the
intersection of delta operations (⋂) in regression deltas as follows:
∆newpcurrent =
|Ptested |⋂
j=1
δpj ,pcurrent
4.2.3 Definition of Weight Metrics and Functions
Intention. One fundamental aspect of the test case prioritization framework is the
computation of changes in an abstract test model compared to previously tested
product variants and their test model representation. Different aspects might be
of importance to identify the impact of changes between different variants under
test. Thus, the framework supports the definition of distinct weight metrics. These
metrics resemble the degree of changes a certain part of the system has undergone.
A higher degree of change results in a higher weight, indicating significance for
retesting compared to parts with lower weights.
Available Information. Due to the focus on model-based testing for SPLs,
the framework is designed to support the computation of model element weights,
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which depend on type of available test models. Independently of the applied weight
metrics, we assume that the underlying information is based on black-box data, i.e.,
no source code access is available for the PUT.
Weight Metric Structure. As a result, a set of weight metrics M =
{m1, . . . ,mn} is defined for test case prioritization. Each weight metric m com-
putes a distinct weight value based on available test artifacts for the current PUT.
To support SPL testing, we advise to define weight metrics based on differences
between product variants, such that the resulting weight values reflect how much
the specification of one product variant differs from the previously tested product
variants Ptested ⊆ PSPL.
For model-based testing, we define weight metrics for model elements ω ∈ Ω
(cf. Chapter 3.1.1) to be of the signature m : Ω → R, i.e., they are applied to
vertices or edges of a test model. To support the comparison and combination of
metrics, their computation should be normalized by design, e.g., by ensuring that
m : Ω → [0, 1] holds. Weight metrics should be always applied to elements of the
respective type (i.e., vertices or edges) of the product variant to identify parts of the
test model which have changed more than others.
As this chapter focuses on incremental delta-oriented testing, the weight computa-
tion is performed for each PUT anew. In particular, the observed new changes in the
current PUT depend on the ordering of product variants, the number of previously
tested product variants and the relevant deltas. The first applied delta application
(cf. Chapter 4.2.2) supports the identification of changed parts in the current PUT.
Weight Functions. Based on different weight metrics, the user is able to define
a set of weight functions w : Ω → R which are applied to a test model element
ω ∈ Ω (cf. Chapter 3.1.1). A weight function consists of one or more weight metrics,
whose results are combined. Aggregating different weight metrics is useful to take
different aspects of testing into account simultaneously. For example, the changes
between incoming edges might be of importance as well as the changes between
outgoing edges of a vertex in a test model, as they indicate different types of new
behavior. Thus, two corresponding weight metrics are defined and combined in one
weight function. However, it might be the case that one weight metric is more
important than the other. Thus, our test case prioritization framework for SPLs in-
cludes the definition of weighting factors A = {α1, . . . , αn} ⊆ R where 1 = ∑|A|m=1 αm
holds. Using the weighting factors, the influence of single weight metrics can be
adjusted by the user or stakeholder according to the current state of development
and testing.
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Definition 4.2: Weight Functions
Let A = {α1, . . . , αn} ⊆ R be the set of weight factors such that 1 = ∑ni=1 αi
holds, Mselected ⊆ M the set of selected weight metrics and Ω be the set of
test model elements.
We define the structure for weight functions w : Ω → R for a test model
element ω ∈ Ω to be as follows:
w(ω) = α1·m1 + α2·m2 + . . .+ αn·mn
Guidelines for Weight Metrics. Generally, the test case prioritization frame-
work does not restrict the definition of weight metrics or functions. In particular,
arbitrary weight metricsm ∈M can be combined freely. The test case prioritization
is very flexible due to the weighting factors, which allow for individual adjustments
of weight metric influences. However, we provide some general guidelines when
designing weight metrics.
The framework is designed for incremental testing, i.e., the defined weight met-
rics should adapt to this concept and take changes between product variants into
account. Otherwise, the nature of SPLs in terms of their commonalities is not ex-
ploited and the reuse potential of test cases is reduced. To this end, we suggest to
use the available delta-information to derive weight metrics for each PUT anew.
Example 4.1: Architectural Weight Metrics
Assume that weight values for each component c ∈ C of a architecture test
model are to be computed. Thus, a first weight metric is defined based on
the delta-changes of incoming connectors ICc ∈ CON of the component’s
interface. In case that an incoming connector has been added or removed by
a delta for the first time, we assume that the component has changed and,
thus, should be tested again. The metric is normalized using the set of overall
incoming connectors Ic ∈ CON , such that min(c) = |ICc||Ic| . Now we are able to
combine this weight metrics with others using weighting factors. For example,
we analogously define mout(c) for changed outgoing connectors of component
c. Using two weighting factors, the resulting weight function is defined as
w(c) = α·min(c) + β·mout(c), α + β = 1. Applying this function to each
component c of the PUT results in separate weight values between 0 and 1,
allowing to distinguish the degree of changes between variants. Results are
influenced by changing the weight factors to favor different weight metrics.
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4.2.4 Definition of Test Case Prioritization Functions
Test Case Prioritization Functions. The aim of the framework is the prioritiza-
tion of test cases for product variants of delta-oriented SPLs. Thus, it supports the
definition of test case prioritization functions which assign a priority value to each
test case applicable to the current PUT. The higher the priority value, the earlier a
test case is executed. We do not prioritize new or obsolete test cases for a current
PUT, as new test cases have to always be executed and obsolete test cases are not
executable. Instead, we focus our prioritization on reusable test cases, which have
been executed for a previously tested product variant. Consequently, to prioritize
test cases we order them in descending fashion according to their priority values.
Test Case Priority. As a result of applying the defined test case prioritization
functions, each test case is assigned with a priority value according to their covered
test model elements. The higher the number of covered changes, the higher the
importance of a test case. In certain circumstances the weight of a vertex might be
0, i.e., no changes occurred. Test cases, which only refer to these unchanged test
model elements should also receive a priority value of 0. These test cases do not
have to be executed again, i.e., they are reusable, but not retestable. These test
cases still can be executed after all other test cases with a priority > 0 have been
performed. Thus, our testing framework for SPLs also supports test case selection.
Prioritization Computation. A test case prioritization function has the sig-
nature prio : T C ×PSPL → R. If a test case corresponds to a changed or influenced
part of the current PUT p, for which the prioritization function is applied, the re-
sulting priority value should be greater than 0. To this end, the covered test model
elements Ωtc ⊆ Ω of a test case are of relevance. These mappings allow for a detailed
analysis of the test cases and a priority computation for each applicable test case
for a PUT. As a result, we are able to map the weight values derived by the weight
functions to the test cases.
Example 4.2: Component-based Test Case Prioritization Function
Let w : C → R be a weight function for a component c ∈ C. The detailed
weight computation is not of relevance. Let TCreusep ⊆ T C be the set of test
cases reusable for a product variant p ∈ PSPL. A sample test case prioritization
function is defined based on the components Ctc covered by a test case tc ∈
T C. It sums the weights of each distinct covered component c ∈ Ctc up to
compute the test case priority. We define the test case prioritization function
priocomp : T C × PSPL → R for a test case tc ∈ TCreusep as:
priocomp(tc, p) =
n∑
j=1
{w(cj) | cj ∈ Ctc, n = |Ctc|}
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Figure 4.2: Guideline Steps for Framework Instantiation (cf. [LLS+17])
4.2.5 Guidelines for Framework Instantiation and Configuration
To guide the user in the framework instantiation, we distinguish three basic steps
to instantiate the framework as displayed in Figure 4.2.
1. Analyze Available Data. First, the available data has to be analyzed in
order to assess which weight metrics can be defined. The framework is based on the
assumption that test models derived in a model-based testing process (cf. Chap-
ter 2.1.3) are available for testing. Thus, one major aspect is the type of available
test models, e.g., if only structural models are available or if additional behavioral
models can be used for test case prioritization. Test models have to be automati-
cally processable to be of use for the framework, i.e., they have to be available in a
structured form, e.g., provided in a domain-specific language (DSL) [Sel07].
In addition to the test models, the framework is designed for incremental testing.
Hence, it requires a set of product variants to be tested and their ordering. These
variants have to be mapped to available artifacts, e.g., using feature configurations.
In case deltas are available, the test models for product variants can be generated
automatically. In addition, the framework can make use of deltas to compute novel
regression deltas, which help to identify changed parts (cf. Chapter 4.2.2). However,
if no explicit delta knowledge is available, the change information can be automat-
ically derived, e.g., using model differencing techniques or extractive delta module
generation [PKK+15, WRSS17]. A set of test cases has to be provided for the SPL,
which are automatically categorized for product variants. For each product variant,
based on their test models, the set of applicable test cases is computed.
2. Define and Select Weight Metrics and Functions. As explained in earlier
subsections, the framework is based around the concepts of weight computations (cf.
Chapters 4.2.3 and 4.2.4). Thus, based on the available data, the user has to define
a set of weight metrics as foundation for the framework instantiation. These metrics
specify the focus of testing and which data is accessed, e.g., by performing structural
analyses of changes between test models. Weight metrics can be aggregated to weight
functions using weight factors. The user has to define and select the weight metrics
which shall be available in the framework instance.
Using the available weight metrics, weight functions are constructed. The test
engineer has to specify which metrics shall be aggregated. Using weighting factors,
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the influence of weight metrics can be adjusted after the instantiation. Of course,
using a weight of 0 allows the tester to omit certain weight metrics from the final
result, providing a selection of weight metrics.
3. Define and Select Prioritization Functions. Based on weight metrics and
functions defined in the previous step, test case prioritization functions are defined.
They are interchangeable and allow the prioritization of test cases in different ways,
i.e., users are able to perform test case prioritization functions separately on the same
set of test cases and product variants. Of course, the selected test case prioritization
functions have to match the available data, i.e., they can only be applied if the
required input artifacts are available for testing (cf. Step 1).
Once the test case prioritization functions have been defined and selected, the test
case prioritization can be performed. If implemented correctly, the execution can be
performed in a fully autonomous fashion, i.e., no additional user input is required.
The only user-interaction is performed when configuring the test case prioritization,
i.e., setting the weight factors and selecting the product variants to be tested. The
results of a test case prioritization are priority values for each test case applicable to
the analyzed product variants. The framework only prioritizes reusable test cases,
i.e., only test cases which are applicable to a current product variant and which
have been applicable to previous variants are prioritized. As a result, each test case
tc ∈ TCreuse receives a priority value. Using these priorities, test cases are executed
in descending order, beginning from the highest value. In case that two distinct
test cases receive the same value, the ordering is random as both are of the same
importance. Testing of prioritized test cases should continue until available testing
resources are exhausted.
4.3 Framework Implementation
Implementation in Eclipse. Using the defined guidelines, we implemented in-
stances of our testing framework in Java. In particular, we provide the architecture
test models using the EMF-Framework1 and by defining a DSL using the Xtext
and Xtend frameworks2 for Eclipse 3. A DSL allows the user to write a grammar
for a particular need [VBD+13]. In case of this thesis, we specifically define DSLs for
the definition of architecture test models and message sequence charts, which rep-
resent test cases. Their definitions are linked via grammar-mixin, i.e., the test case
grammar references the architecture descriptions to ensure the validity of test cases.
1Eclipse Modeling Framework, website: https://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/, date: Jan-
uary 4th, 2017
2Xtext and Xtend frameworks [Bet13], websites: https://eclipse.org/Xtext/ and https:
//eclipse.org/xtend/, date: January 4th, 2017
3Eclipse IDE for Java, website: https://eclipse.org/ide/, date: January 4th, 2017
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Figure 4.3: Sample Delta Graph (cf. [LLL+15])
In addition, the architectural DSL Deltarx supports the definition of deltas, which
can be applied automatically given a valid feature configuration [LLLS12, LLL+14].
We are able to directly integrate the EMF-based DSL editors into Eclipse based on
the IDE’s plugin-based structure. Thus, Eclipse is the foundation for the technical
realization of framework instantiations.
Delta Graphs. Novel regression deltas are described as directed and weighted
delta graphs [LLL+15]. Delta graph vertices represent vertices of the current PUT’s
test model. Edges in these graphs represent the degree of changes in the test model
edges. The weight of each delta graph edge specifies the number of changes between
two particular vertices which occurred for the first time in the current product
variant. While such a graph representation is not required for the execution of the
test case prioritization, it helps to understand the changes between variants in an
easy to grasp, graphical fashion.
Example 4.3: Sample Delta Graph
An example delta graph is shown in Figure 4.3. In this particular graph, three
components A, B and C are shown. Between A and B, one connector has been
changed as well as between B and C, indicated by the dotted edges with a
value of 1. In terms of delta graphs, it does not matter if a change was an add
or remove, but only that the interface has changed and in which direction,
indicated by the directed edges.
Provided Weight Metrics. We implemented our testing framework to priori-
tize integration test cases for SPLs. Thus, we use architectural test models as input
to prioritize test cases defined as message sequence charts. We further provide be-
havioral test models for a more fine-granular analysis of changes. In the following,
we explain the weight metrics we implemented as foundation for our testing frame-
work based on the available artifacts. We distinguish between architecture-based
and behavior-based weight metrics as foundation for our evaluation.
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4.3.1 Architecture-Based Weight Metrics
We first define a set of weight metrics which assess the weight of components based
on the architecture models provided for each product variant. We aim to prioritize
integration test cases using these models and concepts.
Component Interface Changes. For each component c ∈ C, we are able to
analyze its interface, i.e., which incoming and outgoing connectors the component
has and to what degree they have changed. In particular, we are interested in
changes which occur for the first time in the current PUT, i.e., the underlying delta
operations have not been applied to previously tested product variants Ptested . The
set of changed incoming connectors ICc ⊆ CON of component c ∈ C are of interest
as well as the set of changed outgoing connectors OCc ⊆ CON . Using the novel
regression delta computation shown in Chapter 4.2.2 in Definition 4.1, we are able
to detect interface changes which occur for the very first time. We normalize these
changed connectors by the number of currently present connectors in the component,
i.e., its set of incoming connectors Ic ⊆ CON and outgoing connectors Oc ⊆ CON .
This leads to the two interface weights metrics, for incoming and outgoing interface
changes, respectively.
Definition 4.3: Incoming Interface Change Weight Metrics
Let Ic ⊆ CON be the set of incoming connectors of component c ∈ C and
ICc ⊆ Ic the set of changed incoming connectors of component c ∈ C.
We define the incoming interface weight metric min : C → R for a component
c ∈ C as:
min(c) =
|ICc|
|Ic|
Definition 4.4: Outgoing Interface Change Weight Metrics
Let Oc ⊆ CON bw the set of outgoing connectors of component c ∈ C and
OCc ⊆ Oc the set of changed outgoing connectors of component c ∈ C.
We define the outgoing interface weight metric mout : C → R for a component
c ∈ C as:
mout(c) =
|OCc|
|Oc|
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Multi Product Deltas. We introduced the concept of multi product
deltas (MPD) in Chapter 3.1.1. They describe changes in product variants, which
are not detectable by analyzing first applied regression deltas alone. This is due
the fact, that all deltas related to a test model element have occurred in isolation
in previous product variants, but never in a particular combination. Thus, it is
important to analyze the occurrences of test model elements in all previously tested
product variants to identify MPDs. We define a multi product delta weight metric
mMPD : C → R based on the degree of MPDs of a component c. In particular,
we measure how many differences the current interface has to the most similar pre-
viously tested variant of the interface, i.e., the number of differing connectors. To
normalize the results, we count the number of previously tested product variants in
which the test model element occurred. The higher the number of occurrences the
lower is the impact of the MPD. We define this set as Pc ⊆ Ptested . Based on both,
the MPDs of a test model element ω and the number of its occurrences, we define
an MPD weight metric as specified in Definition 4.5.
Definition 4.5: MPD Weight Metric
Let MPDc the number of multi product deltas for component c ∈ C and
Pc ⊆ Ptested the set of tested product variants containing component c.
We define the MPD weight metric mMPD : C → R for a component c ∈ C as:
mMPD(c) =
MPDc
|Pc|
4.3.2 Behavior-Based Weight Metrics
While the architecture-based weight metrics can be derived from structural data,
i.e., architecture test models and delta information, we implement additional weight
metrics based on behavioral changes between product variants [LLAH+16]. These
metrics require delta-oriented state machines (cf. Chapter 2.3.3), or similar types of
behavioral models, to define the behavioral specification of each component in the
current PUT. Different levels of test models (e.g., structural and behavioral) allow for
a more fine-granular analysis of changes between product variants. We define three
behavioral weight metrics based on changes in state machines: behavioral component
weights, direct signal weights and indirect signal weights. While behavioral MPDs
could be analyzed as well, we do not introduce such a weight metric, as we use these
metrics to test integration testing. In other contexts, behavioral MPDs are useful
and can be provided based on our testing framework’s definitions.
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Behavioral Component Weight. Based on deltas, we define a weight metric
based on behavioral changes of a state machine of a component. To this end, we
measure the number of changed states CSc ⊆ Sc and changed transitions TSc ⊆ Tc
in the state machine of component c ∈ C. Using the available delta information,
we are able to extract this knowledge directly from the deltas δSM ∈ δSMSPL which
correspond to component c. These weight metrics can be normalized using the
number of states Sc and transitions Tc in component c, resulting in the following
two behavioral weight metrics.
Definition 4.6: State Change Weight Metrics
Let Sc ⊆ S be the set of states in the state machine of a component c ∈ C
and CSc ⊆ Sc the set of changed states for component c ∈ C.
We define the state change weight metric mstate : C → R which measures
the behavioral component weight of a component c ∈ C based on its changed
states as follows:
mstate(c) =
|CSc|
|Sc|
Definition 4.7: Transition Change Weight Metrics
Let Tc ⊆ T be the set of transitions in the state machine defined for
component c ∈ C and TSc ⊆ Tc the set of changed transitions for component
c ∈ C.
We define the transition change weight metric mtran : C → R which measures
the behavioral component weight of a component c ∈ C based on its changed
transitions as follows:
mtran(c) =
|TSc|
|Tc|
Direct Signal Weights. Besides the changes of the state machine itself, changes
of the state machine can also influence the signals send by a component c ∈ C. This
is due the fact, that input events ΣI ∈ Σc and output events ΣO ∈ Σc correlate to
input signals ΠI ∈ Πc and output signals ΠO ∈ Πc of the component, respectively.
Thus, an internal change that occurs within the state machine can influence the
communication on architectural level. To this end, we define a direct signal weight
metric, i.e., we measure the number of deltas ∆t ⊆ ∆SMnew which directly influence
transitions and, thus, events which correspond to signals. A direct influence is
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observed if a delta operation adds, removes or modifies a transition that either
uses an incoming event as trigger or broadcasts one or more outgoing events. As
internal τ -events (cf. Chapter 2.1.3) are only visible within the state machine and
do not correspond to any signals on interface level, we do not compute any direct
signal weights for internal events. For the direct signal weight metric, we assess the
quantity of these deltas for each signal pi ∈ Π of the current architecture. To this
end, we define a function changespi : Π× P(∆SMSPL)→ N, which simply counts these
change occurrences in behavioral deltas.
We normalize the number of changes for of a certain signal by the number of all
signals received or send by a component c ∈ C, denoted as Πc. This leads to a direct
signal weight metric for a signal pi ∈ Πc for component c ∈ C in PUT p ∈ PSPL
based on the set of deltas, which contain operations related to a transition t, referred
to as ∆t. We define the weight metric in Definition 4.8 [LLAH+16].
Definition 4.8: Direct Signal Weight Metric
Let Cp ⊆ C be the set of components in product variant p ∈ PSPL, Πc ⊆ Π
the set of signals sent or received by component c ∈ C, ∆t ⊆ ∆SMSPL the set
of transition-related deltas and changespi : Π × P(∆SMSPL) → N the function
which returns the number of change occurrences in a set of behavioral deltas.
We define the signal weight metric mdirectpi : C ×Π→ R, which measures the
direct signal weight of a signal pi ∈ Πp in component c ∈ Cp as follows:
mdirectpi(c, pi) =
changespi(pi,∆t)
|Πc|
The higher the degree of changes for a certain signal within a component is, the
higher is the likelihood that these changes influence the overall communication in
unprecedented ways. Thus, this weight metric supports the integration testing of
SPLs if behavioral knowledge is available.
Indirect Signal Weights. Besides the direct influence of deltas in state ma-
chines, there also exist indirect influences of performed changes to indirectly in-
fluenced events within a component [LLAH+16]. These indirect changes are not
as easily detected as direct ones as they are only observable when analyzing paths
within a state machine. We define a path as a set of transitions and states which can
be traversed one after another. We argue, that an outgoing signal of a component
is indirectly influenced, if there exists a path from a directly influenced transition
to a transition, which sends the particular outgoing signal. Thus, indirect weights
require a more sophisticated analysis compared to direct signal weights. We use
an approach which is similar to slicing techniques used for change impact analy-
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sis [ACH+13]. Our pseudo-algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
The analysis starts with a transition that is directly influenced by a delta δ ∈ ∆t
and for which the trigger corresponds to an incoming signal of the component, i.e.,
σ ∈ ΣI (cf. Line 2 in Algorithm 1). In other words, the analysis starts with
transitions that are fired by other components and have been changed compared to
previously tested product variants. For such a transition t, we analyze and store the
broadcast events ΣB ⊆ Σ as current events Σcurrent ⊆ Σ (cf. Line 5 in Algorithm 1).
Our analysis is performed recursively, starting with current transition t (cf. line 6
and lines 10 to 29 in Algorithm 1). We follow this transition, analyzing potential
paths following its triggering. Thus, the transition is fired, i.e., the target state of
the transition is the new current state scurrent ∈ S (cf. line 11 in Algorithm 1). For
all of the outgoing transitions tout of scurrent , we check if they can be triggered by the
events stored in Σcurrent and have not been visited yet (cf. line 13 in Algorithm 1).
In case such a transition has been found, a new ”branch” of the path is started, i.e.,
similar to the steps explained previously, we traverse the transitions and store the
events they broadcast. The events used to trigger transitions to move along the path
are removed from the current events as they are only visible in one step of the system
(cf. lines 12 and 16 in Algorithm 1). To avoid loops in the analysis, we memorize
all transitions which have already been traversed, which is similar to a slicing stop
criterion [ACH+13] (cf. lines 4 and 14 in Algorithm 1). Another stop criterion of the
path analysis are transitions, which broadcast events that correspond to outgoing
signals, i.e., ∃σo : σo ∈ ΣO ∧ σo ∈ ΣB (cf. line 18 in Algorithm 1). These types
of events (and signals) are the ones that are indirectly influenced by the original
transition t and, thus, the analysis does not continue after such an event has been
found. The approach stores these events, as they represent our result set.
For the indirect signal weight metric, we are interested in events which are in the
set of broadcast events for the traversed transitions and correspond to signals on
architectural level, i.e., they represent an output used for communication. These
events are indirectly influenced by the original change in transition t, which was the
starting point of the path. Formally, we focus on signal pairs influencec ⊆ Ic×Oc in
a component c, where an incoming signal influences the outgoing signal [LLAH+16].
Once the path has been fully traversed, we count the number of occurrences of events
ΣBtinfluenced corresponding to a certain outgoing signal in the path (cf. Line 26 in
Algorithm 1). To this end, we define a function impact : Π×P(CON ×CON )→ N,
which counts the occurrences of an event σpi correlating to signal pi in the analyzed
path. We normalize these findings by the number of overall influences in component
c. Consequently, we define a indirect signal weight metric mindirect : C × Π → R
in Definition 4.9 [LLAH+16]. In addition, we show an example for our behavioral
weight metrics based on the changes of state machines in Example 4.4.
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Algorithm 1 Path Analysis to find Indirectly Influenced Events/Signals
1: procedure MainAlgorithm(∆t, SM)
2: Σinfluenced ← ∅ . Initialize. Contains events we are looking for
3: for all transitions t influenced by ∆t with trigger σ ∈ ΣI do
4: Tvisited ← t . Remember all visited transitions
5: Σcurrent ← ΣBt . Set of currently active broadcast signals
6: Σinfluenced ← Σinfluenced ∪ FindIndirectInf(t, Σcurrent , Tvisited) .
Recursive analysis
7: end for
8: return Σinfluenced . Return the list of influenced events
9: end procedure
10: procedure FindIndirectInf(t,Σcurrent ,Tvisited)
11: Σresult ← ∅
12: scurrent ← target state of t
13: Σnext ← ∅ . Contains next broadcast events
14: Tout ← {t′ ∈ T | ∀ s ∈ S, t′ = (scurrent , s) ∧ t′ /∈ Tvisited ∧ σit′ ∈ Σcurrent}. Find
next transitions, which are not visited and are triggered by current events
15: Tvisited ← Tvisited ∪ Tout . Mark transitions as visited
16: for all t ∈ Tout do
17: Σnext ← ΣBt . Update the current broadcast signals
18: for all σB ∈ ΣBt do
19: if σB ∈ ΣO then . Stop: Event corresponds to outgoing signal
20: Σresult ← Σresult ∪ {σB} . Add signal to return set
21: Tout = Tout \ {t} . Remove the transition from the analyzed
22: end if
23: end for
24: end for
25: if Tout = ∅ then . No more unvisited and valid successor transitions
26: return Σresult
27: else . Recursively visit other outgoing transitions
28: return Σresult ∪ FindIndirectInf(t,Σnext ,Tvisited)
29: end if
30: end procedure
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Figure 4.4: Example for Internal Component Changes
Definition 4.9: Indirect Signal Weight Metric
Let Π be the set of signals, impact : Π× P(CON × CON )→ N the function
which counts event occurrences for signals and influencec ⊆ Ic × Oc the set
of signal pairs where an incoming signal influences an outgoing signal in a
component c ∈ C.
We define an indirect signal weight metric mindirectpi : C × Π → R for a com-
ponent c ∈ C and a signal pi ∈ Π as follows:
mindirectpi(c, pi) =

impact(pi,influencec)
|influencec| if influencec 6= ∅
0 if influencec = ∅
Example 4.4: Computing Behavioral Weight Metrics
To illustrate the computation of behavioral weight metrics, Figure 4.4 shows
the internal change of a component c between two variants p1 and p2. The
delta ∆SMp1,p2 only comprises one change operation, i.e., the addition of a
transition t4 as shown in Figure 4.4. Using the sample state machines, we
give an example for the behavioral weight metric computation. First of
all, notice that the interface of the component does not change, i.e., the
architecture-based weight metrics are not able to detect a change between p1
and p2. However, as we show in the following, analyzing the changes of the
internal behavior of the component leads to aspects important for testing.
Behavioral Component Weight. The behavioral component weight metric
mstate(c1) is 0, as no state changes occurred between the two variants. How-
ever, there is one changed transition, i.e., we compute for the transition-based
weight metric that mtran(c1) = 14 = 0.25.
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Direct Signal Weights. For the signal-based weights, we assume that the
analyzed signals only occur in the shown component. As transition t4 is
added in p2, the corresponding delta directly influences the signals used by t4,
i.e., the incoming signal b and the outgoing signal x. Event i1 is an internal
event, which does not correspond to one of the four interface signals, i.e.,
we do not compute a signal weight for it. Accordingly, we compute a direct
signal weight for signal a as mdirectpi(a, p2) = 14 = 0.25.
Indirect Signal Weights. In the sample state machines shown in Figure 4.4,
we detect an indirect signal influence. While the delta directly influences
transition t4, the change also has indirect influences. For our analysis, we
initiate a path with t4 as start. Firing t4, we store i1 as current event in
Σcurrent and the current state scurrent is now S1. Here, one outgoing transition
t2 exists. Looking into Ecurrent , we are able to fire this transition using the
stored internal event i1. This leads to the broadcast of event x, i.e., there exists
an indirect influence relation between signals a and x. Here, the analysis stops,
as an external event is send and no other transitions can be fired from S1.
We compute the indirect signal weight for x as mindirectpi(c1, x) = 11 = 1.
4.4 Evaluation
We perform an evaluation of our testing framework using the BCS case
study (cf. Chapter 3.2) to assess if it fulfills the requirements we specified. We use
integration testing as evaluation scenario, i.e., we prioritize a set of integration test
cases T Cint ⊆ T C defined as MSCs. To this end, we first formulate research ques-
tions to guide our evaluation. Next, we explain the evaluation setup. Afterwards,
the methodology of the evaluation is described followed by the results. Finally, we
describe and debilitate potential threats to validity.
4.4.1 Research Questions
To assess the quality of our test case prioritization framework, we define the following
three research questions to be evaluated.
RQ1: How feasible is the test case prioritization framework in terms of its appli-
cability for different testing artifacts? We require the framework to be able
to prioritize test cases for product variants of SPLs based on a set of defined
weight metrics, weight functions and test case prioritization functions. Thus,
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the framework shall be able to use different types of input data to produce
priority values for test cases. In particular, we use integration testing as eval-
uation scenario.
RQ2: How extensible is the framework in terms of supporting new artifacts for test
case prioritization? We require the framework to be extensible, i.e., new test-
ing artifacts shall be integrable to provide additional test case prioritization
approaches. To this end, we assess if additional testing data can be integrated.
In particular, we integrate black-box meta-data, e.g., the failure-finding his-
tory of a test case, using the framework. In addition, we investigate if this
integration mitigates the need to write new test case prioritization concepts
and tools.
RQ3: How effective are the resulting test case prioritization instances? Using the
framework, the user shall be able to prioritize test cases. Besides the avail-
ability of the prioritization functionality, we also require the results of the test
case prioritization to be effective, i.e., to detect changed parts of the system
as fast as possible.
4.4.2 Methodology
Setup for RQ1. To examine the quality of our test case prioritization framework
and answer the first research question, we construct two different framework in-
stances based on the delta-oriented and model-based weight metrics presented in
Chapter 4.3 [LLS+17]. The main difference are the available input artifacts. The
first instance only focuses on delta-oriented architectural test models and message
sequence charts, which describe the test cases. Thus, it is suitable to describe if
the framework is feasible for integration testing on architectural level. The second
instance focuses on the extension of the test case prioritization to also consider delta-
oriented state machines, which describe the internal behavior of components of the
system. We argue that the framework has to be able to cope with additional arti-
facts and that sophisticated weight functions and test case prioritization functions
have to be derivable.
Using these two instances, we are able to investigate the feasibility of our test case
prioritization framework, i.e., if it is applicable to a wide range of different testing
artifacts in different combinations while showing its adaptability. To this end, we
create a set of weight functions and test case prioritization functions based on the
provided weight metrics defined in Chapter 4.3.
Setup for RQ2. To investigate if the framework is actually extensible, which
is one of the non-functional requirements we defined earlier (cf. Chapter 4.1), we
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integrate another type of data. To this end, we chose data that is neither delta-
oriented nor specifically model-based. In particular, we add black-box meta-data,
which is available in testing, i.e., how many failures a test case has found in past
executions, how often a test case has been when the test case has been executed for
the last time. This information is relevant in regression testing [FKAP09, ERL11]
and, thus, we argue that it is also useful for SPL testing. We assess, if we are able
to integrate the data to further enhance the test case prioritization.
Setup for RQ3. To answer RQ3, we investigate the quality of the pro-
duced framework instances, i.e., how effective the test case orderings are. Un-
fortunately, failure information is not available for BCS. Thus, we have to use
a different metric than average percentage of faults detected (APFD) (cf. Chap-
ter 2.2.2) [RUCH01]. Therefore, we propose a new metric: Average percentage of
changes covered (APCC) [LLL+15]. This metric is similar to APFD, but it mea-
sures the detection rate of changes between product variants rather than the failure
finding rate. We measure system changes based on interfaces of a changed com-
ponents, i.e., each connector connected to a changed component has to be retested
as early as possible. This does not include connectors which are new, as we only
focus on retest-scenarios of already tested parts of the system. In particular, the
metric measures for a ordered test set TS ⊆ T Cint how fast a set of changes Tchange
is covered by the test cases in TS. For integration testing, changes comprise the
set of connectors CON change, which are connected to a component which has been
modified by a first applied delta. This excludes connectors, which are added for the
first time in the tested product variants, i.e., which are new, as new behavior has to
be tested for product variant regardless of any prioritization. The values of APCC
range between 0 and 1, where 1 corresponds to the best achievable result.
Definition 4.10: Average Percentage of Changes Covered (APCC)
Let TS ⊆ T Cint be a set of integration test cases, CON change =
{con1, . . . , conm} the set of changed connectors and Tchangei the i-th
position where a changed connector is covered.
We define the Average Percentage of Changes Covered metric [LLL+15] for n
test cases and m changed connectors as:
APCC = 1−
∑m
i=1 Tchangei
n·m +
1
2n
We assess APCC for the instances shown in Table 4.1 using artifacts provided by
BCS (cf. Chapter 3.2). We prioritize test cases, which are retestable for the current
PUT, i.e., we analyze if they correspond to changes in the system and only prioritize
relevant test cases. APCC is computed for each product variant separately.
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Table 4.1: Overview of Framework Instances for RQ1
1st Framework Instance 2nd Framework Instance
Available
Artifacts
Delta-Oriented Architectural
Test Models
Delta-Oriented Architectural
and Behavioral Test Models
Message Sequence Charts Message Sequence Charts
Component
Weight
Metrics
Incoming Connector Changes Incoming Connector Changes
Outgoing Connector Changes Outgoing Connector Changes
MPD MPD
Behavioral Component Weight
Signal Weight
Metrics
Direct Signal Weights
Indirect Signal Weights
Test Case
Prioritization
Functions
Component-based Component-based
Communication-based Communication-based
Signal-based
Dissimilarity-based
4.4.3 Results and Discussion
We investigate the quality of our testing framework by using BCS as case study. In
the following, we present and discuss the results of our three research questions.
RQ1: How feasible is the test case prioritization framework in terms of its
applicability for different testing artifacts?
To assess the framework’s feasibility, we construct two instances based on the
provided weight metrics (cf. Chapter 4.3). We give an overview of the com-
monalities and differences of these two instances in Table 4.1. We have chosen
these particular two instances, as they resemble previously custom-tailored solu-
tions [LLL+15, LLAH+16]. To answer the first research question, we assess both
instances in more detail in the following.
Assessing the First Framework Instance. The first framework instance (cf.
second row in Table 4.1) uses delta-oriented architecture test models as specification
for integration testing and MSCs as test cases for integration testing. Using our
testing framework and the weight metrics for these artifacts, we are able to construct
a component weight function w : C → R, which can be applied to compute different
component weight for each component in the current PUT (cf. Definition 4.11).
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Definition 4.11: Component Weight Function
Let min : C → R be the weight metric for incoming connector changes,
mout : C → R the weight metric for outgoing connector changes,
mMPD : C → R the weight metric for MPDs and α, β and γ weighting factors.
We define the component weight function w : C → R for component c ∈ C as:
w(c) = α·min(c) + β·mout(c) + γ·mMPD(c),
such that α + β + γ = 1 and α, β, γ ∈ R holds.
The component weight function makes use of three weighting factors, α, β and
γ. Thus, the impact of weight metrics can be defined by the user, which allows for
more controllability of the framework even after an instance has been implemented.
Using the component weight function, we derive two different test case prioritiza-
tion functions for the first framework instance [LLL+15, LLS+17]. Both are applied
to test cases which are reusable for the currently tested product variant p. The set of
all reusable integration test cases for a product variant is defined as T Creusep ⊆ T Cint .
First, we design a component-based test case prioritization function priocomp :
T Cint×PSPL → R. The intention of this function is to give a higher priority to MSCs,
which test the interaction of highly weighted components as these components have
been changed more drastically, which can prevent their correct communication. The
components covered by a test case tc are referred to as Ctc ⊆ C. Basically, it sums
the weight values of all covered components up to assess the priority of a test case.
This is normalized by the number of covered components Ctc to avoid that large test
cases automatically receive a higher weight.
Definition 4.12: Component-Based Test Case Prioritization Function
Let T Creusep ⊆ T Cint be the set of integration test cases reusable in product
variant p ∈ PSPL, c ∈ Ctc a component covered by test case tc ∈ T Cint and
w : C → R the component weight function for a component c ∈ C.
We define the component-based test case prioritization function priocomp :
T Cint × PSPL → R which computes the priority of a test case tc ∈ T Creusep ,
applicable to product variant p ∈ PSPL as:
priocomp(tc, p) =

∑|Ctc|
j=1 w(cj)
|Ctc|
∣∣∣∣ cj ∈ Ctc

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While the component-based test case prioritization function is able to prioritize
test cases, it is a trivial function as it does not consider the actual scenario described
by an MSC. Thus, we define a communication-based test case prioritization function
priocomm : T Cint×PSPL → R, which takes the signals exchanged between components
in an MSC into account. The computation is also based on the component weight
metric. However, the test case prioritization function assesses which components
communicate with each other and how often, using their exchanged signals. In
particular, it assesses the multi-set of covered tested signal exchanged, which are
returned by the function s : C ×C → P(Π) for a test case. We require the result to
be multi-set to compute the exact number of interactions of components.
Definition 4.13: Communication-Based Test Case Prioritization Function
Let T Creusep ⊆ T Cint be the set of integration test cases reusable in product
variant p ∈ PSPL, n the number of all signals pi ∈ Π covered by a test
case tc ∈ T Cint , s : C × C → P(Π) the function to return the multi-set of
signals between two components covered in the test case and w : C → R the
component weight function for a component c ∈ C.
We define the communication-based test case prioritization function priocomm :
T Cint×PSPL → R to derive the priority of a test case tc ∈ TCreusep in product
variant p ∈ PSPL as:
priocomm(tc, p) =
∑n
j=1
∑n
m=1 |s(cj, cm)|· (w(cj) + w(cm))∑n
j=1
∑n
m=1 |s(cj, cm)|
,
such that cj, cm ∈ Ctc holds.
Assessing the Second Framework Instance. In addition to the architectural
artifacts, we investigate the capability of our testing framework to deal with behav-
ioral artifacts. In particular, we integrate delta-oriented state machines as further
artifacts to be used by the test case prioritization [LLAH+16]. Using our testing
framework, we can apply existing definitions provided earlier. This allows for an
efficient definition of new weight and test case prioritization functions, which omits
the necessity to create a new test case prioritization implementation from scratch.
We first implement a behavioral component weight function wb : C → R. It
assesses the internal changes of a component c based on the provided state machine
deltas. We assess the weight of a component based on the number changes of
its states and transitions based on the two behavioral weight metrics defined in
Chapter 4.3. Our testing framework allows us to integrate this new behavioral
component weight function easily into the existing weight function, using weighting
factors.
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Definition 4.14: Behavioral Component Weight Function
Let min : C → R be the weight metric for incoming connector changes,
mout : C → R the weight metric for outgoing connector changes,
mMPD : C → R the weight metric for MPDs, mstate : C → R the
state change weight metric, mtran : C → R the transition change weight
metric, w : C → R the component weight function and α, β, γ, θ and ζ
weighting factors.
We define the behavioral component weight function wb : C → R for a compo-
nent c ∈ C as follows:
wb(c) = α·min(c) + β·mout(c) + γ·mMPD(c) + θ·mstate(c) + ζ·mtran(c),
such that α + β + γ + θ + ζ = 1 and α, β, γ, θ, ζ ∈ R holds.
While the new behavioral component weight function is a simple addition to the
previously defined component weight function, it provides a lot of flexibility. The
user can define which weight metrics are of importance, e.g., if only internal changes
occur for the PUT, then the weight factors α, β and γ should be set to 0. This
supports the controllability of the framework’s instances and the outcome of the
test case prioritization, without the need to reimplement anything.
In addition, we define a signal weight function, which gives a weight value to a
signal pi ∈ Π of the current system. To this end, we combine the direct and indirect
signal weight metrics defined in Chapter 4.3.2. The construction of the resulting
signal weight function wsig : C × Π → R is similar to the previously described
weight functions. It can be used to weight the signals used in an MSC separately
based on the behavioral changes of the tested components.
Definition 4.15: Signal Weight Function
Let Πc be the set of signals used in component c ∈ C, mdirectpiC ×Π→ R the
direct signal weight metric, mindirectpiC × Π → R the indirect signal weight
metric and µ, λ weighting factors.
We define the signal weight function wsig : C×Π→ R for a component c ∈ C
and a signal pi ∈ Πc as follows:
wsig(c, pi) = λ·mdirectpi(c, pi) + µ·mindirectpi(c, pi),
such that λ+ µ = 1 and λ, µ ∈ R holds.
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Based on our existing communication-based test case prioritization function, we
define a signal-based test case prioritization function priosig : T Cint × PSPL → R,
which prioritizes MSCs based on their exchanged signals, the weights of the involved
components and the direct and indirect signal weights. Priorities are normalized over
the set of covered signals to avoid that large test cases always receive a high priority.
Definition 4.16: Signal-Based Test Case Prioritization Function
Let T Creusablep ⊆ T Cint be the set of test cases reusable for product variant
p ∈ PSPL, Πtc the number of multi-set of signals covered by a test case tc,
s : C × C → P(Π) the function to return the multi-set of signals between
two components covered in a test case, w : C → R the component weight
function and wsig : C × Π→ R the signal weight function.
We define a signal-based test case prioritization function priosig : T Cint ×
PSPL → R for a test case tc ∈ T Cint in product variant p ∈ PSPL as:
priosig(tc, p) =∑|Πtc|
m=1
∑|Πtc|
j=m+1(w(cm)+w(cj)+
∑ {k·(wsig(cm, pi)·wsig(cj, pi)) | Πmj(pi) = k})∑n
m=1
∑n
j=1 |Πmj|
with Πmj = s(cm, cj).
We define an additional test case prioritization function, which is based on the
dissimilarity of test cases. Dissimilarity-based testing aims to focus on test cases
which differ the most from each other and, thus, have a higher likelihood to reveal
new failures [AHTM+14, NH15]. We define a dissimilarity function dissim : T C ×
T Cint → R, which compares two MSCs in terms of their similarity based on the
Jaccard-Distance. In this thesis, two MSCs are similar if they exchange the same
signals between the same components.
Definition 4.17: Test Case Dissimilarity Function
Let T Cint be the set of integration test cases, i, j ∈ {1, . . . , |T Cint|} ∈ N two
indices and Πtc the multi-set of signals covered by a test case.
We define a test case dissimilarity function dissim : T Cint × T Cint → R for
two test cases tci, tcj ∈ T Cint as follows:
dissim(tci, tcj) = 1− |Πtci
⋂Πtcj |
|Πtci
⋃Πtcj |
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When prioritizing a test set, we aim to select the test case which is most dissimilar
to all previously prioritized test cases, i.e., test cases which already have been added
to the test set according to their dissimilarity. The idea behind this is to cover the
overall system as fast as possible, as each dissimilar test case covers different parts
of the system. To this end, we design a dissimilarity-based test case prioritization
function priodissim : T Cint × P(T Cint) → R. It prioritizes test cases according to
their dissimilarity to the set of already prioritized test cases. In other words, a
test case tc is compared to all previously prioritized test cases TC prio. This is
repeated for all unprioritized test cases. The most dissimilar test case is selected
next. Definition 4.18 defined the prioritization function. Of course, only test cases,
which are applicable to current PUT should be compared and prioritized.
Definition 4.18: Dissimilarity-Based Test Case Prioritization Function
Let T Cint be the set of integration test cases, dissim : T Cint × T Cint → R
be the test case dissimilarity function and TC prio ⊆ T C the set of already
prioritized test cases.
We define the dissimilarity-based test case prioritization function priodissim :
T Cint×P(T Cint)→ R for a test case tc ∈ T Cint and a set of already prioritized
test cases TCprio, such that tc /∈ TC prio holds, as follows:
priodissim(tc,TC prio) =
∑|TCprio|
n=1 dissim(tc, tcn)
|TCprio|
The dissimilarity-based test case prioritization supports the other test case priori-
tization functions defined earlier in a particularly useful way, as it reduces the chance
of a ”clustering” of test cases. Clustering occurs, if test cases are very similar and,
thus, receive similar priority values reducing the coverage rate of different system
parts. Using the dissimilarity-based approach in combination with delta-oriented
test case prioritization functions leads to a combination of both, fast coverage of
different parts of the system as well as a focus on important changes in the system.
Based on the provided weight and test case prioritization functions, we are able to
validate the first research question, showing that our test case prioritization frame-
work for SPLs is indeed applicable to different model-based testing artifacts based
on the same input data without a need for creating new test case prioritization im-
plementations from scratch. Instead, it supports the extension of existing definitions
and the reuse of test artifacts.
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RQ2: How extensible is the framework in terms of supporting new artifacts
for test case prioritization?
The second research question aims to assess the extensibility of our testing frame-
work in terms of supporting additional artifacts. In contrast to the first research
question, we do now focus on test artifacts which are not SPL specific. In particular,
we investigate if black-box meta-data, as available in system testing, can be incorpo-
rated to support the test case prioritization. While this data is typical in testing, it
is only one example of how the test case prioritization can potentially be extended.
To this end, we first describe the artifacts which we assume are available during
system testing [Sne07] as described in Chapter 3.1.2, i.e., the test case age, last
test case execution and its previous failure finding history. We present the usage of
available data for SPL integration testing scenario in the following.
Test Case Age. We argue, that a test case which has been applied to a high
number of product variants has a low likelihood to reveal a new failure. Thus,
we count the number of occurrences for a test case for previously tested variants
in our incremental approach. Of course, the analyzed test case tc has to be in
the set of reusable test cases for the current PUT p, i.e., tc ∈ T Creusep . The test
case age does not include the actual number of executions, but the numbers of
times the test case has been applicable to previously test product variants. As this
particular information is not mappable to elements of the architecture, we do not
define weight metrics or functions, but directly specify a test case age prioritization
function prioage : T Cint × P(PSPL) → R, where the number of occurrences of the
tc performs as weight metric. If the ratio of applicability to number of previous
product variants is very high for a test case, its priority is high. We normalize the
value to between 0 and 1, where 1 indicates the highest priority value.
Definition 4.19: Test Case Age Prioritization Function
Let TCreusep ⊆ T Cint the set of test cases reusable for a product variant
p ∈ PSPL.
We define the test case age prioritization function prioage : T Cint×P(PSPL)→
R for an integration test case tc ∈ T Cint based on the set of previously tested
product variants Ptested ⊆ PSPL as follows:
prioage(tc, Ptested) =
1
1 +∑|Ptested |j=1
1, iff tc ∈ TCreusepj0, otherwise
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Last Test Case Execution. We assume that a test case, which has not been
executed for a long time, has a higher likelihood to reveal a new failure than a
recently executed test case. This ensures that functionality which has not been
tested for a long time is tested again. Due to the complexity of SPLs and the
potentially large number of product variants under test, we do not measure the last
execution in time, but in the number of variants under test since the test case has
been executed last. We define a function exec : T Cint×PSPL → {0, 1} which returns
1 if a test case has been executed for a given product variant, and 0 otherwise. The
more product variants have been tested without executing a particular test case tc,
the higher shall the likelihood be to test it again. Consequently, we define a test case
prioritization function priolastexec : T Cint × P(PSPL)→ R, which counts the number
of variants since the last execution of a test case. If the test case is executed for a
product variant, the value is set to 0.
Definition 4.20: Last Test Case Execution Prioritization Function
Let T Cint be the set of test cases and PSPL the set of product variants.
We define exec : T Cint ×PSPL → {0, 1} to be the execution function for a test
case tc ∈ T Cint in product variant p ∈ PSPL as follows:
exec(tc, p) =
{
1 if tc was executed in p
0 otherwise
We define the last test case execution prioritization function priolastexec :
T Cint × P(PSPL) → R to prioritize an integration test case tc ∈ T Cint , the
set of previously tested product variants Ptested ⊆ PSPL and according to their
last execution as follows:
priolastexec(tc, Ptested) = |{j | i = max(k | exec(tc, pk) = 1) ∧ i < j ≤ |Ptested |}|
Failure Finding History. The effectiveness of a test case is interesting for
prioritization, i.e., how many failures it has revealed in the past. Test cases which
previously revealed failures are important for regression testing, e.g., to ensure that a
bug has been fixed [ERL11]. Similarly, in SPLs a failure found in a previous product
variant might lead to a fix that influences other product variants as well. We define
the function revealed : T Cint×PSPL → P(F), which returns the set of failures which
have been revealed by a test case tc ∈ T Cint in product variant p ∈ PSPL. Therefore,
we introduce a test case prioritization function priohistory : T Cint × P(PSPL) → R,
which assesses the quality of a test case based on the number of failures it revealed
in past executions.
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Definition 4.21: History-Based Test Case Prioritization Function
Let F be the set of revealed failures, exec : T Cint × PSPL → P(T Cint) the
function, which returns if a test case tc ∈ T Cint has been executed in product
variant p ∈ PSPL and revealed : T Cint × PSPL → P(F) the function, which re-
turns the set of revealed failures for a certain product variant by a test case tc.
We define the history-based test case prioritization function priohistory : T Cint×
P(PSPL) → R to prioritize a test case tc ∈ T Cint based on the set of tested
product variants Ptested ⊆ PSPL according to previously revealed failures as:
priohistory(tc, Ptested)=

∑|Ptested |
i=1 |revealed(tc,pi)|∑|Ptested |
j=1 exec(tc,pj)
if ∃pj ∈ Ptested : exec(tc, pj)>0
0 otherwise
Integrating Meta-Data into Framework. Our test case prioritization frame-
work for SPLs allows us to combine test case prioritization functions similar to
the combination of weight metrics by adding weighting factors. Using the earlier
presented prioritization functions, we are able to create a test case prioritization
function priometa : T Cint ×PSPL×P(PSPL)→ R, which incorporates behavioral and
meta-data information in combination. It computes the priority of a test case tc
based on the previously tested product variants Ptested .
Definition 4.22: Meta-Data Test Case Prioritization Function
Let priosig : T Cint × PSPL → R be the signal-based test case prioritization
function, prioage : T Cint × P(PSPL) → R the test case age prioritization
function, priolastexec : T Cint × P(PSPL) → R the last test case execution
prioritization function, priohistory : T Cint × P(PSPL) → R the history-based
test case prioritization function and α, β, γ, θ ∈ R weighting factors.
We define the meta-data test case prioritization function priometa : T Cint ×
PSPL×P(PSPL)→ R for an integration test case tc ∈ T Cint in product variant
p and the set of preciously tested product variant Ptested ⊆ PSPL as follows:
priometa(tc, p, P ) =
α·priosig(tc, p) + β·prioage(tc, P ) + γ·priolastexec(tc, P ) + θ·priohistory(tc, P ),
such that P = Ptested , p /∈ P and α + β + γ + θ = 1 holds.
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Consequently, we validate our second research question, showing that additional
testing data can be integrated easily. Even though the sample data was not model-
based nor delta-oriented, we were able to create a suitable test case prioritization
function which also integrates the existing framework artifacts.
RQ3: Are the the resulting test case prioritization instances effective?
The third and last research question assesses the quality of the resulting test case
prioritization functions derived by our testing framework for SPLs. In other words,
we examine how effective the produced orderings of test cases are. To this end, we
measure the APCC metric (cf. Chapter 4.4.2) for the 18 product variants provided
by the BCS case study. One exception is the core variant P0, for which no test cases
are prioritized, as we only prioritize reusable test cases. However, for the core every
test case is new and, thus, has to be executed regardless of a test case priority.
We evaluate different framework instances, based on the architecture-based,
signal-based, dissimilarity-based and meta-data-based test case prioritization func-
tions and particular combinations. In total, we analyze nine different framework
instances. We selected four representative instances which is explained in more de-
tail in the following. In particular, we explain the Communication-based (ComB),
dissimilarity-based (DB), Component-based and Meta-Data-based (CB and MD) and
the Communication-based and dissimilarity-based (ComB and DB) test case priori-
tizations. Using these instances, we are able to show the effects of the dissimilarity-
based idea in combination with delta-oriented approaches, as well as the extension
of meta-data.
We present the average APCC results of the four different framework instances
and the random technique in Figure 4.5. The figure shows a bar chart, where the
x-coordinate represents the BCS product variants P1 to P16. P17 is missing, as
no new elements have been found, making a prioritization unnecessary. The y-
coordinate represents the achieved APCC value for five different techniques for the
product variants. For our evaluation, we applied different test case prioritizations
based on different weight metrics in addition to a random approach. For each tech-
nique, we measure the APCC values for each product variant under test, excluding
the core variant for which no prioritization is performed. In addition, we present
the average APCC values over the set of all 16 product variants produced by the
five different techniques in Table 4.2. The detailed results of all analyzed framework
instances are shown in Appendix A in separate figures.
Looking at the results presented in Figure 4.5, we can see that different test case
prioritization instances produce a different outcome in terms of quality. First of all,
we establish a baseline in form a random testing approach. We perform 100 random
orderings of applicable test cases for each product variant and normalize the APCC
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Table 4.2: Overview of Average APCC Results for BCS
Random ComB DB Only CB and MD ComB and DB
0.688 0.723 0.823 0.847 0.812
ComB = Communication-Based, CB = Component-Based, DB = Dissimilary-Based, MD = Meta-Data
Table 4.3: Configuration of Evaluated Instances
Parameter CB / ComB CB and MD
Incoming Connector Changes 0.5 0.25
Outgoing Connector Changes 0.25 0.15
MPD 0.25 0.1
Test Case History 0 0.2 (N.A.)
Test Case Execution 0 0.2
Test Case Age 0 0.1
results. In average, the random test case prioritization achieves an APCC of 0.688,
which is the lowest score (cf. Table 4.2). However, in certain cases the random
technique is able to outperform other techniques, e.g., the component-based test
case prioritization (cf. Appendix A for detailed results). This is most likely due to
the clustering effect, i.e., that similar test cases receive a high prioritization value,
which reduces the chance to detect all changes early.
The configurations of weighting factors of our architecture-based framework in-
stances are shown in Table 4.3. We argue, that incoming connector changes are more
important than outgoing changes, which is why we double the impact value of the
corresponding weight metric compared to the outgoing connector changes (i.e., 0.5
vs. 0.25). MPDs are of minor importance to us, as they are a special case and, thus,
only receive a weight of 0.25 as well. Dissimilarity-based testing is integrated by
reducing the shown values by half and giving the dissimilarity-based prioritization
the same importance as the shown prioritization functions in Table 4.3.
In Figure 4.5, we show results of five different techniques. The random technique
is outperformed by the other techniques for most product variants. However, it out-
performs the communication-based technique in some cases (e.g., P7). We deduce
that these product variants have very similar test cases of high priority, leading to
the earlier described clustering effect. We also perform a solely dissimilarity-based
test case prioritization (DB Only), which achieves very good APCC values. How-
ever, this is the only approach which has to order all reusable test cases, instead of
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being performed on the subset of retestable test cases. The latter can be only iden-
tified when using delta-oriented approaches. Test cases, which do not correspond to
changes in the system do not have to be prioritized, which is the reason why DB is
the only technique to achieve an APCC worse than 0.5 in the P1, where only one
test case is retestable. The communication-based test case prioritization (ComB) is
slightly better than the component-based test case prioritization in terms of average
APCC, which shows that the analysis of the test cases is very useful. Based on RQ2,
we use meta-data in combination with the component-based prioritization (CB and
MD). This increases the performance compared to the other techniques. Our con-
figuration for this instance is shown in Table 4.3. For this particular instance, no
failure data was available for meta-data, i.e., we are only able to use the test case age
and last execution weight metrics. As Figure 4.5 indicates, this technique achieves
by far the best score for product variant P10. This is due the fact, that out of ten
changed components six also have changed interfaces, which is the highest degree of
changes in a product variant for BCS. Here, the component-based technique leads
to the identification of important parts, while the meta-data ensures the coverage
of solely tested parts. In average, the meta-data and component-based test case
prioritization achieves the highest APCC value of all analyzed techniques with an
average of 0.847 (cf. Table 4.2). The last technique, for which Figure 4.5 shows
the results, is a combination of the communication-based and dissimilarity-based
approach (ComB and DB). This technique outperforms the solely communication-
based test case prioritization (ComB).
We analyzed further techniques, especially the signal-based techniques. However,
for BCS, the signal-based test case prioritization did not produce effective orderings
as their are no internal events in the state machines, prohibiting the analyzes of indi-
rect weights. We present the detailed results of the other techniques in Appendix A.
Overall, the instances derived from our test case prioritization framework are able
to produce useful and improved test case prioritizations in terms of fast coverage
compared to a random approach. They do also scale with a rising number of product
variants under test, as the performance usually increases while advancing through
the set of product variants under tests, showing better results for later product
variants. This is due to the fact, that the reuse potential increases with a larger
number of product variants in Ptested as more features and parts of the system have
already been tested.
Significance Test. We analyze the statistical significance of our evaluation re-
sults. To this end, we compute the Mann-Whitney-U-Test [MW47] for each pair of
the instances we analyzed. We notice that, for a large number of test case prioriti-
zations, the differences of their resulting orderings are not statistically significant,
which has several reasons. For one, the data set is rather small, which reduces the
number of different APCC results. Furthermore, we provide instances based on one
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weight metric (e.g., component-based) and the combination with dissimilarity-based
which leads to similar results. However, we observe combinations which are very
different. Thus, the framework is able to produce different results, depending on
the defined prioritization functions. The detailed p-values are provided in Table A.1
and in Table A.2 in Appendix A.
Summarizing, we validate our third research question, showing that the resulting
APCC values are more effective than a random test case prioritization. In addition,
the integration of additional data improves the test case prioritization in terms of
effectiveness, i.e., the resulting APCC values.
4.4.4 Satisfaction of Requirements
In Chapter 4.1, we defined a set of functional and non-functional requirements for our
test case prioritization framework to be fulfilled. Using the results of our evaluation,
we assess whether these requirements and, thus, the framework’s specification have
been fulfilled.
Functional Requirements. We defined three functional requirements: analysis
of delta-oriented test models (FR1), definition of weight metrics for test models el-
ements (FR2) and flexible definition of test case prioritization functions (FR3). In
RQ1 we examined the feasibility of our testing framework for architectural artifacts.
We were able to show that the framework is applicable to delta-oriented architec-
ture models and MSCs, which fulfills requirement FR1. In addition, we defined a
set of weight metrics for these types of test models and test cases, which further
fulfills FR2. We defined several test case prioritization functions for architectural
and behavioral test models as well as meta-data, validating the third functional re-
quirement FR3. Consequently, we argue that the intended functionality and three
defined functional requirements for the framework are fulfilled.
Non-Functional Requirements. We defined three non-functional requirements
for our testing framework: extensibility (NFR1), controllability (NFR2) and usabil-
ity (NFR3). The second research question directly addresses the extensibility of
the framework. The corresponding results show, that additional data, in form of
black-box meta-data, can be easily integrated into our test case prioritization frame-
work. This fulfills requirement NFR1. The second non-functional requirement NFR2
states, that derived weight and test case prioritization functions shall be control-
lable by the user, i.e., even after framework instances have been derived, the test
case prioritization has to be adaptable to the user’s needs. This is enabled due
to the introduced weighting factors, with which we can control the output of the
test case prioritization, e.g., by disabling certain weight metrics. This ensures the
required controllability and requirement NFR2. The third non-functional require-
ments NFR3 demands usability of our testing framework, i.e., integrating new test
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case prioritization approaches shall be more efficient than creating everything from
scratch. Both the first and second research question have validated this, as they
show that test case prioritization functions are easily defined and combinable. The
third research question shows that the results are effective, i.e., the resulting test
case prioritization outperform a random approach. We compared these results with
results derived by earlier versions of the test case prioritization, which have been
created from scratch [LLL+15, LSN+16], not finding any differences, i.e., we are able
to produce high quality results similar to custom-tailored software, without the high
effort associated with creating test case prioritization concepts and software from
scratch.
4.4.5 Threats to Validity
We identified the following internal and external threats to validity for our evaluation
and performed experiments [RH09].
Internal Threats. As our test case prioritization framework for SPLs re-
quires different input data, the data quality heavily influences the results of our
resulting test case prioritization. To mitigate negative aspects related to input
data, we use existing test models which have been evaluated in previous tech-
niques [LLLS12, LLL+14]. While we only use two different types of test models
for evaluation, we show the applicability of our test case prioritization framework
using state machines and architecture test models, which we assume to be avail-
able in model-based unit and integration testing, respectively. These two model
types also represent structural and behavioral models, which are some of the most
prominent model types in model-based testing [UL07]. Thus, we argue that our
evaluation shows the applicability of our testing framework to common types of test
models. As our test case prioritization framework for SPLs and corresponding pro-
totype instances are developed manually, there can be problems within the software
which could influence the gathered results. To tackle these issues, we tested our
implementation throughly.
External Threats. While we carefully designed, executed and documented our
experiments, we only had access to one case study for evaluation. This reduces the
generalizability of gathered results. Further case studies have to be performed to
support our claims. However, we are able to show positive results for the given case
study, which offers a wide variety of artifacts, including different test models and
black-box meta-data. Consequently, the evaluation lays the foundation for future
evaluations, showing that the framework fulfills its specification.
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4.5 Related Work
Regression testing is a common task in software engineering [Som10]. Yoo and
Harman [YH07b] conducted a survey about the three major regression testing ap-
proaches, i.e., test case prioritization, test case selection and test case minimization,
showing a wide range of existing techniques for single-software systems, which mostly
focus on code analysis, e.g., by analyzing structural coverage [RUCH99]. These tech-
niques are not focusing on SPL scenarios, i.e., they do not consider variability.
For SPL testing, several approaches have been proposed to improve testing. This
has been shown by a survey on SPL testing techniques conducted by Engström and
Runeson [ER11]. They conclude their research with a need for new SPL techniques
which further exploit the characteristics of SPLs to improve SPL testing, especially
when dealing with a large number of product variants. Machado et al. [MMCDA14]
performed another survey on SPL testing strategies. The authors claim that there
is still a need for techniques and that there is a lack of generalization of existing
approaches. Many SPL testing techniques are applied on product level, i.e., they
analyze feature configurations to provide product variant samples, which reduces the
number of product variants under test [JHF12, LOGS11, OZLG11] or they prioritize
product variants [AHTM+14, DPC+13]. However, these techniques do not provide
information on how to test the retrieved product variants. Muccini and van der
Hoek [MvdH03] analyze the potential of integration testing for SPLs, which is the
scope of our testing framework for SPLs. They compare potential techniques to
approaches in single-software systems. Concluding, they see a need for reuse of
common artifacts to support SPL integration testing.
To show the novelty of our testing framework, we present related work in SPL
testing, which also use regression testing approaches or artifacts similar to our testing
framework. An overview of the presented related work is given in Table 4.4.
Product-based SPL Testing. First, we present SPL testing techniques which
use similar artifacts and ideas as our test case prioritization framework, but focus
on product level of SPLs. Thus, they do not provide information about testing of
individual product variants but rather on the selection or prioritization of product
variants. Al-Hajjaji et al. [AHTM+14] present a dissimilarity-based prioritiza-
tion approach for product variants. They analyze the feature configurations of each
product variant under test and select the product variant next, which is most dis-
similar to all previously tested product variants. This is a similar concept to our
dissimilarity-based test case prioritization function, avoiding clustering and redun-
dancy in testing. However, they do only consider features as input and prioritize
whole product variants instead of test cases for each product variant, without the fo-
cus on extensibility. Al-Hajjaji et al. [AHLL+17] extend their dissimilarity-based
prioritization with the analysis of delta-oriented product variants. Each product
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variant is represented as delta model. They show their technique using architecture
test models, similar to our evaluation scenario. However, they do not restrict their
techniques to architecture models. Results indicate that the differences based on
deltas instead of feature configurations improve the failure finding rate compared
to their previous approach. In contrast to our testing framework, they solely focus
on dissimilarity analysis and prioritize product variants instead of test cases. De-
vroey et al. [DPC+13] use a dissimilarity-based search-based approach to prioritize
product variants. Their concept is based on feature-transition systems, which they
use to compute the dissimilarity of product variants. Compared to this thesis, they
perform a prioritization of product variants instead of test cases, while also using
model-based approaches. In addition, their approach is not designed to be extensi-
ble nor does it consider the input artifacts which we use. Ensan et al. [EBA+11]
present a technique to select and prioritize product configurations based on the
included features and their priority, which is defined by involved stakeholders. How-
ever, they do not prioritize specific test cases for product variants, but rather the
product variants. Lopez-Herrejon et al. [LHJFC+14] propose a technique to
generate prioritized pair-wise product variants. Thus, they combine pairwise sam-
pling with a prioritization of product variants in an SPL. For prioritization, they
compute weights for product variants. They solve the optimization problem using
genetic algorithms. Compared to our work, they do not consider test models and
do not prioritize test cases, but product variants. Muccini [Muc07] proposes a
model differencing approach for test case selection based on single-software archi-
tectures. His approach provides ideas reused by our architecture analysis to identify
changes between them. Basically, he focuses on structural and behavioral models
and their similarities, which are represented in graph-like structures. Parejo et
al. [PSS+16] devise a multi-objective test case prioritization approach for SPLs.
While they describe their technique as test case prioritization, they assume that
a test case resembles a product configuration. Thus, they define seven objectives
for product variant prioritization, including a dissimilarity-objective and a fault
history-based objective. In addition, they also analyze the size of features based
on the underlying code. Using an multi-objective evolutionary algorithm, they ob-
serve that non-functional objectives outperform functional objectives in most cases
for a real-world case study. In contrast to our work, they solely focus on product
configurations. Qu et al. [QCR08] define a prioritization and sampling technique
of configurations in configuration-aware systems which is, thus, applicable to SPLs.
They apply a sampling technique for combinatorial interaction testing, leading to
samples of configurations models. The generated samples are prioritized accord-
ing to different metrics, such as block and fault coverage, which are based on code
coverage metrics defined by Elbaum et al. [EMR01]. Compared to our work, they
analyze configurations and their underlying code instead of changes in test models.
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Test Case Related SPL Testing. Compared to the techniques described above,
other SPL testing techniques (partially) focus on test cases instead of product vari-
ants. Arrieta et al. [AWSE16] define a test case prioritization approach for SPLs.
In particular, their technique is specifically designed for cyber-physical systems.
They apply weight-based search algorithms to prioritize test cases, using two types
of optimization. The first metric is based on the execution costs of test cases. The
second metric is based on the fault detection capabilities of test cases, which is
similar to the test case history applied in our meta-data extension. Contrary to
our work, they do not consider test models, delta-oriented testing nor integration
test cases. Baller et al. [BL14, BLLS14] optimize SPL testing in a multi-objective
fashion. Their test suite minimization and product variant prioritization approach is
based on profit and coverage of test goals. They solve these problems using search-
based techniques. In contrast to this thesis, they minimize the set of test cases
for a product family, i.e., they compute product sub sets to optimize the cost to
profit ratio. Furthermore, they do not prioritize test cases, but product variants,
and are not using delta-oriented test models. Knapp et al. [KRS15] introduce
a model-based test case selection technique for SPLs. They color test cases for
product variants, i.e., they decide if they test specified behavior (green), unspeci-
fied behavior (yellow) or forbidden behavior (red) supporting the selection of test
cases for product variants. In contrast to our testing framework for SPLs, their
approach is based on model checking techniques and does not prioritize test cases.
Lackner [Lac15] presents a model-based technique to sample product variants. He
proposes coverage criteria to select a subset of product variants to increase fault
detection capabilities, e.g., by focusing on small or diverse product variants. The
technique uses reusable test cases as input and tries to execute each test case at
least once, using sufficient product variants. Results of mutation testing indicate,
that testing many products or small products has the highest positive impact on the
fault detection of failures seeded in the variability model. However, the failure detec-
tion could not be increased for failures seeded in behavioral models. The sampling
technique does not prioritize test cases as they focus in product variant sampling.
Lity et al. [LMTS16] propose a test case selection technique for SPLs. Similar
to our testing framework, they perform incremental testing of product variants us-
ing model-based regression testing approaches. They apply a slicing approach for
delta-oriented state machines to identify important changes and their influences in
product variants. In contrast to our work, they focus solely on unit testing, i.e., they
do not consider any other test models such as architectures or MSCs. Additionally,
they do not compute priority values for test cases. Lochau et al. [LLL+14] present
a test case selection technique for integration testing of SPLs. Their incremental
testing approach is based on delta-oriented architectures. Using delta-information,
they analyze the current interface of components compared to the previously tested
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variant. Their work presents one basis for our proposed framework, which takes
these ideas further. In contrast to this thesis, they perform only a test case selec-
tion using only delta-oriented architectures. Their approach is not designed to be
extended by other artifacts. Furthermore, they do not compute novel regression
deltas, but only regression deltas to the successor of the current PUT. Neto et
al. [DMSNdCMC+10] present a regression testing approach for SPLs which, similar
to our work, uses software architectures as input data. Similarly, they perform a
test case selection and prioritization of test cases defined as MSCs to maximize the
reuse potential. In contrast to our work, they do not assess delta information or
design an extensible framework. Their technique requires a high manual effort for
the analysis of changes, which is a contrast to our testing framework. Furthermore,
they require a reference architecture for the SPL as well as code, which we do not
consider for our testing framework. Reis et al. [RMP07] propose a model-based
testing technique for integration testing of SPLs. They analyze the control flow of
a software system to derive interaction scenarios, which are the foundation for their
test case generation. In contrast to our testing framework, they generate test cases
in form activity diagrams without prioritizing them. Uzuncaova et al. [UKB10]
present an test case generation approach for system-testing of SPLs based on spec-
ifications. The specifications are defined in first-order-logic. Similar to our work,
they perform incremental testing of product variants. However, they do not per-
form delta-oriented testing nor do they perform model-based or regression testing
approaches. Varshosaz et al. [VBM15] define a test case generation approach for
delta-oriented SPLs. They derive state machines from delta-oriented code, allowing
them to perform an efficient test case generation for product variants. While they
also analyze deltas for their technique, they do not include any regression testing
approaches in their work. Wang et al. [WAG13, WAG15] present a test suite min-
imization technique for SPLs. The propose several objectives to be optimized as
once. Thus, they use weight-based genetic algorithms to solve their cost-cognizant
test case minimization problem. Their objectives are based on the pairwise feature
coverage, test minimization percentage and fault detection capabilities. In contrast
to our work, their technique is search-based and does not focus on delta-oriented
test models. In addition, they minimize test suites instead of prioritizing them.
Summarizing, the related work indicates that currently no technique with the same
capabilities as our testing framework for SPLs exists. In particular, most existing
techniques either focus on a selection or prioritization of product configurations
instead of test cases or focus on test case generation and, thus, some form of test
case selection for SPLs. In terms of integration testing, only few approaches exist
with a similar scope. However, they are not defined to be easily extensible and often
are not able to use the wide range of different input artifacts to prioritize test cases,
which shows the necessity of our test case prioritization framework.
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4.6 Chapter Summary and Future Work
Conclusion. SPL testing is a difficult problem due to a high number and the
complexity of product variants. Thus, we propose a novel framework for integra-
tion testing of SPLs using delta-oriented test models. The output are prioritization
functions applicable to test cases for certain product variants. We have defined
functional and non-functional requirements for our testing framework to support
the test case prioritization. We provided guidelines for the different steps in the
framework to derive the foundations for a sophisticated test cases prioritization.
The foundation of our test case prioritization framework are weight metrics, which
are applicable to different artifacts. As we focus on integration testing, we compute
model element weights. We provide sample weight metrics, e.g., based on changed
architectural interfaces or multi product deltas. Using the weight metrics, our test-
ing framework for SPLs supports the definition of weight functions and test case
prioritization functions according to user needs and available input data. Our eval-
uation supports our claims and shows that both, the requirements are fulfilled and
that the resulting test cases orders are of high quality. In addition, we show the
extensibility of our test case prioritization framework for SPLs using different types
of test models while incorporating additional black-box meta-data. An overview of
related work shows the novelty of our testing framework for SPLs.
Future Work. Future work includes the evaluation with industrial large-scale
SPLs with realistic failure data to avoid any bias. Also, the inclusion of code artifacts
in the framework is of interest, i.e., how does implementation knowledge influence
the test case prioritization and how can these artifacts properly included. Due to
the extensibility of the framework, other data can be included as well, which shows
a lot of potential for future applications of our test case prioritization approach.
In addition, an adaption of the presented concepts into a search-based approach is
interesting. Genetic algorithms have shown a large potential to find nearly optimal
solutions in a reasonable amount of time [McM11]. Thus, the weight metrics defined
using our framework can be used as objectives in a multi-objective optimization,
resulting in Pareto-optimal solutions. This could lead to an automatic computation
of the optimal weight factors, reducing manual effort.
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The content of this chapter is mainly based on work published in [LBL+17].
Contribution
We contribute an approach to perform incremental risk-based testing for black-
box software variants based on changes in test models. Our risk-based testing
approach enables a test case prioritization for individual product variants,
aiming to find important failures as early as possible. We compute impact
values and failure probabilities for test model elements in a semi-automatic
fashion, keeping manual effort low. The required manual assessments are
independent of the number of tested product variants, providing scalability
for large SPLs. We evaluate our risk-based testing technique, showing its
applicability to integration testing of SPLs.
Risk-based testing (RBT) is a popular approach to evaluate single-software sys-
tems [ELR+14, FS14]. RBT is particular useful when resources for testing are sparse
and important system parts are to be prioritized in testing. In RBT, risk metrics
are applied to system artifacts to guide the testing process. Especially in safety-
critical systems, different system parts yield different risk values, according to their
importance and failure probability [Aml00]. However, one problem that current
RBT approaches are not able to handle are large sets of product variants under
test (PUT). Assume that an SPL should be tested, which comprises a large number
of product variants. Testing each product variant is infeasible. Instead, important
parts of each variant shall be identified automatically based on a notion of risk.
Manually assigning risk values for each product variant is infeasible, especially if,
e.g., components of product variants shall be assessed separately.
Currently, only Hartmann et al. [HvdLB14] present a risk-based testing approach
for SPLs. They use quantified feature models, i.e., each feature is assigned a failure
probability and failure impact value. The resulting values help to identify important
features and, thus, product variants. However, this approach only scales on product
variant level, e.g., using sampling methods.
To fill this gap, this chapter introduces an efficient risk-based testing approach
for SPLs with the goal to prioritize test cases for SPLs with similar intentions as
our SPL framework (cf. Chapter 4). We introduce a model-based approach for risk-
based testing based on delta knowledge [LBL+17]. It analyzes differences between
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product variants to identify parts with high risk values. Compared to traditional
single software system approaches, our RBT technique is able to compute risk values
for product variant parts automatically. In other words, it computes risk values
for different test model elements for a certain product variant. Test cases which
cover risky system parts are more important in their execution and, thus, receive
a higher priority value. Our RBT approach for software variants only requires an
initial manual setup, which is independent of the number of product variants under
test (PUT). The computed risk values enable an automatic prioritization of test
cases, with the goal to find important failures as early as possible.
Our evaluation shows the potential of our risk-based test case prioritization tech-
nique in terms of failure finding rate. As evaluation scenario, we apply our RBT
approach to integration testing of SPLs. In addition, we are able to show the inte-
gration into our SPL framework (cf. Chapter 4). We evaluate our risk-based SPL
testing technique in isolation as well as in comparison with our delta-oriented testing
approach for a more in-depth assessment.
In the remainder of this chapter, we first give a short introduction into risk-
based testing. Next, we describe the details of our risk-based SPL testing technique
and how we are able to efficiently compute risk values for SPLs. We perform our
evaluation with data provided by BCS. Our evaluation indicates that our RBT
approach is able to effectively detect important failures in integration testing. It
improves results compared to our delta-oriented test case prioritization approach
and a random test case prioritization. Finally, we present related work close to our
RBT technique for software variants and conclude the chapter with future work.
5.1 Risk-Based Testing
Resources are often limited in software testing, which increases the need for efficient
and effective regression testing techniques [ERS10]. Thus, it is important to focus
testing effort on important parts of the system, i.e., parts which are likely to fail or
whose failings have a high impact. One approach to identify important parts is to
apply risk-based testing (RBT) [Aml00, FS14]. In RBT, risk describes the likelihood
that something unintended will happen with a negative impact to the system. Thus,
risk metrics can be defined for different types of artifacts in software engineering,
e.g., requirements or components. Amland [Aml00] provides the standard definition
of risk based on two factors: the failure probability and the failure impact. In other
words, the more likely a system part is to fail and the worse the consequences a
failure causes, the higher is the risk of this particular system part.
We are able to rank the importance of system parts, e.g., components or classes,
according to their risk values. Starting with the part with the highest risk value,
the testing process ensures that the most important parts are tested first.
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Definition 5.1: Definition of Risk in Software Engineering
Based on the risk definition by Amland [Aml00], we define the risk of an arti-
fact a based on the artifact’s failure impact fimpact(a) and failure probability
fprob(a) as follows:
risk(a) = fimpact(a)· fprob(a)
The most important and difficult part of RBT is the derivation of risk values.
Especially in the beginning of the software engineering process, risk assessment is
performed manually by experts and stakeholders, which have in-depth knowledge
about the different parts of the system under development [ELR+14]. Automatic
risk assessments are often performed by static analysis tools, which require code
access [FS14]. In this thesis, we assume to neither have code access nor to analyze
single-software systems.
5.2 Efficient Risk-Based Testing Technique for SPLs
We propose a novel black-box test case prioritization approach for SPLs based on
the notion of risk. Our goal is to reduce the manual effort compared to traditional
techniques and exploit the reuse potential of SPLs in an incremental testing process.
An overview of our RBT approach is shown in Figure 5.1.
We distinguish two major phases to perform RBT for SPLs. The first phase is
part of the domain engineering of an SPL and sets the testing process up. This phase
provides the setup for our RBT technique and is performed manually. The second
phase is the incremental test case prioritization for each PUT, which is performed
completely automatically. Here, test cases are prioritized in an incremental fashion
for one product variant after the next. For each product variant, we analyze risk
values for parts of the given test model and compute test case priorities according
to a test case’s covered test model elements. We explain both phases and their
respective subphases in the following.
5.2.1 Domain Engineering and Preparation
In the first major phase of our risk-based test case prioritization approach, the SPL
has to be defined and necessary artifacts have to be designed in a model-based
fashion. This also comprises a mapping from each part of a test model to the
corresponding features for the core variant of the SPL. In total, we distinguish three
subphases (cf. left-hand side of Figure 5.1).
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1. Define Feature Impact 
Values
2. Model Core Variant and 
Feature Mappings
3. Model Deltas according to 
Application Conditions
4. Apply Deltas and modify 
Mapping
5. Compute Impact Weights for 
Test Model Elements
6. Compute Failure Probability 
and Risk Value for each Test 
Model Element
7. Prioritize Test Cases
Domain Engineering Incremental Testing
Repeat for
Product Variants
= Manually Performed
= Automatically Performed
Figure 5.1: Risk-Based Testing Approach for SPLs (cf. [LBL+17])
1. Define Feature Impact Values.
In the first step of our RBT approach for software variants, similar to Hartmann et
al. [HvdLB14], we use quantified feature models (QFM) to specify a feature impact
value for each non-abstract feature. Our goal is to use these values later to com-
pute feature impact values for test model elements. QFM support the assignment
of variables for features in the feature model. In context of this thesis, assigned
numerical values represent the importance of particular, non-abstract features. For
instance, a feature security might have a value of 5 assigned, while a feature log only
has value of 2, indicating less importance in case of failure. If an important feature
fails, the system is likely to produce a costly failure. In contrast to Hartmann et
al. [HvdLB14], we do not require a manual assignment of feature failure probability
values as they are computed automatically in the second phase of our RBT tech-
nique. This reduces the manual effort of RBT for SPLs. However, we argue that a
manual assessment of feature impact values is important as it requires expert knowl-
edge. By assigning impact values to features we avoid that an expert has to impact
values for each product variant under test separately, which is infeasible.
A feature impact value FI : FSPL → [1, 5] = {x ∈ N‖ 1 ≤ x ≤ 5} has to be
defined for each feature f ∈ FSPL, where FSPL denotes the set of all features for
the SPL. We define feature impact values to be on a fixed scale from 1 to 5, where
5 represents the highest possible impact in case of a failure. However, we do not
restrict our RBT approach to this scale, but give an indication for typical values.
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Figure 5.2: QFM with Feature Impact Values
Example 5.1: QFM with Impact Values
We present a sample QFM for a simple text editor SPL with feature impact
values in Figure 5.2. The QFM contains five features: Text Editor, which
represents the abstract root feature, a mandatory Editor and the mandatory
feature Format Text. The latter has two optional child features: Text Encryption
and Text Coloring. All features but Text Editor (abstract) have a feature impact
value assigned as follows:
FI (Text Coloring) = 1, FI (Format Text) = 2, FI (Editor) = 4 and FI (Text
Encryption) = 5.
The Text Encryption has a high impact value as it represents a security related
feature. In contrast, the Text Coloring feature is of the lowest impact as it is
only a design-related feature.
We define a function FIFSPL : P(FSPL) → N (cf. Definition 5.2) to compute the
sum of all feature impact values for a set of features FS ⊆ FSPL. This is important
for later risk computations for test model elements of specific product variants.
Definition 5.2: Feature Set Impact Values
Let FSPL be the set of features and FI : FSPL → [1, 5] = {x ∈ N‖ 1 ≤ x ≤ 5}
the feature impact value function.
We define a feature set impact value function FIFSPL : P(FSPL) → N which
returns the sum of feature impact values for a set of features FS ⊆ FSPL as:
FIFSPL(FS) =
|FS|∑
i=1
FI(fi)
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In the context of this thesis, we do not focus on techniques to retrieve or generate
feature impact values. Instead, we assume that an expert is able to perform this task
manually, which is similar to currently performed risk assessments. One advantage
is, that this task has to be performed only once for an SPL. Updates are only
necessary, if changes in features occur or previous assessments of feature impact
values are no longer valid and have to be updated.
2. Model Core Variant and Feature Mappings.
For our RBT approach for black-box software variants, we assume to have knowledge
about a test model which represents the current PUT on a suitable granularity,
according to the test focus. For example, component testing should provide state-
based models and integration testing should provide architectural test models. In
the context of this thesis, we do not specialize on a certain type of test model, but
present a generic approach applicable to different test models.
In the remainder of this chapter, we use the terminology introduced in Chap-
ter 3.1.1 to describe our RBT approach in an abstract, flexible fashion: Test models
are represented as a finite non-empty set of vertices V = {v1, . . . , vn} and edges
E = {e1, . . . , em}, where each edge e = (v, v′) connects two vertices in a directed way
from v to v′ (cf. abstract test model definition in Chapter 3.1.1). The set of vertices
and edges are aggregated as the set of test model elements Ω = {ω1, . . . , ωk} = V ∪E.
As described in Chapter 3.1.1, a vertex describes a certain state or responsibility
in the test model specification of the system. The specific semantics of a vertex
depend on the type of test model, e.g., in behavioral test models, it represents a
state the system is in, while it represents a component or system part in structural
test models. Each vertex has to be reachable, i.e., the underlying graph is connected
via its edges.
To perform our risk-based SPL testing approach, a core variant has to be spec-
ified [CHS10]. Once a core is selected, experts have to manually map the vertices
and transitions of the core test model to features in the QFM. This step is required
as we later use feature impact values to analyze these elements and compute risk
values for vertices. Smaller core variants lead to a lower effort as they require less
mappings to be performed.
Independent of the core size or its specifics, feature mappings for each test model
element ω ∈ Ω have to be provided. Thus, we define a function Fcore : Ω× PSPL →
P(FSPL), which returns the set of features mapped to a test model element ω ∈
Ω of the core variant. For example, for integration testing feature mappings for
each component c ∈ C (representing the vertices) and each connector con ∈ CON
(representing the edges) have to be provided for the core variant. A more complex
example is described in Example 5.2.
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Figure 5.3: Sample Product Variants for Risk Computation on Architecture Level
Example 5.2: Core Mappings for Architecture Models
Figure 5.3 shows three product variants derived from the SPL defined by
the QFM shown in Example 5.1. We use these product variants as product
variants under test (PUTs) for following examples. In our running example,
we focus on integration testing, i.e., the product variants are described via
architecture test models. The goal of this chapter is to be able to provide risk
values for each test model vertex in all product variants under test, i.e., each
component in the running example. In addition, we aim to require minimal
manual effort and perform this computation in an automatic fashion.
Thus, we require to map elements from the core variant’s architecture arcpcore
to the features provided in Figure 5.2. The core variant is defined for the
mandatory features of the SPL. Assume the following sample mappings:
Fcore(A, pcore) = Fcore(C, pcore) = Fcore(c, pcore) = Format Text
Fcore(B, pcore) = Fcore(a, pcore) = Fcore(b, pcore) = Editor
3. Model Deltas according to Application Conditions.
The user has to specify a set of deltas to represent the variability of the SPL [CHS10].
Deltas are applied to the core variant to generate other product variants. We use
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these deltas to identify important changes in product variants under test. The
function operations : Ω × PSPL → OP returns the set of delta operations op ∈
OP that correspond to an element in the system, e.g., by adding or removing it
(cf. Definition 3.4 in Chapter 3.1.1). For integration testing, for instance, delta
operations influence components and connectors in the system.
As defined in Chapter 3.1.1, deltas are applied according to their application
condition ϕ. In the context of this thesis, they are defined as boolean formula over
the set of features FSPL, denoted as B(FSPL). If an application condition is evaluated
to true, the corresponding delta is applied for the generation of a product variant.
We later analyze application conditions to automatically update mappings for other
product variants. Sample application conditions are shown in Figure 5.3.
5.2.2 Risk-Based Incremental Testing
After an SPL has been designed and core variant mappings are provided, incremental
risk-based testing can commence (cf. right-hand side of Figure 5.1). In this part
of our risk-based test case prioritization technique for black-box software variants,
no further manual effort is required. Our main idea is to automatically compute
risk values for each vertex in a test model for each product variant under test.
Based on these risk values, we are able to prioritize test cases. We explain the four
corresponding subphases in the following.
4. Apply Deltas and modify Mappings.
The first step in our RBT approach for software variants is the derivation of the
product variants under test (PUT) (cf. Figure 5.1). To generate test models for each
PUT, we apply the required deltas to the core. The application conditions allow
us to map parts of the test model of the PUT to corresponding SPL features. To
this end, we introduce the mapping function Fmap : Ω × PSPL ×∆SPL → P(FSPL),
which returns the set of mapped features for a test model part ω ∈ Ω. This function
only returns features, which are present in the current product configuration, i.e.,
f ∈ FC p (cf. Chapter 2.3.2) for product variant p. This excludes any manual
mappings made for elements of the core variant, which are still present in the current
PUT, i.e., it only returns changed mappings influenced by applied deltas. This is
to avoid any confusion with the mappings manually created for the core variant as
explained in Step 2. The result are mappings for a test model element ω ∈ Ω, either
from the core or variant-specific.
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Definition 5.3: Feature Mapping Function
Let Ω be the set of test model elements, PSPL the set of product
variants, ∆p the set of deltas applied to retrieve product variant p,
conditions : B(FSPL) → P(FSPL) a function which returns the features in a
delta’s application condition and Fcore : Ω × PSPL → P(FSPL) the mapping
function for the core variant, retrieving features for all test model elements
in the core test model.
We define the feature mapping function Fmap : Ω × PSPL × ∆ → P(FSPL),
which retrieves the set of features mapped to a test model element ω ∈ Ω in
product variant p ∈ PSPL as follows:
Fmap(ω, p,∆p) = Fcore(ω, p) ∪
|∆p|⋃
j=1
conditions(∆pj)

With the feature mapping function, we are able to automatically retrieve map-
pings for an arbitrary element in the test model of the current PUT. This reduces
manual effort in SPL testing. Example 5.3 shows the mappings computed for our
running example in terms of integration testing.
Example 5.3: Automatic Mapping Computation
By applying the feature mapping function to the test model elements in prod-
uct variant p2 using the corresponding deltas ∆p2 , we obtain the following
feature to element mappings for test model elements:
Fmap(A, p2,∆p2) = Format Text
Fmap(B, p2,∆p2) = Fmap(a, p2,∆p2) = Fmap(b, p2,∆p2) = Editor
Fmap(D, p2,∆p2) = Fmap(d, p2,∆p2) = Text Coloring
5. Compute Impact Weights for Test Model Elements.
Risk-based testing is based on the notion of risk. Thus, we propose a novel way
to compute risk values for test model vertices v ∈ V in the graph representation
of the product variant specification, e.g., states in state machines or components in
architectures. We do not compute risk values for edges as vertices represent states or
parts of the system, which are responsible for a system’s behavior. To avoid manual
assignment of risk values in SPLs, we compute risk values automatically based on
the feature impact values defined earlier as well as the relationships of test model
elements and the number of their occurrences in tested product variants.
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Risk is defined as the product of impact values and failure probability. In this
phase, we compute the impact value for a vertex v based on the feature mappings
for each element in the test model. Vertex impact values are based on three different
influences, explained in the following:
Vertex Feature Impact Values: First, the impact values of the mapped features
for vertex v are important. If a vertex is mapped to an important feature of
the SPL, we argue that testing the underlying functionality of this vertex
is important as well. Thus, the risk value of a vertex v in product variant p
depends on the features values of the features returned by the feature mapping
function Fmap(v, p,∆p).
Vertex Neighborhood: The second influence are vertices in the neighborhood of
a vertex v ∈ V , i.e., vertices which are connected to v via at least one edge.
This is important, as the communication of one risky vertex with another
might influence the risk potential of both. We use the vertex neighborhood
function NC : V ×PSPL → P(V ) to identify the neighbors of a vertex v ∈ V (cf.
Definition 3.2 in Chapter 3.1.1). Thereupon, we compute the features mapped
to these vertices via Fmap(v′, p,∆p) for all vertices v′ ∈ NC(v, p). Their feature
impact values are later used to compute the vertex impact value.
Interface Feature Impact Values: The third influence for vertex impact values
are a vertex’s interface, i.e., its incoming and outgoing edges in the test model.
The interface of a vertex is returned by the vertex interface function Int :
V ×PSPL → P(E) as defined in Definition 3.3 in Chapter 3.1.1. It contains all
incoming and outgoing edges connected to vertex v in product variant p. Based
on the interface of a vertex v, we are able to retrieve the features mapped to
the edges e ∈ Int(v, p). These mapping are returned using the feature mapping
function Fmap(e, p,∆p).
We compute the feature impact values for all extracted features for a vertex v and
aggregate them into one vertex impact value. We define a vertex impact function
to compute the vertex impact as impact : V × PSPL ×∆SPL → [0, 1] [LBL+17]. It
computes the sum of all feature impact values of mapped features for the vertex
v ∈ V , its neighbor vertices and its interfaces edges.
The vertex impact value is normalized by the maximum feature impact value times
the number of mapped features. This avoids that one large feature impact value or
a large interface and neighborhood automatically increases the impact value, while
vertices with small interfaces and less neighbors are less important. This leads in
a resulting value between 0 and 1 for each vertex, which indicates its importance
in the system. Consequently, test cases which cover important vertices should be
executed with higher priority.
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Definition 5.4: Vertex Impact Function
Let V be the set of vertices, ∆SPL the set of deltas, ω ∈ Ω a test model
element, FSPL the set of features of the SPL, NC : V × PSPL → P(V )
the function of neighbor vertices of a vertex, Int : V × PSPL → P(E) the
interface function returning the set of edges in the interface of a vertex v,
Fmap : Ω × PSPL × P(∆) → P(FSPL) the feature mapping function returning
the features mapped for an model element in the product variant and
FIFSPL : P(FSPL) → N a function to compute the sum of feature impact
values for a a set of features.
We define the vertex impact function impact : V ×PSPL×P(∆SPL)→ [0, 1] to
compute the vertex impact value for each vertex v ∈ Vp in a product variant
p ∈ PSPL based on the set of deltas ∆p applied for p as follows:
impact(v, p,∆p) =
FI FSPL(
⋃
Fmap(ω, p,∆p))
|⋃Fmap(ω, p,∆p)|·max(⋃|FSPL|k=1 FIFSPL(fk))
with ω ∈ (v ∪ Int(v, p) ∪ NC (v, p)).
Example 5.4: Component Impact Value Computation
Based on our running example, we compute the component impact value for
component B in product variant p2:
impact(B, p2,∆p2) =
FI FSPL({Editor, Text Format, Text Coloring})
|{Editor, Text Format, Text Coloring}|·FI FSPL(Text Encryption)
= 73· 5 ≈ 0.47
6. Compute Failure Probability and Risk Value for each Vertex.
The second factor for our risk computation is the failure probability of a vertex.
Again, our goal is to avoid a manual assignment of failure probability values in SPLs,
which does not scale for a larger number of product variants. Instead, we propose a
novel way to compute failure probabilities for test model vertices automatically. In
particular, we analyze the occurrences of a certain test model vertex v ∈ V in the set
of previously tested variants, denoted as Pv. The higher the number of occurrences,
the higher is the likelihood that the vertex and its represented functionality has
been tested sufficiently, which reduces the failure probability. One advantage of this
assumption is that the failure probability has not to be defined manually by the
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test expert, which is a difficult task and becomes infeasible for a large number of
product variants.
The computation of a vertex’s failure probability in product variant p based on
the set of previously tested variant Ptested ⊆ PSPL is described as function fprob :
V × PSPL × P(PSPL) → [0, 1]. The highest failure probability value is 1, which, in
contrast to probability theory, does not indicate that a failure necessarily occurs as
it is impossible to predict a priori if a failure will actually occur. Instead, it indicates
a high importance for retesting of this vertex in terms of failure probability.
First, the failure probability function assesses the delta operations OPv,p =
{op1, . . . , opk} in the current PUT p ∈ PSPL which are related to vertex v. The cor-
responding delta operations are identified using the function operations : Ω×PSPL →
P(OP), which returns the set of delta operations for a test model element ω ∈ Ω
(cf. Chapter 3.1.1). Next, the function computes the average number of symmetrical
differences (⊕) of the current delta operations related to vertex v ∈ V to the delta
operations for previously tested variants, in which vertex v also occurred, denoted as
Pv ⊆ Ptested . This is similar to the computation of regression deltas as described in
Chapter 3.1.1. The result of the symmetrical difference are delta operations, which
influence the interface of vertex v compared to previously tested variants. Thus, the
symmetrical difference of the delta operations indicate how similar the previously
tested interfaces of a test model vertex v are to the current variant of the same
vertex. The more elements are in the set retrieved by the symmetrical differences,
the less the current configuration of v has been tested. This increases the failure
probability of the currently tested variant of a vertex, as previously tested config-
urations of v have been largely different from the current variant. This reduces
the significance of previously gathered test results for the particular vertex in the
current product variant.
We normalize the failure probability computation for vertex v ∈ V by the number
of products in which v already occurred and the maximum difference between the
current variant of v and previously tested variants of v in the set of of product
variants Pv ⊆ Ptested , which also contain v. This leads to a failure probability value
between 0 and 1, where 1 indicates a high failure probability. Again, a value of 1
does not indicate that a failure happens. This kind of prediction is not possible
and, thus, the failure probability value is only an indication of importance, but
does not predict a definitive failing of a system part. Our computation reduces the
failure probability with an increasing number of occurrences as we assume that the
vertex has been tested more often in previous product variants. This is resembles
current testing trends as continuous testing increases the trust into the system and
its correct implementation.
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Definition 5.5: Vertex Failure Probability
Let Pv ⊆ PSPL be the set of tested product variants which contain vertex
v ∈ V , OPv,p the set of delta operations related to vertex v in product variant
p and ⊕ the symmetric difference operator.
We define the vertex failure probability function fprob : V ×PSPL×P(PSPL)→
R for a vertex v ∈ Vp in product variant p ∈ PSPL based on the previously
tested product variants Pv containing v as follows:
fprob(v, p, Pv) =
∑|Pv |
k=1 |OPv,p⊕OPv,pk |
|Pv |·max(⋃|Pv |l=1 |OPv,p⊕OPv,pl |) if (|Pv|·max(⋃|Pv |l=1 |OPv,p ⊕OPv,pl |)) > 0
0 otherwise
Example 5.5: Component Failure Probability Computation
Based on Example 5.2, we are able to compute the failure probability for
component B in product variants p2 as follows:
fprob(B, p2, PB) =
1
2· 1 = 0.5
Both, the impact value and the failure probability are multiplied to a risk value
for each vertex v ∈ Vp for a test model of product variant p, similar to risk in
single-software systems [Aml00]. This results in the risk function risk : V × PSPL ×
P(PSPL) → R. Using this function, we are able to compute risk values for each
vertex in a product variant test model. This makes RBT for SPLs feasible.
Definition 5.6: Vertex Risk Computation
Let Pv ⊆ Ptested be the set of tested product variants containing vertex
v ∈ V , Vp ⊆ V the set of vertices for a test model of product vari-
ant p ∈ PSPL, impact : V × PSPL → R a failure impact function and
fprob : V × PSPL × P(PSPL)→ R a failure probability function.
We define the vertex risk function risk : V ×PSPL×P(PSPL)→ R for a vertex
v ∈ Vp for product variant p ∈ PSPL and set of previously tested variants Pv
containing vertex v as follows:
risk(v, p, Pv) = impact(v, p)· fprob(v, p, Pv)
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Example 5.6: Component Risk Value Computation
Based on the values derived in Example 5.4 and Example 5.5, we are able to
compute the risk value for component B in product variant p2 as follows:
risk(B, p2, PB) = 0.47· 0.5 = 0.235
The value is rather low and, thus, integration testing of communication-
scenarios of this particular component might be less important.
7. Prioritize Test Cases.
We compute priority values for a set of test cases T C = {tc1, . . . , tcn} based on
the computed risk values for vertices in test models. The higher the priority value,
the more important is a test case and the earlier it is executed. Test cases have to
be provided as we do not focus on test case generation in this thesis. In addition,
test cases have to fit the provided test models, i.e., they have to correspond to the
test models and the current testing phase. For example, integration testing requires
test cases which assess the communication of components, e.g., defined as message
sequence charts (cf. Chapter 3.1.1). We do only prioritize test cases, which are
applicable to the current PUT and are not new as new test cases have to be always
executed to ensure that new behavior is tested.
Similar to the test case prioritization functions shown in Chapter 4, we define a test
case prioritization function priorisk : T C ×PSPL → R, which assigns a priority value
to a given test case tc ∈ T C, which is applicable to product variant p ∈ PSPL. The
priority is based on the computed risk values for vertices. Risk is incorporated in such
a way, that the function assesses each tested edge between two vertices in the test
model and computes the risk of the involved vertices. In other words, we investigate
vertex and edge coverage. We do not compute risk values for edges, as their mapped
feature impact values are analyzed for the vertex weights. We assume that a different
number of occurrences of edges leads to different test cases. Thus, we compute the
multi-set of covered edges between two vertices using the function cove : V × V →
P(E). Consequently, cove(v, v′)((v, v′)) returns the multiplicity of occurrences of
edge (v, v′) = e. This approach resembles the idea of the communication-based test
case prioritization in our SPL framework (cf. Chapter 4.4.3). For each covered edge,
we analyze if involved vertices are of high risk. In this case, corresponding test
cases shall also be of high importance. The more important vertices are traversed
by a test case, the higher is the importance of the test case. The resulting test case
prioritization function is normalized by the number of tested edges. This reduces
the chance that very complex test cases are automatically of high importance.
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Definition 5.7: Risk-Based Test Case Prioritization
Let Vp ⊆ V be the finite set of vertices in product variant p ∈ PSPL, Vtc ⊆ Vp
the finite set of vertices covered by test case tc ∈ T C, cove : V × V → P(E)
the multi-set of edges between two specific vertices in a test case tc ∈ T C and
risk : V × PSPL × P(V )→ R a vertex risk function.
We define the risk-based test case prioritization function priorisk : T C×PSPL →
R for a test case tc ∈ T C for a particular product variant p ∈ PSPL based on
the risk values of covered test model vertices as follows:
priorisk(tc, p) =∑|Vtc|
n=1
∑|Vtc|
m=n+1 {k·(risk(vn, p, Pvn)+risk(vm, p, Pvm))|cove(vn, vm)((vn, vm))=k}∑|Vtc|
n=1
∑|Vtc|
m=n+1 |cove(vn, vm)|
Test cases are executed according to their priority. Testing is repeated for each
product variant under test. Due to the incremental nature of our RBT approach,
the priority values of test cases may differ from product variant to product variant.
This enables a flexible test case prioritization for individual product variants.
5.3 Evaluation
We evaluate our black-box RBT technique for SPLs in the context of integration
testing. For our evaluation, we first design research questions to be answered. Next,
we explain our evaluation methodology. We use 17 product variants of BCS as sub-
ject system as BCS provides the necessary model-based artifacts (cf. Chapter 3.2).
The product variants are the ones described in Chapter 3.2. We show and discuss
our results and explain potential threats to validity.
5.3.1 Research Questions
RQ1: How effective is the risk-based testing technique in terms of failure finding
rate? Our main goal is to find important failures as early as possible. Thus,
we analyze if our RBT technique is able to outperform other approaches in
terms of failure finding rate. In addition, we assess if it can be integrated in
our previously described SPL test case prioritization framework.
RQ2: How efficient is our RBT technique for software variants in comparison to
manual risk-based testing approaches, i.e., does it scale for SPLs? We inves-
tigate if our RBT technique scales for SPLs, i.e., if it applicable to a set of
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product variants without increasing the manual testing effort. Furthermore,
we investigate the necessary manual effort compared to the automatically per-
formed actions and how much time our risk value computation takes.
5.3.2 Methodology
We used our expert knowledge about the system to manually assign feature impact
values for 27 features of BCS [LBL+17]. For our evaluation, we focus on integration
testing as BCS offers all necessary artifacts for this testing phase and we are able to
compare results to our SPL framework [LLLS12, LSN+16, LBL+17]. We use archi-
tectural test models for our evaluation, which consists of components and connectors
as explained in Chapter 3.1.1. Thus, the concept of vertices is now implemented
by components and edges are now represented by connectors. We map features to
components and connectors of the core architecture test model.
To answer RQ1, we investigate the effectiveness of our risk-based test case pri-
oritization technique for SPLs by measuring the average percentage of faults de-
tected (APFD) metric [RUCH01] (cf. Chapter 2.2.2). In this thesis, APFD allows us
to assess how fast failures are covered. As BCS does not provide failure information,
we perform mutation testing [JH11] to assess the failure finding rate. Here, APFD
indicates how fast we are able to cover the seeded failures. In total, two different
types of failure seedings are performed to capture different types of changes.
Experiment 1. First, we seed failures in connectors that correspond to changed
components in a product variant. This resembles our assumption that failures occur
in changes. Thus, we seed failures in interfaces which correlate to changed compo-
nents as we focus on integration testing. Failures are newly seeded for each product
variant. To reduce the number of seeded failures per component, we compute the
change ratio for the component in the current product variant. A maximum of 10%
of interface connectors can be faulty to avoid failure masking, i.e., failures could
avoid the detection of other failures. In addition, too many failures per product
variant are not realistic and make the failure detection easy. For each potential
connector, the change ratio of the component dictates the chance that a failure is
actually seeded. In other words, the higher the change ratio of the component to
previous variants is, the higher is the likelihood that a connector contains a fault.
To prevent statistical outliers, we set up a fixed upper limit of 5 failures per compo-
nent. This procedure reduces the number of actual failures per product variant to
an average of 1.5. This is similar to the assumption of mutation testing, where only
first order mutants are seeded, i.e., simple failures which represent failures made by
human expert [DLS78]. A low number of failures makes it hard to find failures early,
which further proves the potential of our test case prioritization approach.
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Experiment 2. While Experiment 1 focuses on failures in changed interfaces,
our main goal is to detect important failures early on. Thus, we refine the seeding of
Experiment 1 to create failures in connectors, which are part of changed component’s
interfaces and additionally correspond to features in the QFM with a feature impact
of 3 or higher. This enables us to investigate whether our test case prioritization
technique is able to detect important failures in product variants early, which would
cause a high impact on the system. All other failure seeding characteristics are the
same as in Experiment 1.
Experiment Repetition. As we perform mutation testing, we repeat our exper-
iments 100 times to avoid statistical outliers and anomalies. We aggregate APFD
results to show average values for all experiment repetitions. Random testing is
performed as baseline comparison, which is also repeated 100 times.
5.3.3 Results and Discussion
RQ1: How effective is the risk-based testing technique in terms of failure
finding rate?
Compared Techniques and Integration into SPL Framework. We assess the
effectiveness of our RBT approach for software variants by measuring the APFD
metric [RUCH01]. In total, four test case prioritization techniques are compared:
Random Prioritization, Delta-Oriented Prioritization, Risk-Based Prioritization and
a combination of the latter two. We are able to combine the two approaches due to
their similar structure and the usage of our SPL testing framework. In particular,
we are able to introduce a risk-based weight metric in our SPL testing framework.
Thus, the computed risk values for components is integrated as new weight metric,
as it provides weights for particular components in the system, similar to our other
component-based weight metrics. Furthermore, this risk-based weight metric is part
of an adapted test case prioritization function based on the component-based delta-
oriented test case prioritization approach. Using weighting factors, we are able
to adjust the impact of the risk-based weight metric in the overall prioritization
function. Thus, we achieve that both, risk-based testing and delta-oriented testing
are applied simultaneously. We are able to regulate the impact of either approach
using weight factors as defined in Chapter 4.2.3.
Results of Experiment 1. The results of the four test case prioritization ap-
proaches, shown in Figure 5.4, indicate that the random test case prioritization
technique is significantly outperformed by the other three techniques with a median
APFD of 0.72. The best result is achieved by the delta-oriented approach (RegDelta)
with a median APFD value of 0.86. Our risk-based test case prioritization approach
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Figure 5.4: Boxplots for Results of Ex-
periment 1 (cf. [LBL+17])
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Figure 5.5: Boxplots for Results of Ex-
periment 2 (cf. [LBL+17])
achieves a median APFD of 0.75 (Risk). While this is already a good result, it does
not outperform the existing delta-oriented technique. The combination of both
(RegDeltaRisk) results in an APFD in between compared to an execution of both
techniques in separation. The results are explained by the failure seeding, i.e., we
seed failures in arbitrary interfaces of changed components, which is covered well by
the delta-oriented approach. However, the risk-based approach prioritizes important
parts of the system first, which, in this experiment, do not necessarily yield failures.
Results of Experiment 2. To assess the quality of our RBT technique for
software variants in terms of important failures, we present the results of the Exper-
iment 2 in Figure 5.5. Again, the average results of the four techniques are shown
as boxplots. The random prioritization technique still performs worst with a me-
dian APFD of 0.67. However, the risk-based technique has improved significantly
compared to Experiment 1, now achieving a median APFD of 0.86. We expected an
improvement, but this very high APFD value shows the potential of our black-box
RBT technique to focus on important parts of the system and to reveal important
failures early. The delta-oriented technique still achieves a good median APFD
value of 0.84. The combination of the risk-based and delta-oriented technique out-
performs both. As a result, it achieves the highest APFD median of 0.87. This
is due to the combination of both assumptions, failures in changed interfaces and
failures in important changes.
We are able to deduce that our risk-based test case prioritization technique for
software variants is able to find important failures and in average outperforms exist-
ing techniques such as the delta-oriented technique. This validates our first research
question. Furthermore, we show that the risk-based approach can be integrated into
our framework. This increases the failure finding potential even further.
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RQ2: How efficient is our RBT technique for software variants in comparison
to manual risk-based testing approaches, i.e., does it scale for SPLs?
In addition to the effectiveness of our RBT technique, we assess its efficiency. To
this end, we measure the number of necessary manual steps and compare them to
the steps that are performed automatically as well as their computation time.
Manual Effort. Our RBT technique for software variants requires the user to
manually assign feature impact values for each non-abstract feature in the SPL as
described in Chapter 5.2.1. This value depends only on the number of non-abstract
features in the SPL. For BCS, we had to manually assign 27 feature impact values
based on expert knowledge. In addition, 32 feature mappings for elements of the core
variant have been manually defined. We reduced this value as we only use mandatory
features in the core variant. These manual steps are only performed once for the
SPL and require expert knowledge. Our RBT approach for software variants does
not require a manual assessment of failure probabilities for features, which is a clear
contrast to the risk-based SPL technique by Hartmann et al. [HvdLB14].
Automatic Computation. Based on the core variant mappings and the feature
impact values for the SPL, our RBT approach for software variants is able to perform
automatic risk-based testing for an arbitrary number of product variants of the
SPL. For the 17 product variants analyzed for BCS, our RBT technique performs a
total of 1627 feature mappings automatically. It uses the applied deltas and their
application conditions to derive feature mappings automatically. In addition, a total
of 181 component failure impact values and, analogously, 181 component failure
probability values are computed. This requires a total time of 356 ms, measured
on a Intel Core i7-6600U CPU. This shows that our RBT technique for software
variants is efficient, especially when compared to manual assignments. Performing
several hundreds of risk assessments or risk computations manually is not feasible.
Thus, we propose an efficient RBT approach for SPLs.
Exploiting SPL Characteristics. Our test case prioritization technique is
tailored for SPLs. Thus, we assess if it actually scales for SPLs, i.e., if changes
of product variants have an impact on the risk computation for changing PUT.
Figure 5.6 shows the incremental changes of the failure impact (impact), failure
probability (fprob) and resulting risk value (risk) of one example component, the
automatic power window (AutoPW ) in BCS. It shows the changes of these values
for the product variants in the order they occurred in testing. The graph indicates
that our RBT technique exploits changes of previously tested product variants com-
pared to the current PUT to adapt the computed values. For example, the failure
probability is descending from the fourth product variant under test until the last.
These changes show that our assumption about an increasing number of reoccurring
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Figure 5.6: Incremental Risk Value Assessment for AutoPW (cf. [LBL+17])
interfaces in SPLs holds. In other words, we are able to exploit the reuse potential in
SPLs to adapt our computations. In contrast to the failure probability, the impact
value for AutoPW is very stable, which is due to the fact that impact values for
features are stable and changes to this component are not drastic. However, the risk
value is descending with a growing number of product variants. This reduces the
test effort for later tested product variants and supports a test case prioritization of
large SPL product spaces.
Consequently, we argue that our RBT technique scales for SPLs and is efficient.
This validates our second research question. In comparison, traditional risk-based
approaches require higher amount of effort, as they do not exploit or analyze changes
between product variants. Our automatic analyses improve the risk-based test case
prioritization efficiency. Especially our ability to avoid manual failure probability
assignments increases the efficiency compared to traditional RBT techniques.
5.3.4 Threats to Validity
Internal Threats to Validity. The test artifacts influence the quality of our
assessment. Thus, we use an established case study, which has been shown in the
past to be of high quality [LLLS12, LLL+14, LLL+15]. The failure seeding influences
the APFD values. It represents mutated failures, which are not necessarily realistic.
Thus, we performed two different seeding experiments. We simulate failures in
changes, which we assume to be the prime source of failures. While we focus on first
order mutants, i.e., simple and few failures [DLS78], higher order mutants which are
more complex might lead to other results and are worth to be investigated [JH08].
To avoid statistical outliers, we repeated our experiments 100 times. For BCS,
we manually assigned feature impact values. These values heavily influence the
approach and are of importance for the computation. Thus, our expert knowledge
helped us to assign feature impact values and feature mappings for the core [LLLS12].
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External Threats to Validity. As we apply our risk-based test case prioriti-
zation approach for software variants to one case study with seeded failure data,
our results are not generalizable for each type and domain of SPLs. However, our
experiments show the general applicability, effectiveness and efficiency of our RBT
technique for software variants and lay the foundation for future research. The pre-
sented technique is based on heuristics, which we use to improve the efficiency and
effectiveness of our RBT technique for software variants compared to traditional
risk-based approaches. These assumptions might not hold for every domain of SPLs
and are subject to change under certain circumstances, e.g., different types of soft-
ware, product complexity or available data. However, our metrics are not designed
to be rigid, but can be adapted to represent different assumptions, e.g., by adapting
the analyzed types of test models or normalizations.
5.4 Related Work
Risk-based testing (RBT) has been widely used in single-software systems [ELR+14,
FS14]. However, to our knowledge there is only one risk-based approach for SPLs
proposed by Hartmann et al. [HvdLB14]. We present related work in RBT which
uses similar approaches and artifacts as our RBT technique. An overview of related
work is shown in Table 5.1.
RBT for SPL Testing. In terms of risk-based SPL testing, only one similar
contribution is known to the author at the time of writing this thesis. Hartmann et
al. [HvdLB14] present to our knowledge the only risk-based engineering approach
specifically designed for SPLs. As explained earlier, they use quantified feature
models to assign failure impact and failure probability values to each feature in the
SPL. This can guide the SPL engineering, e.g., focusing on risky product variants
first. In contrast to our RBT approach, they focus solely on product-level, i.e.,
they do not prioritize test cases for product variants. Furthermore, their require
manual assignments of failure probabilities and do not dynamically compute risk
values according to already tested product variants. In addition, they do not further
specify how to use the risk-based knowledge in the context of SPL testing.
RBT for Single-Software Test Case Selection. Several risk-based test case
selection techniques for single-software systems exist. Adorf et al. [AFVB15]
present a risk-based test case selection technique. They use Bayesian statistical mod-
els to compute the risk decrement, i.e., whether a QA-task is executed or not. The
authors use expert knowledge do derive the necessary input data for their Bayesian
model. Their approach is neither model-based nor is it designed for variant-rich
systems such as SPLs. Chen et al. [CPS02] propose a risk-based approach for test
case selection. They trace paths within activity diagrams. These paths resemble
test cases. Assigned to the paths are cost and severity values. They compute the
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severity probability of a test cases based on the number of uncovered failures and
their severity. In addition, they use a cost model for test cases, based on the cost of
requirements. Test cases are executed according to their risk exposure. Compared
to our risk-based approach, they do not analyze changes between different product
variants of their models to make regression testing assumptions for different prod-
uct variants. Felderer et al. [FHBM12] integrate manual and model-based risk
assessments. They perform static analysis for automatic risk assessments, where
failure probability and failure impact are derived by metrics. They also include
time metrics, e.g., by taking different versions into account. Based on manual and
automatic approaches, the authors are able to compute risk values for system arti-
facts to support testing. In contrast to this thesis, they do not focus on SPLs nor
do they consider delta knowledge available for their artifacts.
RBT for Single-Software Test Case Prioritization. We present related risk-
based test case prioritization techniques for single-software systems in the following.
Bai et al. [BKY12] introduce a risk-based test case selection and prioritization
technique. Their technique is tailored for evaluation of semantic web services. Se-
mantic errors are more difficult to detect than syntactic errors. They extract failure
importances and failure probabilities from ontology, service and composite service
data. This provides an objective risk assessment. The extracted data is defined
as ontology. Resulting, they are able to select and prioritize test cases. In con-
trast to our RBT technique for software variants, they require ontology information
for their risk assessment and do not analyze risks for product variants in SPLs.
Hettiarachchi et al. [HDC14] present a test case prioritization technique based
on requirements and risk information. Based on expert knowledge, they perform
a thoroughly analysis of the requirements and assign priority values to test cases
according to the covered requirements. In contrast to this work, these analysis steps
are performed manually and are not designed for SPLs or incremental testing. In
following work, Hettiarachchi et al. [HDC16] present a risk-based test case pri-
oritization approach. They derive a requirements modification status and potential
security threats for requirements. They use fuzzy expert systems [Kan91], i.e., they
automatically assess risk for requirements based on different indicators, such as re-
quirements complexity. They use the source code and natural language requirement
descriptions to calculate the risk indicators. The results of their technique allow
them to prioritize requirements and test cases. Their results indicate that their
approach finds failures early. In contrast to our work, they rely on code analysis
and do not analyze SPLs. Kloos et al. [KHE11] introduce a model-based test
case generation technique, which also supports the prioritization of test cases. They
use fault state machines to derive test cases based on a fault tree analysis. This
analysis reveals which events lead to which risks. Thus, they are able to prioritize
the derived test cases according to their coverage of the system. The authors focus
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on safety-critical systems. Their work is not designed for variant-rich systems and
requires fault trees for the system under test. Stallbaum et al. [SMP08] introduce
a test case generation approach based on annotated UML activity diagrams. Their
test cases represent testing scenarios in the system, which abstract from specific
test data. In addition, they prioritize the generated test cases based on risk values.
Risk values are annotated to the test models after the risk assessment phase, which
they do not further restrict or specify. In contrast to this thesis, they do not pri-
oritize test cases for SPLs, nor do they specify an approach to generate risk values
automatically for product variants. Yoon et al. [MYC12] propose a test case pri-
oritization approach based on the analysis of requirements and risk. They prioritize
new test cases instead of reusable ones. The required risk values are provided by
test experts. The authors propose to use the analytic hierarchy process [Saa08] to
support the decision making. Their approach requires a high manual effort and,
thus, does not scale for SPLs.
5.5 Chapter Summary and Future Work
Summary. Risk-based testing is a popular approach in the quality assurance
of single-software systems [ELR+14, FS14]. However, currently only one related
contribution has been proposed to introduce risk-based software engineering for
SPLs [HvdLB14]. This existing technique focuses on product-level assessments of
risk values, which are manually defined. In contrast, we propose a risk-based ap-
proach for SPLs, which enables a test case prioritization for each product variant
under test. Our manual effort is limited to feature impact value assignments and
feature mappings for test model elements of one (core) product variant. Based on
this, we are able to automatically compute feature impact and feature probability
values for test model elements in the current PUT. Our analysis is based on knowl-
edge about changes between product variants and their corresponding test models.
The higher the risk value of a test model vertex and its neighborhood is, the higher
is its importance for testing. Based on this knowledge, we prioritize test cases which
cover system parts which propose a high risk. This greatly reduces the effort of risk-
based testing compared to single-software RBT approaches. Especially, as manual
effort is independent of the number of product variants under test. We use the BCS
case study to evaluate our RBT approach. The evaluation results indicate that our
RBT technique for software variants is effective as it finds important failures early
in an integration testing scenario.
Future Work. To generalize our findings, additional case studies have to be per-
formed. Especially case studies, which provide realistic failure data are required to
increase the confidence in our results. In addition, we are interested in the possibility
to use the risk-based approach in the context of search-based testing. For example,
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risk-based testing can be used as objective in a multi-objective test case prioritiza-
tion concept. Several objectives could be optimized at once to improve the failure
finding rate, e.g., by using genetic algorithms (cf. Chapter 6.1) [McM11, HJZ15].
Other, additional objectives can be derived from our SPL framework. Thus, addi-
tional information can be integrated in our test case prioritization. Further potential
future work is the derivation of guidelines and best practices for the definition of
feature impact values. On feature model level, feature impact values can influence
each other. For example, parent features could influence the feature impact values of
their children. Consequently, sufficient rules to automatically adapt feature impact
values are worth to be investigated.
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Part III
Black-Box Testing of Software
Versions

6 Multi-Objective Regression Test Case
Selection for Software Versions
The content of this chapter is largely based on work published in [LFN+17].
Contribution
We present a multi-objective black-box regression test case selection technique
for software versions. It is applicable to system-level testing, where no source
code access is available. Instead, we use a wide variety of available black-box
meta-data, such as failure history. We apply genetic algorithms to compute
Pareto-optimal test sets. Results indicate that our test case selection approach
outperforms a random test case selection and retest-all.
In this chapter, we present our novel multi-objective regression test case selection
technique for regression testing of black-box software versions. Different techniques
have been proposed to cope with the complexity of regression testing and reduce
the testing effort in repetitive testing of different software versions [YH07b]. Test
case selection has been introduced to select a certain subset of test cases as repre-
sentatives, which have a high likelihood to reveal faults [RH94]. In recent years, test
case selection has primarily been investigated for white-box testing [ERS10]. This
restricts the applicability of such techniques in system-testing as source code is not
always available, e.g., if components are developed by different suppliers or part of
closed-source libraries.
Out novel regression test case selection is based upon the meta-data described
in Chapter 3.1.2, i.e., requirements, test cases and failures described in natural
language accumulated with meta-data. We utilize genetic algorithms to optimize
the regression test case selection. Thus, these types of algorithms are explained first
in the context of search-based software testing. Next, we present the regression test
case selection technique for which we define seven objectives to be optimized. Our
black-box objectives are combinable and allow for a very flexible test case selection
applicable to different software domains. We use two different subject systems to
evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness our regression test case selection technique.
In addition, we compare the regression quality of our test case selection approach
to a random test case selection and the retest-all regression testing approach. We
present related work to show the current state of the art and the novelty of our
regression test case selection technique compared to similar techniques.
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6.1 Search-based Testing and Genetic Algorithms
Search-Based Testing. To improve software testing, search-based software
testing (SBST) techniques have emerged and gained a lot of interest in recent
years [McM11, HJZ15]. The commonality that connects all SBST techniques is
that they are based upon meta-heuristic optimization search techniques such as
genetic algorithms (GA) [Hol92, Deb01, McM11]. These techniques support the
optimization of several objectives at once and, thus, lead to a multi-objective opti-
mization [KCS06]. Due to the generic nature of SBST techniques, they have been
applied to many different applications [SP94]. This thesis focuses on the application
of SBST to solve the test case selection problem [RH94, YH07a] (cf. Definition 2.1
in Chapter 2.2.1). In particular, we apply a GA to solve black-box test case selection
as multi-objective optimization problem [Hol92] without access to source code.
Introduction of GA. GAs adapt concepts of nature’s evolution to find solutions
to optimization problems whose best solutions are unknown [Dav87, LKM+99]. This
allows GAs to overcome local optima due to different evolutionary concepts, e.g.,
mutation. A GA usually consists of the five main phased depicted in Figure 6.1.
It begins with the computation of the initial population, followed by the GA cycle.
While the first phase is executed once, the other four phases are repeated in an iter-
ative cycle. In particular, the fitness computation, selection, crossover and mutation
phases are part of the GA cycle. We explain the five different phases of GA in the
following. These phases are later applied to find test sets according to the black-box
test case selection objectives introduced in this thesis.
Compute Initial Population. GAs operate on a set of individuals, which rep-
resent the current solution candidates to the problem to be solved [Mit96]. The set
of current individuals is referred to as the population of the algorithm. Similar to
nature, each individual consists of a set of genes, which can be manipulated in cer-
tain ways to generate individuals which are better suited to solve the optimization
problem. Each phase of the iterative algorithm operates on the current population
and applies certain operators, which influence the output of the particular phase
and, thus, the algorithm [LKM+99, Sar07].
To initiate a GA, an initial population has to be defined. Different ways exist to
compute the initial population [DH07]. The main challenge in this phase is to find a
good population size [PS06]. Influencing factors are the optimization problem diffi-
culty, search space, number of individuals and population diversity [DH07]. Similar
to nature, GAs start with an initial population that does not necessarily consist of
adequate solution candidates. Instead, in the context of this thesis, the initial pop-
ulation is created in a random fashion. A common default size is 100 individuals,
which is known to deliver good results for different optimization problems [RFP13].
The randomly selected individuals are used as offspring for future individuals.
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Figure 6.1: Genetic Algorithm Phases
Compared to the other four phases, the initial population phase is executed once,
as the initial population is used as offspring for the following phases, which create
new individuals to find the best solution candidates. However, as adequate initial
populations have shown to influence the overall result, this step has a large impact
on the subsequent phases [BGK04].
Fitness Computation. It has to be known how good a solution candidate (i.e.,
an individual) solves the investigated problem to find a proper solution to an opti-
mization problem. In GAs, this is done by applying problem-specific fitness func-
tions, which are formal representations of problem statements [WH06]. Designing
suitable fitness functions is the key task to successfully solve a given optimization
problem using a GA. Finding and defining optimization objectives is probably the
most difficult task, as fitness function design requires a deep understanding of the
problem [WT11]. More complex problems can be split into subproblems, each defin-
ing a separate objective to be optimized. If more than one objective is solved at
once, the GA performs a multi-objective optimization [Deb01, KCS06]. As objectives
might contradict each other, finding a multi-objective solution is a difficult task for
which GAs have shown a lot of potential [SA13].
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Figure 6.2: Sample Pareto Front
Selection. It is essential to find good solution candidates among the current
population’s individuals. As we are only interested in the best solution candidates, it
is helpful to select a subset of candidates according to their fitness as offspring for the
next generation, i.e., as population for the next GA iteration [BT96]. This survival
of the fittest approach resembles the evolution process in nature. For multi-objective
problems, each individual receives a separate fitness value for each objective. The
fitness of an individual consists of all its fitness values in combination. Finding
the best individuals for multi-objective problems requires the maximization of all
objectives at once. These solutions are said to be Pareto-optimal and, thus, build
the Pareto front (cf. Figure 6.2). Pareto-optimal (non-dominated) solutions share
the ability to solve the optimization problems better than all dominated solution
candidates. However, several Pareto-optimal solutions exist which differ in their
fitness for the individual objectives [Cen77, DPAM02], i.e., they solve the different
objectives to a different degree. Pareto-optimal solutions have in common that
one objective cannot be further optimized without decreasing at least one other
objective [Coe00]. Consequently, no Pareto-optimal solution is better than another
w.r.t. all objectives.
In addition to finding the Pareto front, multi-objective algorithms aim to keep
the population diverse to avoid genetic drift, i.e., a convergence of the solutions in
one niche [Coe00]. Thus, the population density in the solution space is considered
as additional criterion for the selection of new individuals.
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Example 6.1: Computing the Pareto Front
Assume that a GA has finished its computation of a two-objective optimization
problem. The resulting population is shown in Figure 6.2. Assuming that
both objectives have to be maximized, the two-dimensional coordinate system
shows that seven individuals (i.e., dots) build the Pareto front, not being
dominated by any other solution candidate. While other Pareto solutions
might have been possible, the algorithm tries to achieve a uniform distribution
of results in the front.
Different outcomes of the selection phase are possible. First, some individuals
might outclass a predefined fitness-based stop criterion, i.e., they provide a suffi-
ciently good solution to the problem as their fitness surpasses a certain a priori
defined threshold value. This stops the GA execution. Within the final population,
a ranking of individuals is computed and the Pareto-optimal solution candidates
are returned [KCS06]. Due to its nature, the Pareto front contains more than one
solution. Second, a stop criterion has either not been defined or the specific value is
not reached. In this case, the GA continues using the best individuals for the next
phases in an iterative fashion. The selection depends on the chosen operators, but
one popular approach is to select a certain number (e.g., 50%) of the best individ-
uals based on their achieved fitness [BT96, CRK10]. Another popular way to find
the best candidates is to use tournament-selections [MG95]. In this case, s random
individuals compete against each other w.r.t. their fitness to solve the objective(s).
The best candidate is taken into the new offspring set, the others are discarded or
have to compete in another tournament.
If the final selection is performed after the GA has finished, the individuals of
the Pareto front are returned as solution set. This means that only those solutions
are returned, which are not dominated by other solutions, i.e., which are Pareto
optimal.
Crossover. After a set of (best) individuals is selected, the GA creates a new
set of offspring individuals. These new individuals are integrated into the current
population along with the previously selected best individuals. The new offspring is
created using crossover operators [Mit96]. They allow to combine existing individ-
uals (i.e., parents) into new, different individuals (i.e., children). Different crossover
operators have been defined for different problem domains [PC95, Mit96, MM13]. In
most cases, two parents form two children. In case that 50% of individuals form the
parents of an original population, creating exactly two children keeps the population
size stable. This avoid an increase in computational effort.
One example for crossover operators are n-point crossover techniques, the simplest
being a 1-point crossover. These operators cut the parents at n different points
between their genes. Children inherit different parts of genes from both parents.
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Figure 6.3: Crossover Operator Examples
Example 6.2: Crossover Operators
Figure 6.3 shows an example for two different crossover operators on two
individuals, marked in blue and red. The example shows that the crossover
operator splits both individuals n times to generate two child individuals. On
the left hand side of Figure 6.3, only one split is performed. In this case, both
children contain two original genes stemming from one parent each. On the
right hand side, three splits are performed, representing an n-point crossover
for n = 3. In our example, both techniques generate two children to keep the
population size stable. Both, parents and children are part of the population.
Mutation. After new offspring individuals have been generated using crossover
operators, the GA cycle could start from the beginning. However, this would reduce
the number of possible solutions in the population as new offspring could only con-
tain parts of already existing parents derived by crossover. This reduces the solution
space, potentially keeping the GA at a local optimum. To avoid this inbreeding of
individuals and introduce new possible solutions to the population, an additional
mutation step is performed in the GA cycle [Mit96]. In this phase, certain genes of
existing individuals are mutated, i.e., randomly changed. Thus, similar to the other
phases of GA, different mutation operators have been introduced in the past and are
applicable depending on the problem space and domain [HS11], e.g., they may add
genes (insertion mutation), reorder them (reciprocal mutation), or switch one gene
with other genes from the pool (uniform mutation). In contrast to crossover, no
new individuals are added but existing ones are mutated. Consequently, the applied
mutation operation depends on the optimization problem to be solved.
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Figure 6.4: Mutation Operator Examples
Example 6.3: Mutation Operators
Figure 6.4 shows examples for potential mutation operators based on the indi-
viduals retrieved by the sample n-point crossover in Figure 6.3. The example
shows how an individual is mutated in three different ways separately. First,
one blue gene is replaced by a green gene. This gene has not been present
before and shows the potential of introducing new information into the popu-
lation to avoid inbreeding while keeping the size of individuals constant. The
second example mutation switches the positions of two genes. Such a muta-
tion is important when the order of genes is relevant for an individuals’ fitness,
i.e., in prioritization tasks. The third mutation extends the number of genes
using insertion. This is shown on the right hand side of Figure 6.4, where a
green gene is added. Similar to uniform mutation, this adds new information
into the gene pool, but can also change the size of individuals, e.g., in selection
tasks.
The mutation rate is another aspect that influences the mutation phase [OHB99,
LLH03]. An excessive mutation of individuals is not desired as it contradicts the
search-based nature of GAs and leads to a random search. To curb the mutation,
the mutation rate might be that in average only one gene per individual is mutated
in each cycle, or that only a certain number of individuals partakes in the mutation
step. This keeps a large aspect of the original individuals and supports the crossover
of individuals.
Once the individuals have been mutated one iteration of the GA cycle is complete
and the next iteration is initiated, starting with the fitness evaluation of individuals.
The GA cycle is repeated until a stop criterion of the GA is reached.
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Stopping Criteria. As GAs are performed in an iterative fashion, the number
of performed iterations influences the quality of the results [Kim10]. The faster
the algorithm converges to the optimal solution, the more successful it is. While
the search continues, new and better results might be revealed by the algorithm.
However, searching may require a lot of computational resources due to a high
number of performed GA iterations. Hence, it is important to define when to stop
searching, while still obtaining good results [Kim10].
Different stopping criteria can be defined to determine when to finish the GA
execution and avoid infinite loops [GM00, SCPB04]. A first basic idea is to restrict
the number of iterations making sure that the GA stops after a maximum number
of cycles. This might not lead to the best solution, but enables a better scheduling
of the process. Another simple possibility is to restrict computation time. Here, a
definitive end date can be set to make sure that a solution is present at a defined
point in time. Again, it does not ensure a high quality solution. This can be
circumvented using a fitness-based stop criterion. In this case, the GA stops after
one or more solutions have reached a certain fitness as defined by the optimization
objective(s). For multi-objective algorithms, the fitness has to be specific for at least
one objective or several objectives at once. While a fitness-based criterion ensures
that a certain threshold of quality is delivered, it has two major shortcomings besides
the difficulty of formulating it for multi-objective optimization. On the one hand,
it does not enforce that the algorithm ever reaches this goal, i.e., there might be no
such solution and, thus, the GA might never stop. On the other hand, if a solution
is reached which qualifies to the stopping criterion the GA finishes, even though it
might would have revealed an even better solution in an reasonable amount of time.
Thus, a combination of stopping criteria can help to avoid their shortcomings when
applied in isolation.
Example 6.4: Combining Stopping Criteria
Assume that a GA is performed which shall provide a reasonable solution for
a given search-based problem. As upper bound, a number of 5,000 iterations
is set, as the time it takes to compute one iteration is known due to previous
GA executions. In addition, a fitness-based stop criterion is applied, i.e., for
a given metric a fitness of 80% is desired. If the algorithm finds a solution of
this quality or better, it stops and returns the set of Pareto optimal solutions.
If no such solution exists, the algorithm converges to a good solution in a
maximum of 5,000 iterations preventing an endless execution.
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6.2 Multi-Objective Regression Test Case Selection
Approach
Test Case Selection. As software is updated regularly, regression testing of differ-
ent software versions is an important task. Test case selection has been introduced
to cope with large sets of regression test cases [RH94]. Based on a selection cri-
terion, a subset of test cases is identified. The contained test cases are used as
representatives of the available regression test cases (cf. Chapter 2.2.1). The qual-
ity of a regression test case selection depends on the selection objective, which is
derived from changes between versions [RH97]. A variety of techniques has been
proposed to realize regression test case selection, most of which are based on source
code [ERS10]. However, especially in system testing or component-based software,
source code is not always available.
In this thesis, we introduce a novel black-box regression test case selection ap-
proach based on the application of a multi-objective genetic algorithm [LFN+17].
The main workflow of our regression test case selection approach is depicted in Fig-
ure 6.5. We distinguish three main phases: Data Preparation, Data Selection and
Test Case Selection and Execution. We explain the details of these three phases in
the following.
6.2.1 Data Preparation
Before our test case selection technique can be applied, the available data has to
be analyzed. Based on the black-box data artifacts gathered in software testing,
which we described in Chapter 3.1.2, we introduce the input data for our regression
test case selection technique and define objective functions to be optimized using a
GA. Based on the available input data, we introduce the mathematical descriptions
of seven black-box objectives, which we defined for black-box regression test case
selection of software versions [LFN+17].
Data Extraction and Preparation
Available Data. Due to our restriction to black-box data, we assume that the
artifacts defined in Chapter 3.1.2 are available in system testing. We do not require
all data to be available. Instead, our test case selection technique is able to handle
different subsets of these artifacts. In addition to the availability of system-testing
related data, i.e.,covered requirements, last execution time, revealed failure, failure
priority and average test execution costs, we incorporate risk-related data. Typically,
risk information is gathered early in software projects to prioritize aspects in testing
based on the risk of requirements [FHBM12]. As described in Chapter 5.1, risk is
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Figure 6.5: Multi-Objective Test Case Selection Technique (cf. [LFN+17])
something that can occur to parts of the system and might result in a loss or negative
impact. In the testing context, the risk for an arbitrary risk item t is based upon the
failure probability and the risk impact (cf. Definition 5.1 in Chapter 5.1) [Aml00].
Test Case Selection in Industry. Kasurinen et al. [KTS10] performed a qual-
itative study to assess how test cases are selected in industry. They distinguished
between risk-based and design-based decisions made by experts. Their study re-
vealed, that risk-based selections are favored when testing resources are limited and
products are allowed to change. This supports the assumption of this thesis, that
risk-based information supports regression test case selection in a positive manner
and should be taken into account when performing selections. However, search-
based testing has not yet focused on risk-based objectives [ELR+14], which is a
novelty of our test case selection technique.
Risk Assessment. In contrast to our risk-based technique for software variants
described in Chapter 5, we do not have model-based or SPL-based risk information
available for versions. Instead, we assume that risk values are provided by system
experts for the of system requirements REQ = {req, . . . , reqn}, where each require-
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ment is linked to at least one system test case tc ∈ T Csys. The risk assignment task
is typically performed manually at the beginning of a software project [FHPB14].
In addition, we assume that the risk impact is defined by the business value of a
requirement and its corresponding functionality or feature. Hence, we define the
failure probability and business importance in context of our test case selection tech-
nique for software versions as follows:
• Failure Probability: To assess the risk of a requirement, we define that result
of the failure probability function fp : REQ → N is the likelihood that a re-
quirement is not fulfilled. The failure probability is defined on a fixed nominal
scale. In this thesis, we consider different scales, e.g., 1 to 5. If non-numerical
values are used, they have to be transformed into a discrete mathematical
representation. As intuition for failure probability, it can be assumed that the
higher the likelihood to fail, the more important is a (re)test of the respective
requirement.
• Business Importance: Besides the probability of failure, we also assume to
know about the business importance bimp : REQ → N of requirements. This
value represents the importance of a requirement in terms of a financial and
economical standpoint. Similar to the failure probability, business importance
is defined on a fixed nominal scale, which can differ depending on the domain or
system under test (SUT). Test cases which cover highly relevant requirements
should be retested with a higher probability than test cases for unimportant
functionalities.
Example 6.5: Assessing Risk of Requirements
To assess the importance of requirements in risk-based testing, two-
dimensional risk matrices are computed [XSWS09]. Figure 6.6 shows an ex-
ample for a risk matrix. Given the two dimensions business importance and
failure probability, we can arrange items in the matrix according to the risk
values. In the example, four requirements A, B, C and D are shown. If we
assume that the two dimensions represent two objectives to be maximized by
a search-based algorithm, requirement D is of the highest priority followed by
A and C. Hence, test cases related to these requirements should be favored
compared to test cases which are related to requirement D.
Based on the available data in system testing including the described risk-related
information, we define seven different black-box objective functions. They are used
as optimization goals of the genetic algorithm applied to the test case selection
problem for black-box testing.
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Objective Function Definition
We define seven different objective functions to be optimized by a GA to realize
the multi-objective regression test case selection [LFN+17]. In general, we aim to
find a test set TS ⊆ T C which contains test cases which are likely to find a failure.
Thus, our defined objectives represent different selection criteria for test cases. In
the following, each objective is described in isolation as the objectives are freely
combinable and do not depend on each other. This makes our regression test case
selection approach very flexible. We do not normalize the objective functions, as we
assume that we either want them to be the largest possible value (maximization) or
the minimal possible value (minimization). The desired optimization goal is stated
in the name of the objective, e.g., Minimize Test Set Size. The optimization is
performed by a genetic algorithm which receives these functions as input for search-
based optimization.
Minimize Test Set Size. Intuitively, test case selection aims to reduce the
number of executed test cases in regression testing. Thus, solutions generated by
the GA should contain less test cases than the overall number of applicable test
cases. Therefore, we introduce the Minimize Test Set Size objective, with the goal
to achieve a small number of test cases in a test set TS ⊆ T Csys. Naturally, if given
enough time the minimization of the objective function fitminsize : P(T Csys) → N
reduces the number of test cases in a test set TS up to a point where no test cases
are left, i.e., TS = ∅. Hence, we argue that this particular objective should not be
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used in isolation to avoid empty test sets. Consequently, the objective should be
used as companion for other optimization objectives to achieve an actual selection
of test cases, while fulfilling other objectives which require the presence of regression
test cases, i.e., TS 6= ∅.
Definition 6.1: Minimize Test Set Objective
Let T Csys be the set of system test cases.
We define the fitness function fitminsize : P(T Csys) → N to reduce the number
of test cases in a test set TS ⊆ T Csys as:
fitminsize(TS) = |TS|
Maximize Requirements Coverage. Testing against a definition of coverage
criteria supports suitable testing strategies [ZHM97, AO08]. While code coverage
can be applied in white-box testing, one prominent black-box coverage criterion is
requirements coverage [WRHM06]. As requirements traceability is available in the
context of this thesis (cf. Chapter 3.1.2), we assume to maximize the requirements
coverage as objective to be optimized for regression test case selection. Hence, we
formalize a fitness function fitmaxreq : P(T Csys) → N to be maximized. It sums the
requirements Reqtc up, which are linked to each selected test case tc ∈ TS ⊆ T Csys.
The higher the number of covered requirements, the better is the test set suited to
achieve a good requirements coverage of the SUT. Using the Maximize Requirements
Coverage objective in isolation leads to large test set sizes, as they achieve a high
requirements coverage. When combined with the minimal test set objective, test
cases gain a higher priority which cover more than one requirement at once. The
objective combination resembles an intuitive way to increase coverage with less effort
compared to a retest-all scenario.
Definition 6.2: Maximize Requirements Coverage Objective
Let Reqtc ⊆ REQ be the set of requirements linked to a system test case
tc ∈ T Csys.
We define the fitness function fitmaxreq : P(T Csys)→ N to maximize the num-
ber of unique requirements covered by a test set TS ⊆ T Csys as:
fitmaxreq(TS) =
|TS|∑
i=1
|{Reqtci | tci ∈ TS}|
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Maximize Failure Revealing History. Regression testing is concerned with
the test of already tested parts of a system and examines their compliance to the
specification [ERS10]. Another aspect of regression testing is failure retesting, i.e.,
verify that bug fixes for previously found failures have the desired effect. The func-
tion FRev : T Csys → P(F) returns the revealed failures fail ∈ F for a test case
tc ∈ T C. We assume that traceability between test cases and their revealed failures
is provided. Thus, we are able to ensure that test cases which previously revealed
failures are selected with a higher probability than test cases without a positive fail-
ure history. Furthermore, test cases which have revealed more failures than others
might be more valuable in finding new failures. Also, important failures are more
important for retesting than those with low impact on the system. For each fail-
ure, a failure priority value is returned by the function prio : F → N as described
in Chapter 3.1.2. Hence, we define a fitness function fit failureHistory : P(T Csys) → N
which measures the number of failures revealed in the past by a test set TS ⊆ T Csys.
To this end, we sum the priority values of all failures revealed by all test cases in
a test set. A combination of this objective with the minimization objective reveals
small test sets which have a high number of previously successful test cases. This
supports failure retesting.
Definition 6.3: Maximize Revealed Failure Coverage Objective
Let F be the set of revealed failures, FRev : T Csys → P(F) the function which
returns the previously revealed failures by a system test case tc ∈ T Csys and
prio : F → N a function returning failure priority for a failure fail ∈ F .
We define the fitness function fit failureHistory : P(T Csys) → N to maximize the
retest of previously revealed failures of a test set TS ⊆ T Csys as follows:
fit failureHistory(TS) =
|TS|∑
i=1
|FRev(tci)|∑
j=1
{prio(failj) | failj ∈ FRev(tci), tci ∈ TS}
Minimize Execution Cost. In regression testing, the retest-all approach is not
feasible if the number of test cases is larger than the available time or resources to
execute them. To guide a test case selection, it is of interest to achieve a high test
coverage in a certain time frame. Hence, the execution cost returned by the function
cost : T Csys → N (cf. Chapter 3.1.2) of test cases is of interest to select fast executed
test cases. We use the costs to formulate the fitness function fitmincost : P(T Csys)→
N, which summarizes the costs of all test cases within a test set TS ⊆ T Csys.
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Definition 6.4: Minimize Execution Costs Objective
Let cost : T Csys → N be the function which returns the cost of a system test
case tc ∈ T Csys.
We define a fitness function fitmincost : PT Csys) → N to minimize the cost of
test executions of a test set TS ⊆ T Csys to be minimized as follows:
fitmincost(TS) =
|TS|∑
j=1
{cost(tcj) | tcj ∈ TS}
Maximize Last Test Case Execution. Even though the effectiveness of test
cases is unknown a priori, testers aim to execute every test case at least once in
the product life-cycle. This ensures a full coverage of all requirements under the
assumption that each requirement is linked to at least one test case. In addition,
test cases which have not been executed for a long time might be able to produce
new failure findings due to changes in the system. Hence, we introduce a fitness
function fit lastexec : P(T Csys) → N, which computes the time since the test cases in
a selected test set have been executed. The longer the last execution has been due,
the higher the priority of the corresponding test case. To reduce the computational
complexity to optimize this objective, we use a predefined nominal scale to represent
the time frame as shown in Table 3.3 in Chapter 3.1.2. Formally, the function
lastExec : T Csys → [1, 7] = {x ∈ N | 1 ≤ x ≤ 7} returns the last execution date
for each test case. According to our scale, the lowest priority is given to test cases
executed in the last week as we assume that new software versions are not released
more often than once a week. The second-highest priority is given to test cases which
have not been executed for more than 90 days. The highest value is given to test
cases, which have never been executed within a project’s life-cycle. We assume that
these test cases should receive a special treatment in order to achieve a high test
coverage within a project’s life-cycle by executing every test case at least once over
the course of a project. This also ensures that each requirement is tested at least
once, assuming that each requirement is linked to at least one test case. Combining
this feature with the Maximize Requirements Coverage objective reduces the amount
of redundancy between test cases while focusing on never executed test cases which
are linked to many requirements.
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Definition 6.5: Last Test Case Execution
Let lastExec : T Csys → [1, 7] = {x ∈ N | 1 ≤ x ≤ 7} be the function which
returns the date of last execution for a system test case tc ∈ T Csys.
We define the fitness function fit lastexec : P(T Csys) → N to maximize the last
test execution for a test set TS ⊆ T Csys as:
fit lastexec(TS) =
|TS|∑
j=1
{lastExec(tcj) | tcj ∈ TS}
Maximize Failure-Probability of Requirements. Based on the notion of
risk-based testing, we aim to maximize the coverage of requirements with a high
failure-probability [FS14]. The function fp : REQ → N returns the predefined failure
probability for a given requirement req ∈ REQ (cf. Chapter 6.2.1). This ensures
that functionality with a high likelihood to fail is tested with a higher priority than
other functionality. Thus, we introduce the fitness function fit fprob : P(T Csys) → N
to maximize the covered requirements’ failure probabilities. The failure probability
is defined by a fixed nominal scale, as described in Chapter 6.2.1. The minimize test
set size or minimize execution cost objectives have to be added to perform a test
case selection.
Definition 6.6: Maximize Failure Probability Objective
Let T Csys be the set of system test cases, Reqtc ⊆ REQ the set of linked
requirements for a test case tc and fp : REQ → N the function which returns
the failure probability for a requirement req ∈ REQ.
We define the fitness function fit fprob : P(T Csys)→ N to maximize the overall
failure probability of linked requirements in a test set TS ⊆ T Csys as follows:
fit fprob(TS) =
|TS|∑
j=1
|Reqtcj |∑
k=1
{fp(reqk) | reqk ∈ Reqtcj}
Maximize Business Relevance of Requirements. Similar to the maximiza-
tion of failure probabilities, risk-based testing also focuses on the business rele-
vance of requirements, i.e., the resulting impact of a failure of a particular require-
ment [Aml00]. In this thesis, we assume that a business relevance value can be
assigned to each requirement, defined as bimp : REQ → N. The business relevance
might resemble the importance of the requirement to the stakeholders or to the over-
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all functionality of the system. If the business relevance information is available, we
are able to use an objective which aims to maximize this value for a set of test cases.
Consequently, we formally introduce a fitness function fitBR : P(T Csys)→ N, which
aims to maximize the sum of business values of all linked requirements within a test
set, leading to a high overall business importance of the test set.
Definition 6.7: Maximize Business Relevance Objective
Let Reqtc ⊆ REQ be the set of requirements linked to a system test case
tc ∈ T Csys and bimp : REQ → N the function to retrieve the business
relevance of a requirement req ∈ REQ.
We define the the fitness function fitBR : P(T Csys)→ N to maximize business
relevance for a test set TS ⊆ T Csys as:
fitBR(TS) =
|TS|∑
j=1
|Reqtcj |∑
k=1
{bimp(reqk) | reqk ∈ Reqtcj}
Combining the failure probability and business relevance-related objectives yields
a risk-based testing approach [Aml00]. A current survey in risk-based testing shows
that this is the first time that risk-based objectives are used for regression testing
in search-based testing of black-box software versions [ELR+14].
6.2.2 Data Selection
Based on the introduced seven objective functions O = {o1, . . . , o7} (cf. Chap-
ter 6.2.1), we are able to perform a black-box regression test case selection based
on GAs. In order to perform a regression test case selection using the defined data
and objectives, the user has to decide which system test cases are used as input
test universe T Csys = {tc1, . . . , tcn} and which objectives Oselected =⊆ O are to be
applied to achieve a test case selection for a set of system test cases. Of course, if
more objectives are defined and applicable, these can be included as well, e.g., to
also support white-box testing.
We extracted three main factors which influence the selection of the input test
case universe:
• Applicability of test cases: A test case selection should only be performed on
test cases which are applicable to the current version of the SUT. Certain
features might not be ready for testing and, thus, corresponding test cases can
not be executed and should not be considered as input. Older test cases might
be obsolete due to feature changes within the project life-cycle.
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• Features under test: Regression testing might focus on certain features of the
system and, thus, only corresponding test cases should be considered as input
for a selection. This is a software project specific criterion.
• Number of available test cases: If there exists a large number of system test
cases applicable to the current software version, it might be useful to preselect
a subset of test cases to reduce the computational overhead and exclude test
cases of less importance. This requires expert knowledge.
Alongside the initial selection of test cases used as input for our test case selection
approach, a set of objectives has to be chosen as well. Due to our multi-objective
approach we are able to select i objectives out of all objectives O (i ∈ N, 1 ≤ i ≤ 7)
used as optimization criteria for test case selection. This allows for a very dynamic
and flexible test case selection technique as objectives can be selected based on the
availability of the respective data.
6.2.3 Test Case Selection and Execution
GA and Objective Selection. Based on defined objectives and available data,
we execute our multi-objective regression test case selection for black-box software
versions. We use a multi-objective genetic algorithm as more than one objective is
optimized at once [KCS06]. Several genetic algorithms exist [SP94, Coe00]. While
their underlying technology might differ, our test case selection approach is not
necessarily restricted to a specific technique or genetic algorithms, as long as the
chosen technique is suited to solve several optimization objectives at once. Using
a multi-objective GA, we are able to apply a subset of objectives Oselected ⊆ O
with O = {o1, . . . , o7} being the set of all objectives defined in this thesis, i.e.,
in case of this thesis, O contains the seven defined objectives in Chapter 6.2.1.
Applying the objectives using a GA for a set of test cases leads to a regression
test case selection. In addition, a suitable stop criterion has to be selected for
the GA execution. We described some basic techniques earlier (cf. Chapter 6.1).
However, finding a sufficient stop criterion is non-trivial [SCPB04], which makes it
hard to make suggestions. In any case, there should be sufficient number (>1,000)
of iterations to ensure that a GA has enough time to find suitable solutions.
Terminology. In our test case selection approach, each individual of the pop-
ulation represents a test set. Individuals are represented as bit-vectors. Each bit
corresponds to a distinct test case of the set of all system test cases T Csys, i.e., a
gene represents a single test case. In particular, a gene with a value of 0 represents
that the corresponding test case is not selected in the current test set, while a value
of 1 indicates that the test case is present. This allows to easily add and remove
test cases using mutation and crossover operators. While we do not restrict our
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test case selection technique to certain operators, we restrict the types of allowed
operations. Mutation and crossover operators shall not switch gene positions, which
would result in a prioritization. Instead, operators change the value of genes, i.e., we
use bitflip-mutations to represent adding and removing of test cases. Hence, each
individual has the same length.
If all required GA parameters and operators are defined and configured, the GA
is applied to select test cases based upon the chosen objectives. Coping with a range
of objectives, algorithms and operators makes our test case selection approach very
flexible. In particular, the extensibility of our test case selection approach has to
be highlighted, as a GA basically builds a framework which can be extended using
additional objectives, e.g., white-box-based objectives.
Selecting a Pareto Optimal Test Set. The result of a multi-objective
GA is a set of Pareto optimal solutions [DPAM02, KCS06]. Let the function
optimize : P(O) → P(T Csys) return the set of Pareto optimal solutions by ap-
plying the genetic algorithm for a set of objectives Oselected ∈ O. In case of our
test case selection approach, the result of applying a set of selected objectives
Oselected returns a set of Pareto-optimal test sets TSPareto = {TS1, . . . , TSn} such
that {∀TS ∈ TSPareto | TS ⊆ P(T Csys) ∧ TS ∈ optimize(Oselected)} holds. Each of
these test sets is different, but fulfills the optimization goals equally well, being not
Pareto dominated by any other test set, i.e., no objective can be improved without
deteriorating another objective. The number of Pareto-optimal test sets depends on
the selected objectives Oselected and input data, but does not exceed the population
size used in the GA as each individual represents one (Pareto-optimal) solution.
Usually, only a subset of the solutions is Pareto-optimal.
For test case selection, only one of the Pareto-optimal test sets is selected and
executed. Hence, an expert has to decide which Pareto-optimal test set is used as
representative. The selection is based on different criteria, the most important being
the size of the test sets. Other criteria might be focused on the optimized objectives,
e.g., when one objective is of higher priority to the project than others.
Example 6.6: Selecting a Pareto-optimal Test Set
Assume that the GA has generated a set of Pareto-optimal solutions explained
in Example 6.1. For this example, let us assume that the following two ob-
jectives have been selected: Minimize Test Set Size and Maximize Business
Relevance. Thus, each individual (i.e., dot) represents a test set. In Figure 6.2,
the Pareto front contains seven test sets, which are equally well suited solu-
tion to the given optimization problem. However, for testing the tester might
make the final decision of which test set to select based on the size of the test
sets as it differs heavily between solution candidates.
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Executing Test Cases. Once a Pareto-optimal test set is selected, the contained
set of test cases TSselected is executed. Compared to test case prioritization, test case
selection requires an execution of all test cases contained in the test set as all are
of equal priority [YH07b]. We assume that test cases are executed manually as
we focus on system-testing [Sne07]. Failures, which are captured in this phase are
reported in a test management system and linked to the revealing test cases to
enable traceability for future GA applications. This influences future selections,
leading to new Pareto-optimal solutions. After all test cases have been executed, a
new selection for upcoming versions can be performed.
6.3 Evaluation
In this section, we describe two research questions which guide the evaluation, the
subject systems to which the approach has been applied to, our evaluation imple-
mentation and methodology and we present and explain the results we obtained. In
addition, we present potential threats to validity.
6.3.1 Research Questions
To assess the feasibility and suitability of our test case selection technique, we for-
mulate two research questions to be answered in our evaluation:
RQ1: How suitable is our test case selection approach to solve the multi-objective
black-box regression test case selection problem? Test case selection aims to
identify important test cases. In case of this thesis, we aim to select test cases
which have a high likelihood to reveal new failures. Hence, we measure the
effectiveness of our test case selection technique in terms of precision and recall.
To assess the suitability of our test case selection, we compare the results to a
random test case selection and the retest-all approach.
RQ2: How efficient and adaptable is our regression test case selection technique,
i.e., is it is applicable to incomplete artifacts? We aim to present an efficient
and flexible test case selection technique that is applicable to different black-
box subject systems, objectives and, thus, available input data for testing. We
measure how efficient the execution of our test case selection approach is. In
addition, we execute combinations of objectives and evaluate if they lead to
statistically significant results.
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6.3.2 Subject Systems
We apply our test case selection approach for software versions to two different
subject systems for evaluation, which are explained in the following.
Body Comfort System. The Body Comfort System (BCS) case study has
been described in detail in Chapter 3.2. To test software versions, we apply our test
case selection techniques to the artifacts described in Chapter 3.2.2 [LLLS12]. The
system-level artifacts have been defined by students with background knowledge
about BCS. For our evaluation, we manually assigned risk-values for the provided
system requirements. A total of seven failures have been seeded for the system-level
test cases, linked to one test case each (cf. Chapter 3.2). As BCS is a academic
system, we did not execute the system for actual testing, but retrieved the failure
information from previous years, where students implemented the system on actual
hardware. BCS does not provide actual test execution times or information about
last test executions.
Industrial Data. An industrial real-life case study has been provided by an
partner in the automotive industry. It comprises more than 5, 000 test cases, 5, 000
requirements and 2, 500 faults. All assets are provided in natural language and
additional meta-data. Test cases are executed manually. The data is provided
in the test management tool HP Quality Center (QC)1. Traceability between
the different artifacts is not always provided. The data has been collected during
a span of several years by different system experts and, thus, represents a real life
representative for data encountered in complex software projects. For the evaluation
of our multi-objective test case selection approach we manually selected a subset of
577 test cases. These test cases revealed a total of 34 failures in previous executions.
The industrial data set does not contain any risk-related information for test cases.
6.3.3 Implementation
Prototype. Out test data is provided in HP QC. We have access to requirements,
test cases and failures. We prototyped our test case selection technique to perform
the evaluation. The prototype extracts data from QC and transforms it into a
binary representation (cf. Chapter 6.2.3). Our prototype is based on the jMetal-
framework [DN11]. This framework supports a wide variety of different genetic
algorithms and operators. We selected the NSGA-II algorithm, a standard GA
implementation to evaluate our test case selection technique [DPAM02]. In addition,
we implemented the different GA phases based on certain operators provided by
framework. These operators as well as their configuration used for evaluation are
1QC is part of HP Application Lifecycle Management, Website: http://www8.hp.com/uk/en/
software-solutions/application-lifecycle-management.html, Date: April 11th 2017
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Table 6.1: Configuration of applied NSGA-II Operators
GA Phase Applied Operator Configuration
Number of Iterations - Number = 5,000
Initial Population Random Selection Size = 100
Encoding Binary Length = |TC|
Selection Binary Tournament -
Crossover HUX-Crossover Chance = 0.9
Mutation Bitflip-Mutation Chance = 1|TC|
shown in Table 6.1. Both, operators and configurations of the algorithm have been
chosen according to the given problem, i.e., test set selection. As explained in
Chapter 6.2.3, crossover and mutation operators are limited to those applicable to
the problem of regression test case selection, i.e., in case of this thesis genes are not
switched, but their value is swapped between 0 and 1. We implemented operators
which supported the optimization problem and have been available in jMetal.
Applied Operators. For data representation of test cases, we use bit vectors.
A 0 represents a test cases that has not been selected and 1 means that the corre-
sponding test case is selected. Thus, we can use bit-flip mutation operators to either
select or remove a test case. Each individual has an average chance of one flip per
mutation, i.e., one test case is added or removed on average.
We use the Half Uniform Crossover Scheme (HUX) to generate new offspring in
the crossover phase [Mit96]. The offspring will probably adopt half of both parents’
genes. However, the probability of inheriting a gene is computed anew for each
gene of the parents. The distribution with which bits are selected from a parent is
random, but with the chance of 50% for each gene to be from one particular parent.
We select the best individuals using a binary tournament selection implementation
in jMetal, which is based on the binary tournament selection used for NSGA-II
[DPAM02] (i.e., we use the BinaryTournament2 2 class provided in jMetal). In a
binary tournament selection, two randomly chosen individuals compete against each
other in terms of their fitness.
As we are interested in Pareto-optimal solutions, diversity of results is also a de-
sired effect to avoid nearly identical solutions [TKK96]. To this end, the chosen bi-
nary tournament selection also applies a crowded-comparison procedure [DPAM02]
to guarantee a high diversity among solutions. Therefore, the crowding-distance of
2Official jMetal API entry: http://jmetal.sourceforge.net/javadoc/jmetal/operators/
selection/BinaryTournament2.html, date: April 11th 2017
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Table 6.2: Confusion Matrix - Prediction vs. Outcome
Predicted: Positive Predicted: Negative
Actual: Positive True Positive False Negative
Actual: Negative False Positive True Negative
individuals is computed, which is a density measure of solutions in the neighbor-
hood of the corresponding individuals [DPAM02]. The winner of each tournament
is selected for the population of the next iteration of the GA. Thus, we select the
50% of the individuals for the following GA phases.
The population size on which the operators are applied is set to 100 individuals.
This value has shown good results in the literature and has been identified as a
standard value for GA [RFP13]. The number of iterations has been set to 5,000 to
ensure that good Pareto optimal solutions are found. This is also the stop criterion.
6.3.4 Methodology
For each of the two subject systems, we assess the quality of our test case selection
technique to answer the two research questions defined in Chapter 6.3.1.
Applied Objectives. We measure the effectiveness, efficiency and applicability
of our test case selection approach using all possible objective combinations based on
the seven objectives defined in Chapter 6.2.1. Of the available seven objectives, the
minimize test set size objective has always been selected. This is done to realize an
actual selection of test cases. Two other objectives have been applied to both subject
systems: Maximize requirements coverage and Maximize Failure History. Both risk-
based objectives Maximize Failure Probability and Maximize Business Relevance
have only been applied to BCS as the required information is not available for
our industry data. The Minimize Execution Cost and Maximize Last Test Case
Execution objectives have been applied to industry data only as the information was
not available for BCS due to artificially seeded failures. Therefore, we performed
24−1 = 15 combinations of objectives for each system, each including the Minimize
Execution Cost objective. As GAs are non-deterministic, we repeated our evaluation
ten times to prevent statistical bias. All results presented in the following are the
average values of these ten repetitions.
Quality Metrics. Different metrics are used to answer the effectiveness of our
test case selection. To assess the quality of the results of our test case selection
technique, we examine the test case selection according to the confusion matrix and
derived metrics [Faw06]. Table 6.2 shows a simple confusion matrix.
In case of this thesis, a positive prediction corresponds to a test case which is
selected, i.e., it is suspected that the test case reveals a failure when executed. In
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contrast, predicting a negative value for a test case leads to not selecting the test
case. While true positives and true negatives are the desired output of a classification
technique (cf. Table 6.2), false positives are favored compared to false negatives. This
is due the fact, that a false negative prediction indicates that a failure finding test
case has not been selected, i.e., the corresponding failure is not revealed. False
positives do not reveal a failure, but they increase the number of test cases to be
executed by the tester. This reduces efficiency, but increases test coverage. Based
on the confusion matrix, we assess the selection quality with the following metrics:
precision, recall and F-score [GG05].
Precision. This thesis aims to identify test cases which have a high likelihood
to reveal failures. Precision measures the ratio of failure revealing test cases out of
the set T CF ⊆ T C, which have been selected in a test set TS ⊆ T C.
Definition 6.8: Precision metric
Let T CF ⊆ T Csys the set of failure revealing system test cases.
We define the precision function precision : P(T C) × P(T C) → R for a test
set TS ⊆ T Csys based on ratio of failure revealing test cases as follows:
precision(TS, T CF ) = |T CF ∩ TS||TS|
Recall. Recall measures how many of the overall failure finding test cases T CF ⊆
T Csys have been selected in a test set TS ⊆ T Csys. The more failure revealing test
cases are selected, the higher is the recall value. This metric is of theoretical nature
as it is only observable if all failures in the system are known a priori. In case of
this thesis, failures are known for both subject systems in the evaluation and, thus,
the metric is applicable.
Definition 6.9: Recall metric
Let T CF ⊆ T Csys the set of failure revealing system test cases.
We define the recall function recall : P(T Csys)× P(T Csys)→ R for a test set
TS ⊆ T Csys based on number of selected failure finding test cases as follows:
recall(TS, T CF ) = |T CF ∩ TS||T CF |
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F-Score. To give an overview of precision and recall of a test set we compute the
F-score. It aggregates both precision and recall. We use this metric to assess the
statistical significance of different Pareto fronts and result distributions of our test
case selection technique. The higher the F-score, the more failures have been found
(due to high recall), using only a small subset of all test cases, i.e., selecting test
cases which actually reveal failures (due to high precision). High recall and precision
are the goals of a good test case selection [RH94, ERS10].
Definition 6.10: F-score metric
Let T CF ⊆ T Csys be the set of failure revealing system test cases,
precision : P(T C) × P(T C) → R the precision of a test set and
recall : P(T C)× P(T C)→ R the recall of a test set.
We define the F-score function FScore : P(T C) × P(T C) → R for a test set
TS ⊆ T Csys based on its precision and recall as follows:
FScore(TS, T CF ) = 2· precision(TS, T CF )· recall(TS, T CF )
precision(TS, T CF ) + recall(TS, T CF )
Realization of Random Selection. We compare our test case selection against
a random selection. To ensure a fair comparison, we create several random selections.
In particular, for each Pareto-optimal test set derived by applying our test case
selection technique, we create 100 random test sets. These randomly generated test
sets are of the same size as the Pareto-optimal solutions for which they are generated.
We measure the average precision, recall and F-score for these 100 random test sets
to compare these results to our test case selection technique. We also compare our
test case selection approach to retest-all, for which we assume to execute each test
case for each subject system.
Example 6.7: Creating Random Test Sets
Assume two Pareto optimal test sets TS1 and TS2 generated by the multi-
objective test case selection. Further assume that |TS1| = 23 and |TS2| =
42. To compare their quality to a random selection, we create 100 test sets
containing 23 randomly selected test cases as comparison for TS1 and 100
random test sets of size 42 for TS2. Afterwards, we compute the average
precision, recall and F-score for each group of 100 random test sets.
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Figure 6.7: Aggregated Precision Values for BCS
6.3.5 Results and Discussion
We answer both research questions in the following, using results obtained by ap-
plying our test case selection technique to both subject systems.
RQ1: How suitable is our test case selection approach to solve the multi-
objective black-box test case selection problem?
To answer the first research question, we assess the effectiveness of our test case
selection in terms of failure finding quality.
Precision Values for BCS. We measure precision of our selection technique for
15 different objective combinations for BCS. In total, seven failures have been seeded
to be found, thus, about 5% of test cases reveal failures. A bar chart showing the
precision values of the combinations of the four objectives Maximize Requirements
Coverage (RC), Maximize Failure History (FH), Maximize Business Relevance (BR)
and Maximize Failure Probability (FP) in addition to the mandatory Minimize Test
Set Size (TSS) objective. The bar chart shows the resulting score on the Y-axis and
the combinations leading to these scores on the X-axis. The presented results are
the averages of ten repetitions of the GA, aggregating the precision of the computed
Pareto-optimal solutions for each objective combination.
The bar chart shows that the overall obtained precision is low. This is due the
fact, that only a small subset of failures can be found in the system. In average,
test sets contain about 50% of all test cases, i.e., there is still a considerable number
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Figure 6.8: Aggregated Recall Values for BCS
of test cases compared to all failures in the system (cf. Appendix B for precise test
set sizes). The highest average precision of 0.12 has been achieved using the BR
objective for BCS in combination with mandatory TSS. In contrast, the FH and
TSS combination did not reveal any failures as the average test set size was only
two test cases, which probably contained test cases with a failure history. For BCS,
each test case only reveals one failure, i.e., the history of a test case was not useful
to find new failures.
Retest-all did not achieve a high precision, as it selected all 127 test cases, only
revealing 7 failures. Thus, the precision value is 0.055 and less than half of the
best achieved precision by our test case selection technique. The random test case
selection performs even worse with an average precision of 0.042. This shows that
our test case selection technique is superior to retest-all and random selection for
BCS in terms of precision as it finds a high amount of failures compared to the
selected test cases.
Recall Values for BCS. We measure the recall of our test case selection com-
pared to the random selection and retest-all. The recall values obtained for the 15
different objective combinations as well as random and retest-all selection strategies
are shown in Figure 6.8.
By definition, the retest-all approach achieves the best recall value of exactly 1 as
it selects all test cases, i.e., it inevitably selects all test cases which will find a failure.
Our multi-objective selection is able to achieve an recall value greater than 0.7 for
three objective combinations: {TSS,BR, TSS}, {FH,BR} and {TSS,RC,BR}.
It is evident that the business relevance objective has a positive impact and is present
in all three combinations. This shows the relevance of risk-related objectives in re-
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Figure 6.9: Aggregated Precision Values for Industry Data
gression testing. Again, the worst result is achieved by the {TSS, FH} combination
as it does not reveal any failures in the particular scenario and, thus, leads to a
recall value of 0. The random test case selection achieves an insufficient average
recall value of 0.39.
The results show that our selection technique was able to improve precision and
recall values compared to a random approach. Precision has also been improved
compared to retest-all, while the optimal recall value is not achieved.
Precision Values for Industry Data. Analogue to BCS, we compare the
precision of the different objective combinations executed on industry data. Results
are shown in Figure 6.9 as bar chart. The highest precision value of 0.056 has been
achieved using the {TSS ,RC} objective combination. This precision is lower than
the precision of the retest-all approach, which achieves a precision value of 0.059. In
contrast, the random selection only leads to a precision of 0.034. Looking at the bar
chart in Figure 6.9, it is noticeable that combinations using the Maximize Failure
History (FH) objective have inferior precision values. Again, this is due the fact
that each test case was linked only to one failure and, thus, did not reveal any new
failures when selected. However, selecting and executing test cases which revealed
failures in the past is still important for regression testing to ensure bug fixes.
Recall Values for Industry Data. We evaluated the recall values for the
different objective combinations for industry data. The resulting aggregated values
of all Pareto solutions for each objective combination are shown in Figure 6.10.
There are many close contenders for the best recall values for industry data. The
highest value is achieved using the four objectives Oselected = {TSS, FH,RC,LE}.
This combination leads to a recall value of 0.472. Random selection is able to achieve
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Figure 6.10: Aggregated Recall Values for Industry Data
a value of 0.453. Analogue to BCS, retest-all achieves the best possible value of 1,
as it selects all test cases and finds all failures eventually. This shows that the
selection of more than two objectives can improve the test case selection quality,
i.e., a many-objective approach supports black-box test case selection.
Discussion of Applicability. Our test case selection technique was able to im-
prove precision and recall compared to a random approach for BCS and industry
data. While the retest-all approach obtains the optimal recall value, it lacks in terms
of precision, which becomes especially evident for BCS, where our test case selec-
tion technique outperformed retest-all in this regard. For real-world data, retest-all
achieves a slightly better precision. However, retest-all is flawed as it requires the
execution of all test cases to achieve these values. In contrast, our test case selection
is able to reduce the number of test cases to be executed by more than 50%. A
detailed overview of the test set sizes for all objective combinations for BCS and
industry data, is shown in Figures B.1 and B.2 in Appendix B.
Consequently, our test case selection technique is able to either outperform or
achieve a similar selection quality as both, random selection and retest-all for both
subject systems. In addition, our regression test case selection approach reduces
the test set size significantly compared to all test cases, which makes it superior
compared to a random or retest-all testing approach.
Pareto Front Distribution. To gain more insight in the actual results of our
regression test case selection technique, we analyze the best Pareto solutions for
both, BCS and industry data. For BCS, the best objective combination {TSS,BR}
is used. To assess the quality of Pareto optimal solutions, we compute the F-scores
for each Pareto-optimal test set generated by the best objective combination. For
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Figure 6.11: Distribution of Test Set Size and F-Score for Best Pareto Front for
Industry Data (Oselected = {TSS,RC})
two or more objectives to be optimized, the Pareto Front usually consisted of 100
individuals. We are interested in how the test set size of Pareto solutions correlates
with the test sets quality in terms of F-score and if there is a sweet spot achieving
the best results. We show the Pareto front of the {TSS,RC} objective combination
for industry data in Figure 6.11, which constitutes the best overall result. The x-axis
constitutes the test set size and the ordinate represents the achieved F-score.
As shown, the smallest test set size is about 140 of the 577 test cases and the
largest Pareto-optimal test set comprises nearly 260 test cases. The differences in
F-score are large between different Pareto solutions. The best solution achieves an
F-score of 0.16, whereas the worst only achieves an F-score value of 0.07. We are
able to observe that the best solutions are grouped around 25−35% of the total test
set size. This concludes that our regression test case selection approach performs
best compared to retest-all as it reduces the number of test cases but keeps the
selection quality similarly high.
For BCS, an overview of the solutions is given in Figure B.3 in Appendix B. We
observe a similar distribution of Pareto-optimal test sets, with an optimum around
30% of selected test cases.
RQ2: How efficient and adaptable is our regression test case selection tech-
nique, i.e., is it is applicable to incomplete artifacts?
We answer the second research question regarding the efficiency and applicability
of our test case selection technique in the following, using both subject systems.
First, we examine if our test case selection technique is efficient enough to be ap-
plied to different types of systems in recurring regression testing scenarios. Second,
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Table 6.3: Average Computation Times of Test Case Selection
BCS Industry
Test Cases (|T Csys|) 127 577
Random 0.25 ms 3.8 ms
Fastest Comp. Time 150 ms ({FH}) 300 ms ({FH})
Average Comp.Time 195 ms 9,200 ms
Longest Comp. Time 255 ms ({FH,RC,BR,FP}) 18,500 ms ({FH,RC,LE,EC})
we apply the technique using the incomplete data, i.e., we perform all objective
combinations and assess, if they produce statistically significant output.
Assessing Test Case Selection Efficiency. We investigate the efficiency of
our test case selection approach. If our test case selection is too computationally
expensive, it is not suited to be applied to real-world software testing projects.
Thus, we measure the time it takes to compute random orders and the time it takes
to perform our test case selection technique and compare the results. We do not
measure the manual test case selection duration as it is very subjective and time-
consuming. Table 6.3 shows the measured computation times of the different test
case selection approaches for both subject systems.
The results indicate that both, the random and our test case selection technique
are very efficient. Due to its simplistic nature, the random approach is the fastest in
computing test sets with an average computation time of 0.25 ms for BCS and 3.8 ms
for industrial data. Still, our test case selection technique is able to achieve a high
efficiency, requiring 195 ms on average to find the Pareto optimal solutions for BCS
and 9,200 ms for real-world data. The fastest computation is achieved using single
objectives, in particular the Failure History (FH) with 150 ms for BCS and only 300
ms for industry data. Analogous, the more objective the optimization comprises,
the longer the GA takes to find a solution. While the differences in computation
time for BCS are small (max = 255 ms), the longest computation for industry data
takes 18,500 ms to finish. While the test set optimization for industrial data takes
about 50 times longer than for BCS, the input size is only about three times as large.
We cannot fully explain the large differences, but assume that the optimization of
larger individual sizes increase the complexity of the GA optimization. The basic
runtime of a GA is O(n· pop), where n is the number of iterations chosen and pop
the size of the population as each individual is manipulated (several times) in each
iteration. This is the same for both case studies as we applied the same GA with
the same number of iterations (5,000) and the same population size (100). One clue
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for the differences in efficiency are the applied objectives. For industry data, we
applied the Maximize Last Execution and Minimize Test Case Costs objectives, the
latter being a more complex objective than others as it uses no fixed scale as input,
but the actual number of seconds it took a test case to be executed.
Despite the differences in computation times, we argue that our test case selection
technique is still very efficient as the overall computation for real-world data only
takes mere seconds using up to five different objectives.
Statistical Significance Test. To ensure our test case selection techniques ap-
plicability to incomplete data, we execute the GA using all combinations of available
objectives for both subject systems. To assess the flexibility of our test case selection
technique, we analyze if the different results obtained by the objective combinations
are statistically significant. Therefore, we perform the Mann-Whitney-U test on the
result distributions of the objective combinations [MW47]. We apply this particular
test as the distribution of all possible data samples is unknown [RG99]. We ana-
lyze the different result distributions of each objective combination with each other
combination to compute the probability that two different objective combinations
lead to the same underlying distribution. To compute the resulting p-values, we
perform a total of 105 tests for each of the two subject systems. We aim to identify
if combinations exist, which are likely to generate the same result distribution, i.e.,
there is no significant difference between the underlying distributions of the results.
As significance threshold we use the alpha value of 0.05, i.e., distributions, which
are not statistically significant yield a p-value greater than this threshold.
The results of our significance test reveal, that for BCS 98% and for industry data
93% of the combination comparisons are statistical significant, i.e., they result in a p-
value ≤ 0.05. However, there were certain combinations which failed the significance
test. These combinations are listed in Table 6.4 together with the computed p-value.
As the table indicates, only a few comparisons are statistically insignificant. For
BCS, only two comparisons failed the threshold of p ≤ 0.05. For industry data, a
total of seven comparisons led to non-significant distributions between them. Most
of these comparisons contain either the execution cost or last execution time, which
seem to correlate in their result distributions. However, due to the high number
of significantly different distributions in the evaluation (98% for BCS and 93% for
industry data), we argue that our test case selection technique results in different
result distributions depending on the selected objectives. Thus, our search-based
regression test case selection technique is suited to be applied to different software
domains, being able to handle different data input. This makes it more flexible
compared to existing greedy techniques, which are restricted to a fixed set of data.
Summarizing, we argue that our test case selection approach is effective, efficient
and flexible for incomplete data and different software systems.
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Table 6.4: Non-Significant Comparisons of F-Score Distributions
Subject System First Combination Second Combination P-Value
BCS {TSS, EC} {TSS, RC, BR, FP} 0.058{TSS, FH, BR} {TSS, RC, FP} 0.511
Industry Data
{TSS, EC} {TSS, FH, RC, LE} 0.083
{TSS, EC, RC} {TSS, EC, LE} 0.191
{TSS, LE} {TSS, RC, LE} 0.348
{TSS, EC, LE} {TSS, RC, LE} 0.418
{TSS, EC, RC} {TSS, RC, LE} 0.578
{TSS, EC, RC} {TSS, LE} 0.832
{TSS, FH} {TSS, FH, RC} 0.856
TSS = Minimize Test Set Size, EC = Minimize Execution Costs, RC = Maximize Requirements Coverage,
BR = Maximize Business Relevance, FP = Maximize Failure Probability,
LE = Maximize Last Execution, FH = Maximize Failure History
6.3.6 Threats to Validity
Referring to Runeson and Höst [RH09], we identify the following internal and exter-
nal threats to validity for our evaluation of the proposed multi-objective test case
selection for black-box software versions.
Internal Threats to Validity. The random nature of GAs poses an internal
threat to validity as results are non-deterministically computed and outliers can
reduce the confidence in results [Dav87, KCS06]. To tackle this issue, we repeated
our analysis of the multi-objective regression test case selection ten times for two
different subject systems, mitigating the effects of the search-based nature of the
technique. To further increase the confidence in our results, we computed the mean,
standard deviation (SD) and variance between the F-score results of the ten different
repetitions of our test case selection technique. The SD is between 0.011 and 0.021
for industrial data and 0.02− 0.05 for BCS. All measured standard deviation values
are rather low, i.e., our test case selection technique is stable and presenting average
values should mitigate any outliers. The detailed statistical results for both subject
systems are shown in Table B.1 in Appendix B.
Another internal threat to validity is the algorithm we selected for evaluation,
namely NSGA-II. Other GA techniques might scale better using more than two
objectives, i.e., many-objective algorithms could suit the problem better and poten-
tially result in better results [LLTY15]. However, NSGA-II has proven to be a good
solution and is a standard algorithm used for different types of multi-objective opti-
mization problems [SA13]. It has shown promising results for our problem statement
of black-box test case selection.
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External Threats to Validity. One industrial case study is not enough to show
the general applicability of our test case selection technique on real-world systems,
even though our test case selection approach performed well for our industrial subject
system. However, using two different case studies and applying different objectives
and objective combinations shows the flexibility of our test case selection technique.
In addition, the assessment indicates that our test case selection approach is able to
achieve good results for different types of systems. While the risk-based information
was not available in our industrial data, the corresponding objectives have shown
great results for BCS when selected. However, further case studies have to be
performed to assess the potential of risk-based objectives using real-world data. We
did not compare our test case selection technique to existing test case selection
techniques besides random and retest-all as other technique requires either different
data or tools were not available. Future case studies should compare our test case
selection to existing techniques to further assess the quality and applicability of our
black-box test case selection technique.
6.4 Related Work
Search-based software testing (SBST) is a popular research direction, which is con-
cerned with the optimization of testing based on meta-heuristic search techniques
such as genetic algorithms [XES+92, HM10, McM11]. SBST has been adapted into
different aspects of testing due its generic nature, such as structural testing [BSS02],
testing of non-functional system properties [ATF09] or mutation testing [JH08]. In
fact, Harman et al. [HJZ15] notice a polynomial yearly rise in publications in the
field of SBST. As this thesis focuses on regression testing, we examine and present
related work, which uses SBST for regression testing, i.e., selection or prioritization
of test cases. In addition, we inspect techniques that are related in terms of avail-
able data and system-level regression testing. Table 6.5 shows an overview of related
techniques and classifies them according to the type of technique and required input
data. Similar to previous chapters, relevant criteria are marked with ”X”, however,
if the paper does only partially support a data artifact (e.g., only business relevance
but not failure probability for risk) we indicate this using the notation ”(X)”.
Single-Objective Black-Box Test Case Selection. Some of the first and
most prominent black-box test case selection techniques are found in the domain of
model-based testing (MBT) [FvBK+91, FIMN07, NZR09, HAB11]. However, MBT
requires test models (e.g., state machines) which represent the specification of the
system. While these allow for an elegant solution in black-box testing, test models
often do not exist in practice. Hence, we focus on related work which can cope with
black-box data similar to our test case selection approach or use similar approaches,
even though some partially use MBT-related artifacts.
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Chen et al. [CPS02] describe a specification-based test case selection. They as-
sume that a specification is given as UML activity diagram [OMG15]. To select test
cases, they use the risk analysis model presented by Amland [Aml00]. They separate
test cases into two categories, targeted test cases (i.e., execute important require-
ments) and safety test cases (i.e., selected to ensure defined coverage). Compared
to this work, the approach is model-based and does not apply search-based testing
and other meta-data. Chittimalli and Harrold [CH08] introduce a requirements-
based test case selection technique. It takes the criticality of requirements into
account, which is derived by their covered functionality and their complexity. In
contrast to our work, the authors assume to know about changes between programs
porig and the successor pmod . They compute a requirements traceability matrix to
find test cases which are required to cover modified requirements between programs.
The authors evaluated their technique, showing promising results in terms of test
effort reduction. Ekelund and Engström [EE15] present a history-based test case
selection. They extract differences from different test runs and compute regression
testing recommendations. Their Difference Engine tool correlates code with
test cases at package level and, thus, is not solely black-box. Similar to our work,
the authors compute precision and recall and are able to improve testing efficiency
compared to retest-all. Hemmati et al. [HAB13] perform similarity-based test case
selection for model-based testing. The authors found the (1+1) evolutionary algo-
rithm [DJW02] to be the best algorithm for the similarity-based test case selection.
This type of GA restricts the population size to contain only one individual at the
time. The authors also compared different types of selections. The results of their
selection imply that the similarity partition-based technique performs best in terms
of fault detection rate, and that the evolutionary algorithm outperforms a greedy
selection. Compared to our test case selection approach, they focus on similarity-
based testing and use test models as foundation. Herzig et al. [HGCM15] present
THEO, which is a generic test selection technique based on cost models. Their
approach evaluates if the expected costs of test cases exceed a certain threshold
according to available resources. Test cases are skipped if the costs of running a test
case exceed the costs of not executing it. Costs are based on the historical records of
a test case’s failure finding capabilities and the cost to actual run the test case based
on the machines and engineers involved. In contrast to our work, THEO is solely
based on cost models and historical test data. Rogstad et al. [RBT13] present
a selection technique for database applications. They assume black-box knowledge
and apply a similarity-based approach for test case selection. The authors combine
two techniques, classification tree models and similarity-based test case selection,
and evaluate how the combinations perform compared to a greedy technique. Clas-
sification tree models partition the input domain of the SUT, which allows the
automatic generation of test cases in black-box domains [LW00]. Similar to Hem-
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mati et al. [HAB13], the authors applied the (1+1) evolutionary algorithm [DJW02]
to achieve the selection. In contrast to our test case selection approach, they use
classification trees and do not assume other black-box criteria, such as risk-based
testing. Zheng et al. [ZWRS07] present the I-BACCI black-box test case selection
approach. They analyze the binary code of the program, finding changes between
two program versions. Based on these changes, the authors identify test cases which
cover affected functions. Even though the approach is of black-box nature, it is
based on code analysis and does not incorporate any of the meta-data used in this
thesis.
Multi-Objective Regression Testing. Only few authors have investigated
possibilities to use multi-objective algorithms to improve regression testing. Har-
man [Har11] states that multi-objective regression test optimization is an important
area to investigate. He states that objectives are either values to be maximized or
costs to be minimized. While he does not describe a specific approach, he gives
examples for potential optimization objectives, which contain some of the objectives
used in our test case selection, i.e., test execution costs, requirements coverage fault
history or business sensitive objectives.
Anwar and Ahsan [AA13] propose an approach to optimize test suits, which
is similar to our test case selection technique. They define four objectives to be
optimized based on fuzzy logic. While their approach is not search-based, they also
consider requirements coverage, execution costs and failure history. In addition, they
consider the requirements failure impact, which is similar to our business relevance.
However, they do not consider a minimize test suite, maximize failure probability
or last execution date of test cases. Furthermore, they failure severity is not con-
sidered for their approach. Briand et al. [BLC13] present a multi-objective test
case prioritization technique for state-based test cases. In their work, test cases are
derived using the transition tree method [Bin99]. The prioritization is based on the
data-flow of test cases, i.e., they present a model-based approach. To compute the
priority of test cases, they define four objectives to be optimized by an GA, namely
SPEA2 [ZLT01]. The objectives are based on cost (number of transitions triggered)
and different data-flow goals, such as the number of definitions covered by a path
normalized over the number of all definitions. The result is an ordering of transi-
tion tree paths with the goal to intend defects as early as possible. The evaluation
shows that the resulting test case orders increase the data-flow coverage and, thus,
the fault detection rate compared to random orderings. In contrast to our test case
selection approach, they use GA to prioritize test cases based on data-flow analysis
of transition trees. De Souza et al. [dSdMPdB11, dSPdAB14] present a test case
selection technique based on particle swarm optimization [KE95]. They consider two
objectives at once: minimizing execution costs (time) and maximizing requirements
coverage of test cases. Results indicate that their technique outperforms random
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selection. We consider more objectives to be optimized at once for our test case
selection approach. Epitropakis et al. [EYHB15] present a multi-objective test
case prioritization technique using evolutionary algorithms. They consider three
objectives: average percentage of code coverage, average percentage of changed code
covered and average percentage of past fault coverage. Trivially, these objectives are
code-dependent, which makes them different from our test case selection approach.
They evaluate their prioritization based on six different systems. Their approach
shows similar or better results in terms of the cost-aware APFDc metric [EMR01]
compared to greedy techniques. Huang et al. [HGLJ13] present a test case selec-
tion using an “improved genetic algorithm“. They adapt the GA in a way, that the
inbreeding of individuals is reduced and the problem of sticking to local optima is
avoided., e.g., by adding an excellent gene pool used in the mutation step to replace
bad genes in current individuals. They also add ”different” individuals using a greedy
algorithm, when the dissimilarity of existing individuals is below a certain threshold.
For test case selection, they optimize two objectives: Sensitivity Function Test Cov-
erage and Test Cost. Due to the first objective, which requires information about
the functions covered by test cases, the approach is of white-box nature. Mondal
et al. [MHD15] introduce a multi-objective test case selection technique based on
code-level information. In particular, they optimize both, code-coverage and test
case diversity. Similar to this work, they apply the NSGA-II [DPAM02] algorithm.
Yoo and Harman [YH07a] present a multi-objective test case selection approach.
They also apply NSGA-II to realize their approach [DPAM02]. Moreover, they also
describe a fault-history and execution cost objective to be maximized. However,
their also assume to have knowledge about the code of the SUT, to maximize code
coverage.
Summarizing, our analysis of related work (cf. Table 6.5) shows that our test case
selection technique is indeed a novel approach for black-box regression testing as
it uses a unique combination of black-box objectives as input for a multi-objective
GA. However, only two techniques use risk-related information, even though not
to the extend of our test case selection approach. Of the presented multi-objective
techniques, five out of seven use test case costs as objective, which seems to be a
popular choice.
6.5 Chapter Summary and Future Work
Summary. In this chapter, we introduced a novel multi-objective test case selec-
tion technique for regression testing. While multi-objective test case selection has
been investigated in the past, it has never been analyzed for black-box systems in
the complexity and flexibility as proposed in this thesis. We defined seven different
black-box objectives to be optimized by a GA: Minimize Test Set Size, Maximize
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Requirements Coverage,Maximize Business Relevance,Maximize Failure-probability,
Minimize Execution Costs, Maximize Failure History and Maximize Last Test Ex-
ecution. Because of the nature of test case selection, we decided to always select
the Minimize Test Set Size objective in combination with all other objectives. The
other objectives can be combined arbitrarily, which allows for a more flexible test
case selection technique compared to single-objective approaches as we can adapt the
optimization to the available data. In particular, we subsume different approaches
pursued in the past as greedy or single-objective strategies like history-based, cost-
based or risk-based test case selection.
We investigated the feasibility of our test case selection approach by analyzing
the applicability of our test case selection technique to two case studies, BCS and
real-world industry data. We investigated the effectiveness of our test case selection
technique by measuring precision, recall and F-score for all objective combinations.
To ensure that these results are reliable, we repeated our experiments ten times and
performed the Mann-Whitney-U significance test [MW47], which shows that differ-
ent objective combinations do indeed reveal different results in nearly all cases. We
compared our multi-objective test case selection approach to a normalized random
selection and the retest-all approach. Results indicate that our test case selection
technique is able to outperform a random selection by far. While retest-all has a
similar quality for industrial data, it requires all test cases to be executed. In con-
trast, our test case selection reduces the test set size by at least 50% in average.
Moreover, we identified a correlation between the test size reduction and selection
quality. Finally, the technique has been shown to be efficient.
Future Work. While our evaluation shows promising results for two subject
systems, more case studies have to be performed to allow for a generalization of our
findings. In particular, more industrial data has to be examined, especially when
given risk-based information, as we lack this information for our real-world system.
While Henard et al. [HPH+16] found in a study that white-box and black-box test
case prioritizations are able to perform very similarly, such a comparison is currently
missing for test case selection. Hence, it is of interest to analyze how a combina-
tion of white-box and black-box data influences the overall results. Buchgeher et
al. [BERL13] ascertained that a test case selection based solely on code coverage
information leads to a large set of potential test cases, i.e., further knowledge is
required in addition to code-coverage. This shows the potential of the combina-
tion of our current objectives with white-box related objectives such as maximizing
code coverage to improve test case selection quality. Hence, we assume that a more
fine-granular test case selection might be able to improve the selection quality even
further. In addition, our flexible approach allows to incorporate different code-level
coverage criteria such as statement or branch coverage [LV04].
Applying other multi-objective algorithms besides NSGA-II is also an important
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task for future work, to assess which GA are suited to solve multi-objective test
case selection for system-level testing. Especially when handling more than four ob-
jectives at once, many-objective algorithms might solve the underlying optimization
problems better [LLTY15]. In the same regard, other types of mutation or crossover
operators can be used to find different optimization strategies for test case selec-
tion. We also see possibilities to adapt the selection technique into a prioritization
approach. This might be more desirable if resources for regression testing are very
limited or unknown a priori, as testing can stop at any time in prioritization while
ensuring that the most important test cases have been executed. However, trans-
forming the technique into a prioritization approach requires different mutation and
crossover operators, as the order of genes has to be changed.
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Prioritization for Software Versions
The content of this chapter is largely based on the work published in [LSN+16].
Contribution
We propose a black-box test case prioritization approach for software versions
based on supervised machine learning. Our test case prioritization approach
emulates decisions and experiences made by test experts. Test cases are de-
scribed in natural language and a manually selected subset is provided as
training data for a machine learning technique. The result are prioritized test
cases, which are able to find system failures early.
As described in Chapter 6, regression testing is a major task in the software life
cycle, as software development is not one singular process that is finished after a
software system is released, but often continues after the initial release to com-
prise bug fixes, feature extensions or new versions [RH97]. For system-level testing,
regression testing often is performed manually in black-box environments, as the
system is tested as a whole on user level [Sne07]. Due to restricted resources, test
experts have to make decisions on what to test in system-level regression testing on
a regular basis. In case of black-box testing, intrinsic expert knowledge is applied
to identify test cases, which have a high likelihood to detect failures or which con-
tribute to specification coverage. Expert knowledge is derived from previous test
runs, experiences from prior projects or information about changes in the software
system, but is not documented or formalized. Thus, this knowledge differs from one
test expert to the next and is of a very subjective nature.
Test case prioritization has been proposed as approach to improve regression test-
ing [YH07b]. A prioritization of test cases allows to continue testing until resources
are exhausted, while still ensuring that the most important test cases have been
executed. However, current black-box regression test cases are selected and not pri-
oritized as human testers are only able to make up to 100 pairwise comparisons of
test cases in a consistent fashion [ABPS05], which makes a manual prioritization of
large test sets infeasible. The subtle differences and instinctive decisions made by
human experts make an automatic analysis of expert knowledge in black-box testing
a difficult task, which has not been investigated enough in computer science yet.
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This thesis contributes a novel technique to provide an automatic black-box test
case prioritization technique for a set of system test cases T Csys = {tc1, . . . , tcn}.
It supports regression testing of black-box software versions. Engström and Pe-
tersen [EP15] report that testing research often does not find its way into practice.
Hence, our test case prioritization technique formalizes decisions and experiences
made by test experts. We use a supervised machine learning algorithm to learn a
prioritization model based on existing knowledge. Test cases are defined in natural
language, describing test steps to be manually executed, and additionally assigned
system-testing meta-data, such as linked requirements or revealed failures. Our
technique supports the identification of similarities in the description of test cases
to identify their importance. The model allows for the prioritization of arbitrary
system test cases, described in natural language. Consequently, we introduce test
case prioritization for real-world scenarios where source code is not available. The
priority of a test case resembles the computed likelihood that the test case will de-
tect failures in future executions. Thus, we aim to improve the failure finding rate
for a set of test cases. Our evaluation shows that we are indeed able to improve
regression testing for two subject systems, including real-life automotive data.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: We first give a short
introduction in supervised machine learning and, based on this, provide the concept
of our test case prioritization approach. Afterwards, we explain and discuss our
evaluation and the gathered results. Related work is described to show the novelty
of our test case prioritization technique and the necessity to investigate this type of
regression testing scenario.
7.1 Supervised Machine Learning
Machine learning comprises techniques which attempt to learn patterns or rules
based on existing data [Bis06, WFH11]. This data is provided by an expert and
used for training of the machine. Selecting training data is an essential step in
machine learning [Bis06].
Training Data Selection. Providing training data influences the patterns that
the machine learning detects and, thus, heavily influences the quality of the results
of the technique. Two major types of machine learning techniques are distinguished
based on the provided training data: Supervised and unsupervised learning [WFH11].
Supervised learning receives a set of labeled training data, i.e., each training entity is
associated with a class label to which a particular data instance belongs to [Kot07].
Other entities are then to be assigned to a class, according to the label distribution
in the training set and the patterns recognized by the chosen algorithm. Several
techniques exist to realize such a classification of data [Kot07, WFH11]. A com-
monality of supervised techniques is that an expert has to provide class labels for
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the training data instances. In contrast, unsupervised learning has no information
about class labels and, thus, has to identify these classes based on the characteris-
tics of the data instances without additional knowledge. In this thesis, we solely use
supervised learning as our goal is to adapt expert knowledge of testers and, thus, we
aim to imitate their decisions which they provide in form of labeled training data.
To achieve the best results of ML classification, certain quality aspects have been
derived for a sufficient selection of training data [GKN12], which we assume to be
satisfied when applying our test case prioritization technique:
• Class Balance: Supervised learning requires labeled training data. For train-
ing data selection, it is important to keep a certain level of balance between
the different classes provided in the training set. For example, in a binary
classification, two labels +1 and -1 can be used. The training data should
provide sets for both classes of similar size. A class imbalance results in re-
trieved models which might be biased in terms of data distribution and relia-
bility. For example, the model might be overfitted for one class-label and not
detailed enough for another class.
Weiss [Wei04] shows in a survey on class imbalance that two main types of
techniques exist to cope with class imbalance, namely data sampling and boost-
ing. Data sampling either increases or reduces the data instances for certain
classes, such that the final data set is balanced. One simple form would be
random sampling or more sophisticated algorithms, which have been described
in the literature [BVSF04]. Boosting, on the other hand, has not specifically
been designed to solve class imbalance, but shows good results nonetheless, as
the performance of weak classifiers is increased, which has a positive impact
on the classification quality [GKN12].
• Number of Entities: The size of the training data set is of importance as well
and correlated with the class imbalance problem. If the number of provided
data instances is too large, the classification model might be overfitted or
the computation of a solution becomes very complex [Die95]. On the other
hand, too few data instances reduce the robustness of the model and the
algorithm might not be able to deduce certain patterns and rules for the given
classes [BPM04]. Thus, a right amount of data is too be chosen, which is
non-trivial and requires domain knowledge and experience.
• Feature Dimensionality: The classification is based on different features
which represent the entities to be classified. Each data instance is a feature
set, representing a point in an n-dimensional vector-room for n features. Thus,
the computation heavily depends on the feature-complexity. The more features
are used for data classification, the more complex the computation becomes.
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Figure 7.1: Binary vs. Ranked Classification Models
As a result, too complex or too many features should be avoided [GKN12].
Several techniques have been introduced to cope with this problem, such as
filter-based feature selection [KGN12]. In case of this work, the set of features
becomes very large as we analyze the occurrences of words in a test cases.
However, most of the values are 0, as only a small subset of all words will
occur in each test case. Thus, we prefer machine learning algorithms that can
cope with sparse data.
Consequently, certain preparations might be necessary to reduce the risk of class
imbalance and improve the test case prioritization. To avoid the described issues,
training data should always be selected by an expert.
Supervised Machine Learning Techniques. There exist plenty techniques in
supervised learning which are applicable for classification [Kot07, WFH11]. How-
ever, some restrictions have to be made when selecting an algorithm for test case
prioritization. First and foremost, the classification technique shall produce a ranked
classification model (also described as regression model), which differs from typical
discrete classification models in some regards. Figure 7.1 shows an example to il-
lustrate the differences between these two types of classifications using a Support
Vector Machine (SVM), which is a popular type of machine learning algorithm used
for classification and regression tasks [CST00, WFH11].
On the left hand side of Figure 7.1, a discrete binary classification is shown, which
is a standard machine learning task [WFH11]. It assigns a fixed class to each data
instance, according to a learned model. Green circles represent data instances of
the +1 class, while red squares are -1 labeled data points. These data instances
have been labeled by an expert and selected as training data set. The axes represent
different features. In case of the example only two features are available to classify
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data points. A learned classification model is represented by the dotted line, also
called hyperplane for higher feature spaces. The grey area around the hyperplane
is the margin of this model and describes the distance to the nearest data points,
referred to as support vectors in SVMs [CST00]. The goal of SVMs is to maximize
the margin between the nearest support vectors to improve the reliability of the
classification task. This represents a straight forward model representation, as the
data points, which belong to different classes are clearly separated from each other.
In context of this thesis, the classes resemble to test and not to test, and the data
points are test cases.
A binary classification as shown on the left side of Figure 7.1 would lead to a
test case selection, as test cases are assigned to one of the two classes. As we are
interested in test case prioritization, a binary classification is not sufficient. Instead,
we implement a ranked classification technique which computes a ranking function
to assign weight values to data instances, as shown on the right-hand side in Fig-
ure 7.1. The prioritization approach is not restricted to one particular ML technique,
examples for applicable techniques are relevance vector machines [Tip01] or ranked
support vector machines [Joa02], but potentially also probabilistic techniques, such
as Bayesian networks [FGG97]. The learned classifiers are used to rank new data
instances according to their computed probability to be in one class or the other.
7.2 System-Level Prioritization Approach
The concept of the machine learning based test case prioritization for black-box
versions is shown in Figure 7.2. The goal is to compute a prioritization function to
prioritize system test cases tc ∈ T Csys. It consists of six different steps, which can
be grouped into three major phases: Data Collection and Preparation, Learning and
Classification and Execution and Reporting. We explain these phases in detail in
the following.
7.2.1 Data Collection and Preparation
Input Artifacts. To apply our test case prioritization approach, available data
has to be prepared for analysis. Hence, certain testing artifacts and properties are
necessary to fulfill the prerequisites for our test case prioritization technique. An
overview of the required information has been described in Chapter 3.1.2. Basically,
we assume to have knowledge about requirements, system test cases and revealed
failures in natural language. In addition, we assume that traceability between these
artifacts is given and that black-box meta-data is assigned, e.g., test execution time
or failure severity.
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Figure 7.2: The Machine Learning-based Prioritization Technique (cf. [LSN+16])
The described data artifacts only resembles a baseline on which the test case
prioritization technique is able to perform. The data can be extended by several
means, which might positively influence the test case prioritization quality. For
example, source code information or test models could be available. In the following,
we assume that the data described in Chapter 3.1.2 is available and sound, even
though reality shows that keeping a clean, up-to-date and redundancy-free database
is a common problem in large software projects.
Select Training Data. As we apply supervised learning, the first step is to
select a suitable set of training data. In case of this thesis, we assume the classes
to be to test and not to test for test cases, i.e., the training data consists of labeled
test cases TClabel ⊆ T C, where each test case tc ∈ TClabel is labeled according to its
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class. To achieve suitable results, the guidelines for training data selection presented
in Chapter 7.1 are to be applied by test expert. Selecting training data is a crucial
step for our test case prioritization technique, which we assume to improve over
time with increasing experience. However, manual test case selection is easier than
prioritization, which is why we argue that training data selection can be performed
by test experts in a reasonable amount of time.
Example 7.1: Training Data
Consider that |T Csys| = 1,000. Each tc ∈ T Csys is linked to at least one
requirement req ∈ REQ. When selecting training data, the test expert should
avoid to use all test cases, which is exhaustive and time-consuming. Instead,
100 to 200 test cases should be labeled as to test or not to test. Positive test
cases are those, which are often applied as regression test cases or which test
the newest functionality. Negative test cases might have not revealed a fault
in several past executions or cover functionality which has not been changed
for several versions and runs very stable.
Preparing the Dictionary. After training data has been selected, the test cases
are transformed into a feature vector representation, which is required by the ML
algorithm. While the meta-data is directly accessible as discrete values (e.g., seconds
for cost, integers for failure priority etc.), the natural language description has to be
prepared in advance to be suitable as input for test case prioritization. Therefore, we
apply natural language processing (NLP) techniques to reduce the amount of redun-
dancy and ambiguity within the data [JM00]. NLP is a very complex field of study,
containing lots of different algorithms and concepts. In this work, we perform three
basic techniques to prepare the test case description (TCD) for dictionary compu-
tation, namely tokenization, stemming and stop word removal. Tokenization detects
words within texts and removes symbols as we do not consider them to be relevant.
Stemming reduces certain words to a common word stem, avoiding redundancy and
ambiguity between words. This step is important for verbs, e.g., reducing the words
”moving“ and ”moves“ to ”mov“, giving both the same meaning. The last step is
the removal of stop words, which requires a predefined stop word list. Stop words
are often occurring words that do not add any additional meaning to the content
of the sentence, but are required by the language’s grammar. Prominent examples
for stop words are linking words or articles. We only generate a dictionary based on
test cases in the training data TClabel , as these describe features to learn the priori-
tization model and reduce the dictionary size compared to analyzing all test cases.
In future additions of this work, dictionaries might be extended to requirements
covered by the test cases.
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Example 7.2: Test Case Processing via NLP
Consider the following sentence to be part of a test case description in natural
language:
Pressing the power window button moves the window up.
Tokenization detects the different words in the sentence and extracts them,
removing punctuation marks as well. This leads to:
Pressing the power window button moves the window up
Next, we are able to remove stop words, which have no further meaning,
resulting in the following words:
Pressing power window button moves window up
Using stemming, these words are reduced to the following form:
press power window button mov window up
One representative of these words will now be added to the dictionary, if they
are not already present. In the example, the word window will only be added
once.
Computing Feature Vectors. Once the original data has been cleansed from
unnecessary fragments and unique representatives for each word have been added
to the dictionary for all test cases, we use this dictionary as a baseline for the TCD
feature of the test case prioritization. In particular, we are now able to create
a vector representation of each test case including the contained words and other
meta-data. If a word does not occur for a test case, the entry is simply 0, otherwise it
contains the number of occurrences. As the dictionary size can become rather large
in real life data sets, the feature vectors will also become very large, as each word
adds another feature dimension for the machine learning. However, many entries
will be 0 for the test cases, as their descriptions only contain a small subset of words
occurring in the complete dictionary. These vector representations will be later used
to compute the ranked classification model.
Meta-data values are encoded in these feature vectors as well. For each require-
ment req ∈ REQ, we create a feature which is either 0 if the test case is not linked to
the particular requirement or 1 otherwise. For failures, we introduce three different
features. One summarizes the number of failures a test case is linked to. The other
represents the severity of all linked failures as sum. In the third, the age of failures
is represented. In this context, we use a predefined scale for failure age as described
in Chapter 3.1.2. This reduces the complexity of the feature, which reduces the
computational effort required to learn a model.
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Example 7.3: Representing Test Cases as Vectors
Assume that we want to represent the system test case presented in Exam-
ple 7.2 as vector containing the features regarding the TCD. The dictionary
for the system shall consist of the following words:
power window mov up down stop button finger protection
Now, the particular system test case described is represented as the vector
(1, 2, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0). The number of occurrences of a word in a test case
represents the value for the particular word scalar in the vector.
7.2.2 Learning and Classification
Learning. After labeled training data has been selected, our test case prioritization
technique is able to learn a ranked classification model based on the data and feature
distribution. This phase correlates strongly with the chosen learning algorithm, i.e.,
what type of algorithm performs the learning. In any case, the output of the learning
process should result in a model which can be used to prioritize system test cases.
Some types of output models are easier to understand than others, which might be
an influencing factor for the choice of a sufficient ML algorithm.
Classification. Once a ranked classification model has been successfully learned
from the labeled training data, it can be used to classify a set of test cases. Of course,
these test cases do not have to be part of the original training data, i.e., unlabeled
data can be prioritized according to their feature representation. For instance, all
available test cases can be prioritized by the technique. Each test case is assigned a
value, which will be used for the prioritization. The higher the value, the higher is
the priority of the associated test case. We suggest to select a subset of test cases
to prioritize instead of choosing all test cases as input, as the test expert has some
knowledge about test cases and the current status of the project. Hence, he might
identify test cases which are of no interest at all and, thus, need no priority value
assigned. This reduces the computational effort and might lead to faster results.
Repetitive Learning. As software projects evolve over time, the process of
learning a ranked classification model should be repeated iteratively to stay up-to-
date and to ensure a certain prioritization relevance according to the current status
of the project. We suggest to repeat the learning process for each major update,
which introduces new features to the system, as this will require an adaption of
regression testing. However, testers do not always have to select new training data
from scratch. Rather, they only need to add new test cases which might become
important after the changes of the software and move some test cases from the
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positive class to the negative class or discard them, to reduce the testing overhead.
Of course, completely new classifiers can be created as well by selecting new training
data. This requires a higher manual effort compared than reusing training data.
7.2.3 Execution and Reporting
After a prioritized list of test cases has been computed, the test cases are executed by
testers. As of now, our test case prioritization technique is designed for manual test
cases. Hence, test experts execute the test cases in order of their rankings, starting
with the most important one. Testing continues until a certain test end criterion is
reached. In practice, available testing resources define how long testing continues.
However, other criteria such as requirements coverage or a certain percentage of
executed test cases are suitable as well using our test case prioritization technique.
Considering Preconditions. The presented test case prioritization technique
takes a list of test cases and computes their priority according to their features.
While this is the main idea of test case prioritization and matches the desired priority
computation, it leads to another challenge regarding the applicability of our test case
prioritization approach in complex testing environments. In particular, in system-
testing, test cases are grouped to form coherent testing scenarios to improve test
efficiency in manual testing [Sne07]. A set of preconditions PC = {pre1 , . . . , prem}
define the set of states, in which a system has to be in to commence a particular
test case. In manual testing, a tester has to prepare a test case’s precondition,
then execute the test case and afterwards check if the observed result equals the
expected result. However, test cases have different pre- and postconditions, e.g.,
different hardware or user rights are used for different functionalities. If only one
prioritized test case list is generated, preconditions might be shuﬄed in arbitrary
ways. Currently, preconditions are ignored for test case prioritization and, thus,
even though we execute the most effective test cases at first, the execution might
not be very efficient, as the setup of each test case has to be created from scratch.
Hence, the ordering is suboptimal in terms of manual test case execution.
Example 7.4: Prioritization without Preconditions
In Figure 7.3, the left hand side shows an unordered list of test cases. The
notation is pre ID post, where pre, post ∈ N are precondition references and ID
is the name of a test case. Thus, test case tc5 requires the first precondition
and stays in the same state after its execution. An example setting is a
profile settings site in a web-client, which allows to change the user’s address
information. After the information has been updated, the user stays on the
same page. Other test cases, e.g. tc4, might change the state of the program.
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1 tc5 1
2 tc9 2
1 tc3 1
1 tc4 2
2 tc6 2
1 tc7 3
2 tc5 2
...
1 tc5 1
1 tc3 1
1 tc4 2
1 tc7 3
...
2 tc9 2
2 tc6 2
2 tc5 2
...
n ... n
...
Figure 7.3: Split of Test Case Prioritization according to Preconditions
Precondition-based Grouping. To improve test efficiency for complex testing
scenarios, we introduce a precondition based grouping of test cases to reduce the
overhead between test case executions and form coherent scenarios. The original
prioritized list is split into a subset of n lists, each containing only a set of test cases
TCpre ∈ T Csys which are designed for the same precondition pre ∈ PC. Besides a
higher test efficiency due to reduced overhead, it also allows testers to parallelize the
testing process by assigning different subsets of test cases to different testers while
ensuring a certain coherence between the test sets due to their shared preconditions.
To extend this approach, we also consider the difference between test cases which
do not elicit a state change, i.e., precondition prek equals the postcondition post l for
a test case tc ∈ T Csys, k, l ∈ {1, ..., |PC|}.
Even though the split dissolves the stoic first prioritization into more coherent
sublists, it raises another problem. Assume that the number of test cases for the
different preconditions is very imbalanced, i.e., the subset of one precondition pre is
much larger than another of a subset for pre′. Now, if the test set for precondition
pre is executed before the other subsets, it may take a very long time to execute all
test cases for this subset. As prioritization does not make any proposals regarding
the selection of test cases, i.e., when to stop testing, resources may be consumed
before any of the other precondition lists can be executed. Thus, a combination of
both, prioritization and selection is desired.
To achieve this, we propose that an a priori number of test cases sel ∈ N is to
be defined, for which the precondition split is performed. Hence, we take the list of
the first sel test cases, named TCselected ⊆ TCordered and create a separate ordered
test case list for each of the preconditions preselected ⊆ PC occurring in TCselected ,
i.e., |preselected | ≤ |TCselected|. This allows to use the sel most important test cases
for testing, while recognizing the preconditions for testing. However, this also forces
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the testers to execute all of these test cases, as test cases of the last precondition
might be the most important ones.
If there are no distinct preconditions, or the test cases are executed automatically
with a low overhead, the precondition split has not to be performed.
Example 7.5: Splitting Preconditions
Assume the example shown on the left hand side in Figure 7.3 as output of
our test case prioritization technique. We receive n lists after applying the
precondition split, which is symbolically shown on the right hand side. For
each precondition, an individual list has been created keeping the relative
prioritization of each test case, i.e., test case tc5 is still more important than
tc3. It is possible to execute test cases for one precondition, still starting with
the most important one and working forwards, e.g., with test case tc5 for
precondition 1 and tc9 for precondition 2. This allows for parallelism between
testers, when separately focusing on different precondition lists.
7.3 Evaluation
We evaluated our test case prioritization technique to show its effectiveness. First,
we formulate three research questions which we answer in this evaluation. Second,
we explain the subject systems for which we analyzed our test case prioritization
approach. Next, we explain our methodology and present and discuss results after-
wards. Finally, threats to validity are explained.
7.3.1 Research Questions
We formulate the following three research questions to assess the quality of our test
case prioritization approach:
RQ1: How effective is our test case prioritization approach and does the analysis
of natural language artifacts increase effectiveness? We assess the effective-
ness of our test case prioritization technique in terms of its failure finding
rate, i.e., how fast are failures in the system revealed using our prioritized
list? In addition, we assess if the natural language related features improve
the effectiveness compared to meta-data features. We compare our test case
prioritization approach to a random prioritization.
RQ2: How effective is our black-box test case prioritization approach in comparison
to a test expert in real-life scenarios? We compare our test case prioritization
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technique in a real-life testing scenarios against a test expert in terms of failure
finding rate. We also analyze the suitability of our results for different stopping
criteria.
RQ3: How efficient is our test case prioritization approach? We analyze if our
test case prioritization technique is applicable in real-life scenarios in terms of
computation time.
7.3.2 Subject Systems
Similar to our multi-objective test case selection approach for black-box testing of
software versions, we apply our test case prioritization approach to two subject
systems: BCS and a real-life industry case study (cf. Chapter 3.2 and 6.3.2).
BCS. For our evaluation, we use the system-level artifacts of BCS as described
in Chapter 3.2.2. To support the supervised learning, we split the set of 128 in two
equal subsets, i.e., 64 test case have been defined as positive and the other 64 test
case are used as negative for learning. In total, 8 failures have been seeded for these
test cases as described in Chapter 6.3.2.
Industrial Data. A data set of real-life test cases, requirements and revealed
failures has been provided by an industrial partner from the automotive indus-
try (cf. Chapter 6.3.2). For our evaluation, we use a subset of 645 test cases, for
which we are able to provide sophisticated labels for supervised learning with a high
confidence. These test cases revealed a total of 34 failures. For training, we split
the data into 354 positive and 291 negative test cases, using expert knowledge. This
split has been performed by the authors, focusing on the most important parts of
the system. Due to technical limitations, we have no information about the specific
execution runs which led to the failures. This does not hamper with the test case
prioritization, as we still have meta-data available.
7.3.3 Methodology
Implementation. We implemented our test case prioritization technique using the
dlib [Kin09] machine learning library. For supervised learning, we use the ranked
support vector machine (SVM Rank) by Joachims [Joa02], which is able to handle
large features spaces with sparse data. Test artifacts are stored in HP Quality
Center (QC). To perform NLP-specific tasks, we use the Lucene1 library. The
developed tool is not open source and is not publicly available due to legal restric-
tions.
1Lucene text search engine library by Apache Foundation, url: https://lucene.apache.
org/core/, date: March 30th 2017
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Quality Assessment. To measure the effectiveness of our test case prioriti-
zation approach, we measure the Average Percentage of Faults Detected (APFD)
metric [RUCH01] (cf. Chapter 2.2.2). The APFD function returns a value between
0 and 1. The higher the value, the higher is the quality of the prioritization. Other
forms of APFD exist, such as APFDc [EMR01], which incorporate costs instead of
test case positions for the quality assessment. However, the execution time (or cost)
of each test case is a very subjective manner, e.g., depending on the tester which
executes the particular test case. Thus, we use the position of test cases to evaluate
the effectiveness of our test case prioritization approach. We do not consider test
case preconditions for these orderings, as the APFD computation is performed for
one test case list and we do not provide guidelines for a good amount of test cases
selected for the precondition split (cf. Chapter 7.2.3).
Evaluating Attribute Combinations. For the evaluation of the test case
prioritization, it is of interest to measure how each available feature influences its
effectiveness. To this end, we execute the prioritization technique in multiple runs
using a different combination each time. In detail, we combine the following six dif-
ferent attributes: test case description (TCD), execution costs (EC), requirements
coverage (RC), failure history (FH), failure age (FA) and failure severity (FS). In
total, we perform 26 − 1 = 63 runs for these combinations. For BCS, the execu-
tion time of test cases is unknown. Hence, we only execute 25 − 1 = 31 different
combinations for BCS.
K-Fold Cross Validation. We evaluate our first research question on a snapshot
of data, i.e., we do not perform an actual test run but use historic data collected
in previous executions. To improve our evaluation and gain confidence about our
results, we perform k-fold cross validation on the data [WFH11]. Cross validation
allows to perform a more sophisticated analysis on smaller data sets and is generally
used to assess the prediction error in machine learning [Fus09]. It is applicable in
case of this thesis, as we only use already existing knowledge to compute the ranked
classification model, which does not require knowledge of future failure detections.
Also, our test cases do not depend on each other.
In k-fold cross validation, the data is split in k folds, using k− 1 folds for training
and one fold for validation. This is repeated k times, such that each fold is used once
as validation data set. The repetitions are independent of each other. For k-fold
cross validation, a suitable number of k folds has to be defined. For our industrial
data set, we perform k = 10 folds, which is a standard value [Fus09]. As the BCS
data set is about 80% smaller than the industrial data set we set k = 5 for BCS
to avoid folds of small size. We perform the k-fold cross validation for all of the
different attribute combinations, i.e., a total of 63·k (respectively only 31·k for
BCS) folds are computed.
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Preparing Failure Information. As we use failure history in certain attributes,
but also regard the revealed failures for quality assessment, we need to perform a
split between failures which are used for learning and for those which are used for
validation. In particular, we decided to distribute failures according to their age
into these two sets, i.e., we computed the average age of failures. Those older than
average are used for learning (i.e., they are already known to the approach) and
newer failures are unknown to the learning, but are used for APFD computation.
This avoids any bias regarding the a priori knowledge of the technique. If no failure
related attribute is used, no split is performed and all five failures are considered
for APFD computation. In reality, new failures are discovered while testing, but
as we used already existing data without explicit knowledge about execution runs,
this artificial failure categorization has to be performed. For our second research
question, we used actual failure information of a live executed regression test and
did not perform a split.
Example 7.6: Failure Splits for Evaluation
Assume a total of 20 test cases, of which 5 are linked to revealed failures.
We want to split the failures into two sets, one for learning (already known)
and one for validation (new failures). To this end, we compute the average
failure age and split into newer and older test cases, e.g., in this example three
test cases could be older and the remaining two newer than the average date.
Then, we use the three older failures as attributes when using failure related
attributes, e.g., test case history. The other two test cases then are only used
to validate the results, i.e., measure the APFD of the ordering.
7.3.4 Results
We evaluated our test case prioritization approach using BCS and the real-life indus-
try data to answer our three research questions. We show and discuss the acquired
results in the following.
RQ1: How effective is our test case prioritization approach and do natural
language artifacts increase effectiveness?
BCS. We measure APFD for BCS performing k = 5 folds for a total of 31
combinations of attributes. The results are shown as boxplot in Figure 7.4.
The figure shows three different boxplots representing average APFD results for
different prioritization sequences, derived by different attribute combinations. We
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Figure 7.4: Machine Learning Test Case Prioritization Results for BCS
consider the six different attributes TCD, FH, FA, FS, EC and RC (cf. Chap-
ter 7.3.3) and perform all 31 different combinations of them separately. That means,
we perform the learning and prioritization using cross validation, using different fea-
tures to be accessed by the ML. On the left-hand side of Figure 7.4, we show the
aggregated results for the prioritization for all combinations including the test case
description, i.e., all 15 combinations of attributes containing the TCD attribute.
The second plot shows the data generated by all combinations containing attributes
without the TCD attribute. For comparison, the third plot shows the results of 100
random prioritizations for each cross validation run. Both plots produced by our
test case prioritization technique have been generated using SVM Rank [Joa02].
The measured metric indicates that the machine learning-based approach achieves
good results for the BCS data. Given a median APFD of above 0.8 with a standard
deviation (SD) σ = 0.012, it performs very well using TCD in addition to meta-
data (cf. left plot in Figure 7.4). The small σ-value shows, that the technique is
very stable, no matter which other attribute combinations are used. The results are
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Figure 7.5: Machine Learning Test Case Prioritization Results for Industrial Data
very promising for all combinations using the TCD, especially when compared to
the results achieved by the random approach, which results in a median APFD of
0.5 with σ = 0.025 after 100 repetitions (cf right plot in Figure 7.4). However, the
machine learning technique has troubles to detect failures early without the TCD
knowledge. This is shown in the second plot in Figure 7.4. These combinations did
only lead to rather low APFD values, with a median of ∼ 0.45 with σ = 0.064. Our
evaluation shows, that the TCD attribute has a positive impact in the computation
of the ranked classification model and, thus, should be selected when available. This
validates our assumption that the test case description has a positive impact in terms
of effectiveness.
Industrial Data. For industrial data, we use a set of existing data has been used
to evaluate the effectiveness compared to a random approach. Figure 7.5 shows the
APFD boxplots of different combinations of our test case prioritization technique
and the random prioritization approach. We show the same three different result
distributions, i.e., our test case prioritization approach with the test case description,
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Figure 7.6: Distribution of P-Values for ML classifiers for Industry Data
without the TCD knowledge and the random distribution of 100 random runs for
each ML run. It becomes evident, that our ML-based prioritization approach is
able to outperform the random prioritization by far. Moreover, the usage of TCD
as feature for the ML-based prioritization increases the APFD significantly, leading
to an median APFD value of 0.9, with a SD σ = 0.13, which shows a rather stable
data distribution. Without TCD knowledge, the median APFD is still at about
0.88, with a larger SD of σ = 0.24, with the lower quartile stretching down to an
APFD value of 0.4. This supports our findings for BCS, i.e., the usage of the TCD
feature is useful in prioritization to improve the APFD. The random prioritization
was only able to achieve a median APFD of 0.5 with σ = 0.022.
We further assess the significance of the different distributions produced by the dif-
ferent objective combination. Using the Mann-Whitney-U significance test [MW47],
we first analyze the statistical significance of the results produced by combinations
with TCD vs. combinations without TCD. The resulting p-Value is 0.003, which is
below our alpha-value of 0.05 and, thus, presents a significant difference in results.
For a more detailed analysis, we also computed p-Values for all pairs of combinations
for our black-box test case prioritization for software versions. This leads to a total
of 1953 significance tests. For the sake of understandability, we present a boxplot
showing the p-value distribution for all significance tests of all learned classifiers
using all different objectives for industry data in Figure 7.6.
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The plot indicates that, in fact, many distributions are not statistically significant.
This is to be expected, as the most combinations are combined with a very similar
amount of objectives. Thus, the underlying classifiers are similar.
Overall, we validate our second research question, showing that our test case pri-
oritization approach is effective in terms of APFD compared to a random approach.
Additionally, we are able to show that the test case description features are able to
improve the results further.
RQ2: How effective is our black-box test case prioritization approach in com-
parison to a test expert in real-life scenarios?
For our second research question, we compare the machine learning-based prioriti-
zation to test case executions orders of actual test experts, using new and previously
unknown failures. A setup overview of the experiment is shown in Figure 7.7. To
guarantee a fair comparison, the same expert we compared our test case prioriti-
zation technique to also trained the system. In fact, the same test expert trained
the system twice, generating two different classification models, to which we refer
as Classifier A and Classifier B. Classifier A has been created without any previous
knowledge about the ML-based prioritization technique or ML in general, using 236
positive and 158 negative test cases. They belong to the same SUT as in the first
experiment on static data, but are now executed in a live scenario, revealing new
failures. The second classifier, Classifier B, was created after the results of Classifier
A were known to the tester. He used more time to identify important test cases
for the second classifier, which led to 255 positive and 155 negative test cases for
training.
In general, the test expert reported that negative test cases were harder to select
as testers are mainly interested in useful test cases. Hence, the negative test set is
smaller than the positively labeled test cases. The negative set contains test cases,
which have not been executed for a long time, or are not relevant for the current
system, e.g., as their functionality is not present anymore.
We apply SVM Rank to learn one ranked classification model for each set, using
all available information, including TCD. The resulting models then have been used
to rank a total of 155 test cases, for which it was known that they are executed. As
the test expert does not know, which test cases actually reveal failures, the manual
ordering is based on intuition and expert knowledge. Due to the large quantity of
available test cases, the testers do not perform an a priori prioritization of test cases,
but order them in an ad-hoc fashion while executing them.
After the prioritization has been computed, the test cases have been executed by
the expert without access to the automatically generated list. After the execution
had been finished, we compared the execution order and APFD values of both, the
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Figure 7.7: Experiment Setup of Comparison to Human Tester
prioritization derived by two different classifiers and the actual manual ordering of
test cases. The results are shown in Figure 7.8 represented as colored lines. The
orange line represents failure finding rate of test case order by human expert. It
is compared to the two different classifiers, depicted in red (Classifier A) and blue
(Classifier B). The average value is shown as black dotted line, it represents the
expected value of a random approach as comparison. The number of executed test
cases is represented as x-coordinate. If an executed test case reveals a failure, the
y-value is increased by one, i.e., the ordinate shows the number of revealed failures.
In total, the 155 executed test cases revealed only 14 failures, i.e., only 10% of the
test cases have been successful in revealing a failure in the system. The APFD values
for the human expert’s ordering is 0.53, while the APFD of for Classifier A is 0.60 and
APFD for Classifier B is 0.62 and, thus, both automatically generated sequences are
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Figure 7.8: Comparison Human vs. Machine
significantly better than the manual execution order. Both classification techniques
are also superior to average execution shown in the black line, which indicates that
they work better than a random approach. Unfortunately, a drawback of our used
ML technique is the problem to comprehend the learned models. Right now, a
learned hyperplane is not comprehensible by a human expert as it is represented
in an n-dimensional space. Thus, we are not able to resolve why one classifier is
different from the other. However, we favor a good prioritization result compared
to understanding what leads to a particular ordering for our work.
Evaluating Test End Criteria. The prioritization of test cases is useful, as
in reality complete testing is not feasible due to the sheer complexity of modern
SUTs [AO08]. Hence, a prioritized set of test cases is probably not executed until
the last test cases, otherwise we would not need a prioritization at all. Hence,
regression testing requires certain test end criteria, which define the number of test
cases to be executed [LV04]. Thus, we give some insights how many failures are
revealed by only executing certain percentages of all test cases. For evaluation, we
compare the results for the test end criteria at 90%, 75%, 50%, 33%, 25% and 10% of
all test cases executed. This gives some insight in the actual meaning of the APFD
results shown in Figure 7.8, as it becomes more clear how the failure finding rate is
actually influenced by our test case prioritization technique. The measured results
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Table 7.1: Failure Findings at Potential Testing End Criteria
% TC % Failures Class. A % Failures Class. B % Failures Expert
90% 92.8% 92.8% 92.8%
75% 85.7% 78.5% 85.7%
50% 78.6% 57.1% 57.1%
33% 35.7% 57.1% 35.7%
25% 35.7% 57.1% 35.7%
10% 14.3% 28.5% 7.1%
are shown in Table 7.1 showing the percentages of test cases executed compared to
the percentage of failures found.
The highest percentages of revealed failures achieved for each end criterion are
marked in bold font. It becomes evident, that both classifiers are strong when
executing the first 50% of test cases. In particular, Classifier B is the strongest up
to a third of all test cases executed, where it manages to capture 57.1% of all failures.
Actually, this mark is already reached at about 20% of all test cases, which indicates
a classifier that is very strong for few test cases executed, which would be optimal in
short regression cycles. However, when executing 50% of all test cases, Classifier B
is outperformed by Classifier A, as it still only detects 57.1% of all failures compared
to the 78.6% of Classifier A. The manual order is outperformed by Classifier A at
this point. When executing 75% or more of all test cases, the manually applied
ordering is able to catch up to the machine learning techniques. But it is arguable if
that many test cases are actually executable in regression testing scenarios. Hence,
we claim that our test case prioritization technique is very effective when executing
only 50% or less of all test cases.
Summarizing, we validate our second research question, showing the effectiveness
of our test case prioritization technique compared to a test expert. We further claim
that the resulting lists are suited to support testing with low resources, even when
stopping after ∼ 30− 50% of test cases.
RQ3: How efficient is our test case prioritization approach?
In terms of efficiency, we measure the execution times of our black-box test case
prioritization approach. We distinguish between the training duration and test case
classification times. The average execution times measured for BCS and industry
data are shown in Table 7.2.
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Table 7.2: Training and Classification Durations of the Prioritization
BCS Industry
Training Duration
Average of Combinations with Test Case Description 47.1 ms 2,900 ms
Average of Combinations without Test Case Description 8.6 ms 127 ms
Classification Duration
Average of Combinations with Test Case Description 5.4 ms 134.7 ms
Average of Combinations without Test Case Description 0.6 ms 8.7 ms
In general, training takes a lot longer than classification, which is due to the fact
that building a ranked classification model from scratch is much more complex than
classifying test cases according to an existing model. As the number of features is
an important influence factor for the complexity of models, we also separate the
measured times between combinations with test case description and without, as
the usage of the description increases the feature dimension space significantly. For
BCS, the average training time is between 8.6 ms without and 47.1 ms with test
case description features. With a similar ratio, the training duration for industrial
data is between 127 ms and 2,900 ms. Even though the learning takes about up to
60 times longer than for BCS, the computation times are still negligible in realistic
scenarios, as the classification takes only mere seconds using a total of 645 test cases
and, thus, does not negatively effect current regression testing processes.
Classification of test cases takes mere milliseconds for both systems. The longest
measured classification duration takes 134.7 ms for industry data. This includes the
test case description features as well as meta-data-related features.
Consequently, we validate our third research question, arguing that a test case
prioritization can be performed on a daily basis without noticeably delaying the
testing process for even larger data sets.
7.3.5 Threats to Validity
We split the investigation of threats to validity into internal and external quality
according to Runeson and Höst [RH09].
Internal Threats to Validity. Different aspects influence the outcome and
quality of our test case prioritization approach. First and foremost, test data should
be prepared before learning commences [WFH11]. In particular, we noticed that
there is a lack of sufficient traceability between the different artifacts, especially
between test cases and their revealed failures. One reason for this is exploratory
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testing of systems, e.g., testing a driver assistance system in the car in realistic
scenarios, where test cases are not explicitly executed, but failures are found ad-
hoc by exploring the system functionality or performing use cases [IR05]. The
lack of traceability reduces the amount of data available for our black-box test
case prioritization and restricts the ability to learn meaningful models. Another
important aspect is the quality of the provided artifacts, i.e., the correctness and
actuality of the meta-data, requirements, failures and test case descriptions. For
the evaluation, we made sure to use test cases which are linked to requirements by
experts. In addition, failures have also been linked, when revealed. The descriptions
have been created by experts as well, even though they can differ in certain aspects
corresponding to their author.
The quality of selected training data influences the learned model as well. Differ-
ent training data sets might lead to better or worse solutions and, thus, it needs to
be investigated in more detail how to derive good training data. In our evaluation,
we present two different training data sets in our comparison to a test expert, both
created by the same expert. The results show, that the quality of the prioritization
depends on the selected data and can be steered into a certain direction. However,
due to the complexity of the underlying ML algorithms and their learned models, it
is difficult to grasp the actual differences in the learned models. This makes assump-
tions about good or bad training data non-trivial. We propose to perform more case
studies, which focus on analyzing the given training data and their resulting models.
Furthermore, models computed by other techniques might be easier to interpret. For
instance, decision trees contain the rules learned from the training data [SL91]. The
applicability of these techniques has to be evaluated in future work.
External Threats to Validity. An external threat to validity is the restricted
number of two case studies, for which our black-box test case prioritization approach
has been performed and evaluated. For different systems and test experts, the results
might differ, as test case descriptions and expert decisions are of subjective nature.
Each tester decides differently on how to select training data, according to their
knowledge and role in the project. Hence, additional case studies are required to
deduce an overall picture on how effective our test case prioritization is, especially in
different scenarios. To counter this threat, we performed an academic and industrial
case study with real-life data. Furthermore, we integrated our test case prioritization
technique in a live testing process to compare the results to a test expert. Hence, we
are able to present a first indication of the applicability of our test case prioritization
approach with promising results.
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7.4 Related Work
Mainly, two directions of research are investigated related to our test case prioritiza-
tion approach. The first direction are black-box regression testing techniques, which
currently do not apply machine learning and are often limited in terms of their used
input artifacts. The second domain of interest are machine learning based regres-
sion testing techniques, which, as of date of this thesis, heavily focus on white-box
testing. An overview of all presented related work is given in Table 7.3. For each
mentioned related work, we show a categorization of the technique in terms of pri-
oritization and machine-learning based as well as the used artifacts. In addition to
artifacts used in by our approach for black-box test case prioritization, we list risk,
code and other, to give a more comprehensive overview, especially as some related
techniques use more than one type of artifact or use different types of artifacts not
available for testing in case of this thesis, while they are still worth mentioning
due to similar ideas or concepts. Henard et al. [HPH+16] performed an extensive
case study on the comparison of white-box and black-box prioritization techniques.
They state, that white-box is still the more thoroughly investigated area, but their
comparison shows that black-box and white-box are very similar in terms of fault
detection rates. However, in terms of black-box testing, they only analyze model-
based or input/output-based techniques, which are not available in case of our test
case prioritization approach.
Black-Box Regression Testing. In regression testing, a large number of tech-
niques have been derived in the past, but only a fraction of existing work focuses on
the absence of code or model information or system level testing [YH07b, ERS10].
We present the most related work, which actually focuses on black-box data simi-
lar to the data used in this thesis. Chen and Wang [CW14] introduce a test case
prioritization technique for specification-based environments, based on requirements
severity. They introduce a novel requirements severity scale and also examine depen-
dencies between test cases, which they formulated as sequence ordering problem. For
realization, they use genetic algorithms and ant colonization algorithms, which show
similar results in a synthetic case study. In contrast to our test case prioritization ap-
proach, they do not analyze other artifacts and do not analyze test case descriptions.
Fazlalizadeh et al. [FKAP09] introduce a test case prioritization technique which
incorporates history data, such as failure history of test cases, to compute priority
values without source code knowledge. They apply a greedy test case prioritization
strategy without machine learning. Their work has been extended by Engström et
al. [ERL11] by using new information sources such as a static priority value or the
test case creation date. However, Engström et al. [ERL11] noticed no considerable
improvement compared to the approach by Fazlalizadeh et al. [FKAP09], but they
do show that the results of the greedy prioritization improve the ability of a test
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suite to detect faults early and to improve transparency for testers. Hemmati et
al. [HFM15] prioritize manual test cases, comparing three different heuristics: cov-
ering maximum topics, test case similarity and risk-based clustering. Similar to our
test case prioritization technique, they extract a predefined number of topics out of
textual test case descriptions. However, they aim to cover many different topics as
fast as possible. In their comparison, they notice that risk-based heuristics yield the
best results for the compared industrial data. For traditionally developed software,
they indicate that results are not much more effective than a random prioritiza-
tion. While their techniques also aim to support manual black-box testing, they
use different concepts and artifacts compared than our test case prioritization tech-
nique. Huang et al. [HPH12] describe a cost-cognizant test case prioritization for
black-box test cases, measuring APFDc [EMR01]. Their prioritization is based on
fault information, test case costs and fault severity using a genetic algorithm. They
do not analyze test case descriptions or other meta-data. Ledru et al. [LPBM12]
present a prioritization technique, which is solely based on test case descriptions.
They restrict their technique to the input of test cases. They use a greedy algorithm
to order the test cases according to the distances of their string representations. For
evaluation, they assess the APFD of four different distance metrics and a random
prioritization. They find that the best results are achieved using the Manhattan
distance, which also outperforms the random prioritization on average. Noguchi
et al. [NWF+15] apply ant colony optimization to prioritize test cases for black-box
data. In their approach, test cases are manually grouped into test categories which
are enriched with precedence constraints between different categories. In addition,
historical data from previous products is required. Based on this, their technique is
able to create a prioritized category list. Qu et al. [QNXZ07] present a test case
prioritization for black-box systems without source code knowledge based on test
results and run-time data. They use a matrix which contains test case relations,
such that higher prioritized test cases can influence the priority of related test cases.
This is similar to our theory of the categorization of test cases via the machine
learning classification model. In contrast to our work, Qu et al. build the rela-
tionship matrix based on the fault history of the test cases, i.e., similar fault types
revealed mean that test cases are similar. Furthermore, they assume that each test
case can only detect a certain type of regression fault. Srikanth et al. [SBWO14]
present the PORT prioritization technique. Their approach uses requirements as
input and performs a complex analysis on different aspects, i.e., customer-assigned
priority, requirements complexity, requirements volatility and fault proneness. The
authors find that more complex requirements result in a higher number of faults
and that the approach overall is able to improve the failure detection rate compared
to random ordering. Similar to our test case prioritization approach, they prioritize
system test cases on black-box data. In contrast to this thesis, they use a greedy
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technique which solely focuses on requirements in combination with linked faults
for the priority computation. In addition, they assume to have knowledge about
customer-assigned priorities for requirements, which have a significant influence on
the prioritization quality. This shows, that expert knowledge can positively influ-
ence the output of a automated prioritization and should be considered for regression
testing. Yu and Lau [YL12] present a fault-based prioritization technique based
on fault models. It is applicable without code information and requires test cases
generated using different fault models, i.e., it is known which faults are likely to
be detected by the test cases and there are known relationships between the faults.
They are able to reduce the testing effort compared to other techniques.
None of the above techniques apply any form of machine learning techniques or
try to emulate decisions made by the testers or incorporate the test case descriptions
to compute ranked classification models.
Machine Learning in White-Box Testing. In white-box testing, machine
learning based techniques are often described using the term “software fault predic-
tion”. Here, learning is performed on code-level, i.e., features are extracted directly
from the source code and its modifications. Surveys show, that different fault pre-
diction techniques and many corresponding case studies are already explored in the
literature [CD09, Cat11]. Due to the white-box nature of these techniques, we only
name a few approaches which have been investigated in recent years and are close
to this work as they include certain aspects used in this thesis. Gondra [Gon08]
applies artificial neural networks (ANN) and SVMs to classify if a software module is
fault-prone and compares the results of both techniques. As a result, SVMs outper-
formed ANNs in the classification task. Many of the used metrics are of white-box
nature, e.g., LOC, McCabe cyclomatic complexity or Halsteads Program Length.
His work shows the potentials of SVM-related techniques in testing tasks, which
is similar to the observations made in this thesis. Jiang et al. [JCM07] present a
fault prediction technique based on early life-cycle artifacts such as requirements de-
scriptions and code metrics. They compare different machine learning techniques in
their work. A performed evaluation indicates that only requirements-based metrics
did not result in good fault prediction, but when combined with code metrics could
enhance the overall prediction quality. This shows future potential for our test case
prioritization technique when combined with code-level information.
Machine Learning in Black-Box Testing. Machine learning has also been
sparsely applied to certain black-box testing problems. Agarwal et al. [ATLK12]
compared two different machine learning techniques, ANNs and info-fuzzy networks,
in their ability to be applied as automated oracles in black-box testing. They find
that the results of the techniques heavily depend on the amount of available data.
In contrast to this thesis, these techniques are used to determine if a test case
has revealed a fault or not based on program inputs and outputs. Bhasin and
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Khanna [BK14] propose a black-box testing technique based on neural networks.
They assume that test cases are represented as module state diagrams, which repre-
sents functions and their calling sequences in a graph-like fashion. These diagrams
are either retrieved from stack traces or the software specification. They identify and
prioritize module interactions and use them as input for the neural network. In con-
trast to our test case prioritization approach, they require a certain representation of
module interactions and have to prioritize them a priori to train the neural network.
Briand et al. [BLB08] introduce the MELBA regression testing technique for test
suite refinement in black-box testing. It is based on C4.5 decisions trees [Qui93]
and the category-partitioning method [OB88]. Test cases are abstracted to make
propositions about the test suite quality and the need of possible re-engineering
tasks to cope with test suite weaknesses. Their technique is semi-automatic and
uses test case abstractions. Hence, it does not make use of test case descriptions
or meta-data per se, but representations created using in and output information
of test cases. Perini et al. [PSA13] present the case-based ranking (CBRank)
method to prioritize requirements instead of test cases. It uses information by the
project’s stakeholders and priority values learned by a machine learning approach.
They apply a boosting method using different classifiers and ranking functions. The
presented approach neither considers natural language or meta-data information nor
the prioritization of test cases, but only requirements. Yoo et al. [YHTS09] present
a clustering-based test case prioritization. The clusters are computed based on the
dynamic execution traces of the test cases, which are not available in case of this
thesis. Afterwards, the computed clusters are prioritized by a human test expert to
make use of the domain knowledge. Hence, the technique differers greatly from our
supervised technique that automatically prioritizes test cases based on their black-
box data, presented in this thesis. All of these techniques do not consider natural
language artifacts and meta-data as input for a test case prioritization.
Looking at the related work presented in Table 7.3, we observe that their exists
only few work regarding the application of machine learning in black-box testing.
In particular, no other technique uses all the data analyzed by our test case prioriti-
zation approach, especially the test case description is rarely used and never in the
context of supervised learning. In contrast, the failure history is regarded in eight
different approaches. A total of ten presented techniques uses different artifacts,
which have not been available in the context of this thesis. This shows that our
technique is a novel approach for the test case prioritization problem for black-box
testing of software versions.
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7.5 Chapter Summary and Future Work
Conclusion. We have shown that black-box test case prioritization is a difficult
problem, which is currently not sufficiently investigated in software engineering. To
this end, we presented a novel test case prioritization technique, which improves
regression testing in an automated fashion. It is based on supervised ranked classi-
fication techniques [WFH11, Joa02]. The input is a set of positively and negatively
labeled test cases. Test cases are contain natural language descriptions and black-
box meta-data, such as test case execution costs. As the technique is trained by
experts, it is highly adaptable to different domains or projects. For our evaluation,
we used two subject systems: BCS and an automotive industrial data set. Our
results show that our test case prioritization approach achieves very promising re-
sults in terms of the failure finding rate, especially compared to random techniques.
Furthermore, we compared our test case prioritization technique in a live test run
against a test expert. Again, the machine learning-based prioritization was able to
increase the failure detection rate for different training data sets. Our evaluation
shows, that our test case prioritization approach is efficient in its execution. This
shows the potential of our test case prioritization technique to improve the difficult
task of manual testing in real-life, large scale software development projects.
Future Work. For future work, several directions of research should be pursued.
First, different machine learning techniques should be applied to the black-box test
case prioritization problem, to assess if there is more potential using other algo-
rithms to further improve the prioritization quality. An example are artificial neural
networks, as investigated by related work in white-box testing (cf. Chapter 7.4).
These types of algorithms have gained a lot of awareness in recent years, one promi-
nent example being the AlphaGo algorithm implemented by Google DeepMind
to beat human champions in the board game Go [SHM+16]. This system used
deep neural networks in combination with other techniques, such as reinforcement
learning, which led to an unprecedented success of an artificial intelligence in a very
complex field, beating human experts. Hence, similar ML algorithms could be ap-
plied to solve the test case prioritization problem and incorporate additional data,
e.g., knowledge from different projects.
Another type of machine learning concept that should be investigated in the con-
text of this topic is reinforcement learning [SB98]. It allows to adjust the learning
mechanism after a model has been learned by collecting feedback about the priori-
tization quality. As reinforcement learning requires a policy to follow, it has be to
investigated on how these ideas can be transformed to test case prioritization. As a
result, the resulting test case ordering might be influenced in a more fine-granular
fashion. This could also reduce the effort of adapting training data for ongoing
regression testing.
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Figure 7.9: Boosting Concept for Test Case Prioritization
Second, instead of using one classification model at the time, which is replaced
each time a new learning process is completed, previous classification models can
be reused by applying a boosting technique [FS97]. A schematic structure for such
a boosting approach for test case prioritization is shown in Figure 7.9. In the
example, three different classification models are available. They have been created
for different versions of the software, i.e., version 1.0, 1.1 and 1.2. Assume that
version 1.2 is the newest version. Hence, the corresponding classification model
should have the highest impact on the final classification, as it represents the current
status of the project. However, the older models shall be regarded as well for test case
prioritization as they have been valid in the past and might have been very successful
in their produced failure finding rates. We propose that the older the classification
model is, the lower should its impact on the final prioritization be. A boosting
approach could increase the stability of results and introduce the possibilities to
reuse other models which have been learned either in earlier project phases or, e.g.,
in similar other projects in the past.
Third, the case study diversity has to be increased, as the generalizability of the
results is currently not given and, thus, the technique should be applied to other real-
life data sets. In particular, more comparisons to human experts spanning longer
time frames are required to assess the quality of the prioritization. Guidelines for
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good training data selection for this particular testing domain have to be established
and mined from future experiences made with the test case prioritization approach to
improve the overall process. Additionally, the split of the preconditions needs more
investigation. However, a first industrial case study has shown promising results on
both, a static legacy data set and compared to human decisions made while testing
black-box software versions.
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Testing is an important task in modern software engineering [AO08]. However,
testing a large number of product variants or rapidly developed new software versions
is challenging. Testing resources are often not sufficient to retest every aspect of
each product variant or version again. Thus, regression testing techniques have
been proposed to either select or prioritize important test cases [YH07b]. However,
as we have motivated in the introduction of this thesis, there is a lack of black-box
regression testing techniques for both, software variants and versions. Following,
we gave necessary background to understand the concepts and challenges tackled in
this thesis. Next, we described the foundations of our testing techniques for software
variants and versions, i.e., which artifacts we use to improve testing and how they
are formally defined. Using both, the background and foundations, we are able to
present our contributions.
In particular, this thesis contributes two approaches for testing of software variants
in Part 2 and two approaches for testing of software versions in Part 3. We use the
Body Comfort System [LLLS12] case study to evaluate all our testing approaches as
well as an industrial system for testing of software versions. In Part 2, we have shown
two novel techniques to improve testing of product variants in software product
lines (SPL). Here, the main challenge is to test a potentially large number of prod-
uct variants which are very similar, which leads to redundancy in testing. Retesting
all applicable test cases for each product variant is infeasible for large SPLs. To this
end, we proposed a new SPL testing framework, which helps to prioritize test cases
for individual product variants under test [LLL+15, LLAH+16, LLS+17]. Using a
model-based [UL07] and delta-oriented [CHS10] approach, our test case prioriti-
zation technique for software variants is able to analyze changes between product
variants to identify important parts of the system. We do not restrict our frame-
work for particular types of test models. Based on changes between test models, we
compute priority values for test cases for different product variants. Our evaluation
has shown, that our testing framework is extensible, flexible and provides effective
solutions to the test case prioritization problem.
Our second contribution in Part 2 introduces a technique to prioritize test cases
for SPLs in a risk-based fashion [LBL+17]. Currently, risk-based testing (RBT)
is prominent in single-software systems, identifying important parts of the sys-
tem [ELR+14]. However, only one previous work has proposed an approach for
RBT in SPLs [HvdLB14]. Compared to this technique, which focuses only on prod-
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uct level risk assessments, our risk-based test case prioritization technique is able to
semi-automatically derive risk values for test model elements in each variant under
test. This reduces the effort compared to manual or single-software RBT approaches
significantly. In particular, our risk-based test case prioritization technique is able
automatically compute failure probability values. Our evaluation has shown the
potential to outperform other techniques in an integration testing scenario.
Our first contribution in Part 3 improves black-box testing of software versions.
To tackle the problem of regression testing without source code access, we propose
a multi-objective test case selection technique. It identifies important test cases for
each software version under test based on black-box meta-data [LFN+17]. While
many test case selection techniques require white-box data [ERS10], we propose a
black-box approach. To this end, we propose seven different black-box objectives
to be optimized. The optimization is performed by search-based algorithms. In
particular, we apply a genetic algorithm to solve the multi-objective problem. Con-
sequently, we compute Pareto-optimal solutions, which dominate any other solution.
Our evaluation shows, that the results are desirable with a precision similar or higher
than retest-all, while reducing the test set size by 50% or more.
Our second contribution in Part 3 introduces a novel test case prioritization tech-
nique in regression testing of software versions. Again, the approach is solely based
on black-box data. Instead of using source code, we use meta-data, such as test case
history, as well as natural language descriptions of test cases to identify important
test cases. This is done using a machine learning approach. We use ranked support
vector machines [Joa02] to compute a ranked classification model for our data in
a supervised fashion. Using the learned model, we are able to prioritize test cases
defined in natural language. Our evaluation indicates, that our technique is able
to outperform both, a random approach as well as the human expert in identifying
failures early.
All of these techniques have been shown to be novel due to extensive related work
analysis provided in the corresponding chapters.
8.1 Discussion
Testing of Software Variants. Our contributions for testing of software variants
support the testing of individual product variants. We use model-based techniques
inspired by regression testing to prioritize test cases. While our SPL testing tech-
nique is based on delta-oriented test models, the availability of test models in indus-
trial context is rare. Usually testing is performed either manually or automatically
without the usage of test models. This requires manual test case definitions. As
model-based testing has numerous advantages (e.g., automatic test case generation,
easy to understand specification, etc.) [UL07], we do not consider a model-based ap-
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proach as a drawback. Instead, we propose that our technique for testing of software
variants shows the advantages of model-based testing especially when dealing with
large product spaces. If no test models are available, our test case prioritization
technique cannot be applied.
Similarly, we use delta knowledge to identify important changes between prod-
uct variants. While delta-oriented modeling [CHS10] and delta-oriented test-
ing [LLL+14] have been proposed in the past, they specifically require delta knowl-
edge, which is seldomly given in current SPL engineering processes. However, we
argue that deltas do not need to be explicitly modeled, but can be extracted from
existing SPLs, e.g., by using model-based delta generation [WRSS17]. In addition,
we also consider other SPL modeling techniques as viable option for our testing
approaches. While no availability of delta knowledge requires an adaption of our
presented techniques, our framework and RBT technique are able to support dif-
ferent aspects of testing due to their generic nature. For example, differences could
be analyzed using model mining techniques [WSS16]. This might increase the com-
putation time to identify important changes compared to a delta-oriented analysis.
Thus, an evaluation analyzing potential trade-offs has to be performed in the future.
Consequently, we do not see a restriction to delta-oriented techniques, but see an
applicability to different SPL concepts as well.
In terms of SPL testing, the gathered evaluation results show an improvement in
the effectiveness in terms of the change covering rate compared to other techniques.
However, our results are based on only case study, namely BCS. Further case studies
have to be performed to generalize our findings. Realistic failure data is necessary to
investigate how the technique performs in industrial case studies in terms of failure
finding rates. This is a challenge as large SPLs are usually not open source.
Testing of Software Versions. In the third part of thesis, we contributed new
approaches for black-box testing of software versions. The first software version
related contribution uses a multi-objective optimization to identify important test
cases for test case selection. Here, we define optimization objectives which are
available in system testing and do not require source code access. Unfortunately,
we were not able to execute all seven objectives and all of their combinations for
both systems, nor could we execute all seven in combination as both case studies
did only provide different subsets of the required meta-data. One particular open
question is the influence of risk-based objectives when selecting test cases for real-life
data. While we were unable to evaluate these objectives for our industrial data set,
we argue that risk-based information is very beneficial especially in safety-critical
systems, where certain standards have to be fulfilled (e.g., ISO 26262 [ISO09]).
Here, risk-based data can help to identify the most important test cases according
to defined risk values. The applicability and effectiveness of our test case selection
technique to real-life risk values has to be shown in future work.
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Looking at the results of our test case selection technique, we argue that a com-
bination of black-box and white-box optimization objectives should be investigated
in the future to further improve results, especially for real-life systems. Using solely
meta-data restricts the effectiveness of our test case selection approach, as meta-
data does not necessarily reflect changes between versions. However, code changes
are a main source for failure between versions and, thus, further information should
be incorporated to improve precision and recall of our test case selection technique.
Due to the generic nature of our test case selection approach and the use of genetic
algorithms, new objectives can be easily integrated. Previous work has already ex-
ploited multi-objective test case selection including white-box objectives [YH07a].
Thus, a combination of existing work and our test case selection technique should
be examined in the future. Here, the challenge lies in the connection of data, i.e.,
traceability between source code fragments, requirements and test cases is required.
Our second contribution for black-box testing of software versions is our test
case prioritization approach using machine learning. Here, our concept includes the
analysis of natural language test cases. The approach has shown very good results
in terms of APFD, i.e., it was able to outperform both random and manual test
case prioritization approaches. In fact, the ability to outperform the human test
expert shows the potential of our test case prioritization approach to be a guideline
for testers in industrial settings, where the number of test cases is large and a
manual analysis for each software version is infeasible. One drawback of our test
case prioritization approach is the black-box nature of the learned classifier. Using
SVM Rank [Joa02], we produce a mathematical model of immense complexity, which
cannot be understood by test experts. This makes the integration of our test case
prioritization technique difficult, as the test experts do not know why the machine
is prioritizing certain test cases over others, only that it does. This is a problem
with many modern machine learning approaches, such as deep learning [LBH15],
where the learned models or rules are too complex and abstract to be intuitively
comprehensible. Furthermore, the origin of certain rules may not be traceable either
for a human expert. This reduces the confidence in the learned model. Here, the
integration of other machine learning techniques with easier understandable output,
such as decision trees [SL91, WFH11], might be of interest. If these techniques do
not produce adequate output, more experiments have to be performed to increase
the confidence in the learned models, even though their contents are not transparent.
Furthermore, we do not specifically know if a new classifier is necessary for a
particular software version or how good training data is selected. Further experiences
are necessary to derive guidelines for future uses. Another open challenge is the
selection of negative training data. Our evaluation has shown that the definition of
negative test sets is challenging for test experts. Supporting the experts with newly
found insights in future evaluations is of vital importance to further improve the
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test case prioritization quality. Guidelines and experiences also reduce the initial
effort to adapt our test case prioritization approach in different projects or domains
due to an understanding of proper training data selection.
8.2 Future Work
While this thesis contributes approaches for black testing for software variants and
versions with good results, we envision future work to improve our results. First
and foremost, the presented techniques have to be applied to further real-life and
large-scale case studies, especially the software variant related techniques. Further
case studies will allow to generalize our findings.
Future Work for Testing of Software Variants. We envision that the pre-
sented SPL framework can be used as foundation for multi-objective optimization,
similar to the our black-box test case selection approach. Test cases might be pri-
oritized for individual product variants based on different objectives (e.g, weight
metrics) based on search-based techniques, such as genetic algorithms. This avoids
the manually definition of weighting factors. Instead, the optimization technique
identifies optimal weightings itself by computing Pareto-optimal sets.
For our risk-based SPL testing technique, we envision more sophisticated ap-
proaches to define risk values for features, which influence our risk-based test case
prioritization technique. Currently, we are only aware of one RBT approach for SPLs
by Hartmann et al. [HvdLB14], which does not further state how feature-related risk
values are computed or generated. Here, more complex approaches to automatically
compute feature impact values will help to further reduce manual effort.
While both of our contributions for testing of software variants are based on test
models, test models are usually not available for real-life industrial systems. Hence,
we argue that a transformation of our test case prioritization approaches for SPLs
from model-based to code-based techniques is an interesting research topic. This
supports the applicability to currently existing systems in industry. To support the
delta-oriented nature of our testing approaches, we argue that delta-oriented pro-
gramming languages [SBB+10], such as DeltaJ [KHS+14], are an adequate starting
point to realize incremental white-box SPL testing approaches for individual prod-
uct variants. Instead of using test model vertices and edges, we envision a technique
that uses control flow vertices and edges and prioritizes white-box test cases, e.g.,
provided as JUnit1 scripts. JUnit test case prioritization has been performed for
single-software systems [DRK04], which shows the demand for this type of approach,
which as of now has not been realized for individual product variants in an SPL.
1JUnit framework for Java, current version: JUnit4, website: http://junit.org, date: March
29th 2017
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Both of our test case prioritization approaches for software variants are influences
by the ordering of product variants under test as we compute values based on pre-
viously tested variants. Thus, we propose that investigations are performed how
the orderings of product variants influence our particular test case prioritization
approaches and if certain orderings are to be preferred. Lity et al. [LAHTS17] in-
vestigated the orderings of product variants for regression testing of SPLs in general
and showed that different orderings actually influence the results. Future work has
to show if their findings can be mapped to our test case prioritization techniques for
software variants.
Future Work for Testing of Software Versions. Our black-box testing ap-
proaches for software versions have shown that they outperform existing techniques,
such as random, retest-all or manual test case prioritization. However, we also see
a lot of potential for future work in terms of extensions.
Our multi-objective test case selection approach for software versions can be ex-
tended with additional objectives. Here, one interesting application in the future is
a combination of both, black-box and white-box optimization objectives. For exam-
ple, code coverage objectives could be integrated. Another adaption of our test case
selection technique is to apply the multi-objective optimization to perform a test
case prioritization instead of a test case selection. This requires different mutation
operators to avoid the reduction of test sets. Instead, mutation and crossover need
to create permutations of test sets, leading to different orderings. Similarly, objec-
tive functions need to be revised to compute the fitness of ordered test sets instead
of selected subsets.
In addition, we envision a self-adapting machine learning approach to solve black-
box testing of software versions. For example, the implementation of a reinforcement
learning technique [KLM96], which adapts itself according to feedback, is one con-
cept which we think can improve the currently applied test case prioritization. As of
now, we have to relearn classifiers after a certain amount of iterations. This requires
manual effort, i.e., selecting and adapting existing training data to reflect project
changes. Instead of identifying the need for new classifiers and selecting training
data manually, reinforcement learning supports the idea of self-training agents, e.g.,
based on trial-and-error. In case of software testing, machine learning algorithms
can be supported with new failure findings. These could help to adjust the learned
classification model to achieve even better failure finding rates. For example, if a
test case that has received a high priority, but does not reveal new failures in several
executions, it indicates that the ranked model needs adjustments to rank the test
case lower. Currently, no reinforcement learning-based approaches for black-box
testing have been proposed.
One challenge with introducing reinforcement learning for black-box testing is how
to simulate different optimizations and provide enough data to learn from. Typically,
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reinforcement learning thrives when it is repeated in a trial-and error fashion for
different adjustments, e.g., inputs in a flight simulator to stabilize the airplane.
This type of simulation is not possible in a testing scenario, where the execution of
test cases might take several minutes and not all test cases are executed. To solve
these issues, new concepts have to be developed and other data might be necessary
to successfully realize a reinforcement learning approach for black-box systems.
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Part IV
Appendix

A Evaluation of SPL Framework
Table A.1: Pairwise p-Values for SPL Framework Instances
First TCP Second TCP p-Value
Random CB 0.346034302466435
Random ComB 0.473895598667925
Random DB 0.000274944920429029
Random CB and MD 0.0000756752009714705
Random ComB and DB 0.00593151979026971
Random SB and DB 0.0175670504999475
Random SB and BCB 0.0175670504999475
Random CB and DB 0.00593151979026971
Random BCB, CB and DB 0.00417509526593009
CB ComB 1
CB DB 0.18350676188255
CB CB and MD 0.0594813462804308
CB ComB and DB 0.227672125849788
CB SB and DB 0.0103747743736024
CB SB and BCB 0.0128573374211115
CB CB and DB 0.282674314837381
CB BCB, CB and DB 0.23506255691367
ComB DB 0.254227272328748
ComB CB and MD 0.11340331293692
ComB ComB and DB 0.274271216222805
ComB SB and DB 0.0175670504999475
ComB SB and BCB 0.0261585397960082
ComB CB and DB 0.26612657639469
ComB BCB, CB and DB 0.282674314837381
BCB = Behavior Component-Based CB = Component-based, SB = Signal-based,
DB = Dissimilarity-based, MB = Meta-Data
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Table A.2: Pairwise p-Values for SPL Framework Instances (cont.)
First TCP Second TCP p-Value
DB CB and MD 0.925995689195583
DB ComB and DB 0.838059800952748
DB SB and DB 0.0000573101378336432
DB SB and BCB 0.000070689379834867
DB CB and DB 0.668930879611627
DB BCB, CB and DB 0.809125348441329
CB and MD ComB and DB 0.651046775454994
CB and MD SB and DB 0.0000550496253588344
CB and MD SB and BCB 00000645874376263366
CB and MD CB and DB 0.597712283811784
CB and MD BCB, CB and DB 0.734435452594774
ComB and DB SB and DB 0.000603568142031714
ComB and DB SB and BCB 0.000693050894381199
ComB and DB CB and DB 0.880135745456665
ComB and DB BCB, CB and DB 1
SB and DB SB and BCB 0.939842517724922
SB and DB CB and DB 0.000524936346778489
SB and DB BCB, CB and DB 0.000524936346778489
SB and BCB CB and DB 0.000603568142031714
SB and BCB BCB, CB and DB 0.000524936346778489
CB and DB BCB, CB and DB 0.865226720063674
BCB = Behavior Component-Based CB = Component-based, SB = Signal-based,
DB = Dissimilarity-based, MB = Meta-Data
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Figure A.4: APCC for BCS with Dissimilarity-Based Test Case Prioritization
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Figure A.5: APCC for BCS with Signal-and Behavioral Component-Based Test
Case Prioritization
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Figure A.6: APCC for BCS with Signal- and Dissimilarity-Based Test Case
Prioritization
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Figure A.7: APCC for BCS with Communication and Dissimilarity-Based Test
Case Prioritization
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Figure A.8: APCC for BCS with Component- and Meta-Data-Based Test Case
Prioritization
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Figure A.9: APCC for BCS with Component and Dissimilarity-Based Test Case
Prioritization
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Figure A.10: APCC for BCS with Behavioral Component- and Dissimilarity-
Based Test Case Prioritization
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Figure B.1: Average Test Set Sizes for BCS
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Figure B.2: Average Test Set Sizes for Industry Data
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Figure B.3: Best Pareto Front for BCS, obtained by {TSS,BR}
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Table B.1: Mean, Median, Variance and Standard Deviation (SD) of Objective Com-
binations for both Subject Systems
Objective Combination Mean Median Variance SD
BCS
TSS + FH 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
TSS + RC 0.1284 0.1250 0.0018 0.0422
TSS + FH + RC 0.0432 0.0435 0.0008 0.0287
TSS + BR 0.1997 0.1944 0.0025 0.0501
TSS + FH + BR 0.1197 0.1194 0.0018 0.0423
TSS + RC + BR 0.1678 0.1611 0.0017 0.0408
TSS + FH + RC + BR 0.0761 0.0750 0.0013 0.0356
TSS + FP 0.1134 0.1071 0.0011 0.0325
TSS + FH + FP 0.0193 0.0227 0.0004 0.0203
TSS + RC + FP 0.1220 0.1164 0.0010 0.0322
TSS + FH + RC + FP 0.0324 0.0342 0.0006 0.0250
TSS + BR + FP 0.1501 0.1449 0.0018 0.0427
TSS + FH + BR + FP 0.0492 0.0494 0.0012 0.0340
TSS + RC + BR + FP 0.1318 0.1277 0.0016 0.0402
TSS + RC + FH + BR + FP 0.0619 0.0632 0.0012 0.0345
Industry Data
TSS + FH 0.0275 0.0234 0.0004 0.0209
TSS + EC 0.0470 0.0404 0.0007 0.0274
TSS + FH + EC 0.0112 0.0000 0.0002 0.0139
TSS + RC 0.0981 0.0979 0.0004 0.0201
TSS + FH + RC 0.0258 0.0246 0.0002 0.0129
TSS + EC + RC 0.0736 0.0744 0.0004 0.0196
TSS + FH + EC + RC 0.0174 0.0162 0.0001 0.0112
TSS + LE 0.0737 0.0736 0.0004 0.0189
TSS + FH + LE 0.0356 0.0350 0.0002 0.0132
TSS + EC + LE 0.0751 0.0745 0.0003 0.0182
TSS + FH + EC + LE 0.0334 0.0336 0.0002 0.0128
TSS + RC +LE 0.0745 0.0756 0.0003 0.0172
TSS + FH + RC + LE 0.0395 0.0393 0.0001 0.0121
TSS + EC + RC + LE 0.0813 0.0824 0.0002 0.0152
TSS + FH + EC + RC + LE 0.0376 0.0379 0.0001 0.0118
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List of Abbreviations
APCC = Average Percentage of Changed Covered
APFD = Average Percentage of Faults Detected
ANN = Artificial Neural Network
BCS = Body Comfort System
CB = Component-based Prioritization
ComB = Communication-based Prioritization
DSL = Domain-Specific Language
EC = Execution Costs
ECU = Electronic Control Unit
FA = Failure Age
FC = Failure Count
FH = Failure History
FP = Failure Priority
GA = Genetic Algorithm
HMI = Human Machine Interface
LOC = Lines of Code
MBT = Model-based Testing
MD = Meta-Data
ML = Machine Learning
MPD = Multi Product Delta
MSC = Message Sequence Chart
PUT = Product Variant under Test
QFM = Quantified Feature Model
RBT = Risk-Based Testing
RC = Requirements Coverage
TC = Test Case
TCD = Test Case Description
SBST = Search-based Software Testing
SD = Standard Deviation
SPL = Software Product Line
SUT = System Under Test
SVM = Support Vector Machine
SVM Rank = Ranked Support Vector Machine (as defined by Joachims [Joa02])
TSS = Minimize Test Set Size Objective
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